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Abstract

Abstract

The contour method involves precise cutting of a body into two halves and provides 

a measured cross-sectional map of the residual stress acting normal to the cut 

surface. The method is being increasingly used to measure the residual stress field in 

critical engineering components that have high structural integrity requirements. 

Therefore, it is of paramount importance to improve the precision and accuracy of the 

method. The results of the method are critically affected by the cutting process, the 

deformation contour measurement accuracy and the data analysis procedure. The 

aim of the present thesis is to improve the reliability and accuracy of contour residual 

stress measurements by minimising errors and uncertainties that can be introduced 

during the cutting and data analysis steps of the technique.

The first part of this thesis covers the design of a test specimen to benchmark the 

quality of cutting for contour method measurement. The design allows sequential trial 

cuts on a nominally stress-free specimen. Two different materials have been tested: a 

high yield strength mild steel (EN3B) and an austenitic stainless steel (304L). An 

accompanying characterisation record sheet for each trial cut has been devised to 

quantify the cut surface quality and features. The most important parameters that can 

be used to demonstrate the quality of the contour cut have also been identified in 

order to help optimise the cutting process.

The second part of the thesis covers an investigation of important parameters that 

are used for contour stress measurements including surface deformation data 

collection spacing, deformation data smoothing and finite element mesh size. A simple 

approach for choosing initial parameters is developed based on an idealised cosine 

displacement function (giving a self-equilibrated one-dimensional residual stress 

profile). Guidelines are proposed to help the measurer select the most suitable choice 

of these parameters based on the estimated wavelength of the residual stress field. 

The outcomes of this research have successfully been applied to improve the spatial 

resolution and detailed characterisation of the residual stress field in three welded 

components.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1 : Introduction

Residual stresses or locked-in stresses can be defined as those stresses 

existing in the body of material in the absence of any external loads (1,2). 

Basically any in-homogeneous plastic deformation caused by mechanical and 

thermal loading is the fundamental mechanism for the formation of residual 

stresses (3). Residual stresses develop in almost all fabrication and manufacturing 

processes. They can also originate as a result of in-service loading of 

manufactured components (4,5). The residual stresses are self-equilibrating 

throughout the volume of the material and have portions of non-uniform 

compressive and tensile stresses with zero force resultant. In some cases they 

possess considerably high magnitude with large stress gradients (6) that can have 

significant harmful effects on material durability. These effects include promoting, 

initiation and propagation of fatigue and stress corrosion cracking (7,8). Residual 

stresses can also result in premature failure when combined with service life loads 

(9). Stresses due to externally applied load can be easily calculated with a high 

degree of accuracy, but residual stresses cannot be accurately predicted by a 

simplified approach.

Welding is a thermo-mechanical process that generates high magnitude of 

residual stresses in engineering components (10-12). Advance welding 

techniques such as high energy density electron beam or laser welding (13) and 

over-lay cladding (14) are candidate fabrication methods for critical applications 

such as nuclear power plants. High energy density weld (HEDW) processes such
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Chapter 1: Introduction

as electron beam welding (EB) is capable of providing high power density weld 

input levels with high penetration into a component (13). It produces a deep, 

narrow and parallel sided fusion zone with small thermal contraction (shrinkage) of 

the weld metal compared to conventional welding processes (15,16). However, 

these advanced welding techniques also have some major challenges. These 

challenges include short-length scale residual stress variations of high magnitude 

associated with the narrow fusion zone and sharp gradients arising from phase 

transformation effects that are difficult to measure and locate (14,17,18). High 

concentrated tensile stress regions can challenge the structural integrity of 

engineering components and have adverse effects on their performance.

It is important to obtain authentic and detailed configuration of these stresses 

for structural integrity assessments of engineering components. For nuclear and 

aerospace applications, residual stress predictions for advance welding 

procedures need to be validated using an appropriate measurement technique 

(9,19,20). The measurement technique used must be sufficiently refined to capture 

the stress field length scales of interest (21,22); that is the spatial resolution of the 

measurement volume and measurement density must be considered. Thus, it is 

important to have a good understanding about the capabilities of different 

measurement techniques.

There is a wide range of techniques available for the measurement of residual 

stress. These methodologies are broadly categorised as destructive, semi

destructive or non-destructive (4,5). Non-destructive techniques such as X-ray 

diffraction has limited penetration depth and is restricted to the surface and near

12



Chapter 1: Introduction

surface measurement of residual stress (8). The neutron diffraction technique can 

measure the elastic strain associated with residual stresses for depths up to about 

25 mm in steel with a spatial resolution of less than one mm (23). This technique 

can provide a full three dimensional map of the residual stress field throughout the 

volume of the component (24,25). However, the application of this technique has 

some additional limitations such as it is not suitable for surface measurements, it 

has limited penetration depth (26), it is sensitive to the material grain size and 

texture, its difficult to determine reliable stress free lattice parameter reference 

measurements (27) and its difficult to access a neutron source. Semi-destructive 

and destructive techniques, such as deep hole-drilling, layer removal, sectioning, 

slitting and the contour method are often used to measure type I residual stresses 

(continuum long-range). Destructive techniques are capable of measuring through

thickness residual stresses but most can only provide a one dimensional spatial 

profile of residual stresses. The incremental centre hole drilling method has a 

capability to provide near surface measurements up to the depth of about 1 mm, 

and measures the line distribution of uniaxial or biaxial in-plane direct stress 

components but does not provide any information for the stress component normal 

to the surface (28). The deep hole drilling technique provides three in-plane stress 

components (two direct and one shear) throughout the thickness of the component 

along the line (29,30). However, the spatial resolution of deep hole drilling is 

limited by the diameter of the trepanned core (31) and a minimum 5 mm 

trepanned diameter has been reported to be used (32). Other traditional relaxation 

techniques such as layer removal and slitting (crack compliance), commonly give 

a depth profile and provide a single component of stress.

13



Chapter 1: Introduction

Thus, there are limitations and advantages associated with each of the 

techniques, and they can only provide restricted information for some component 

of the residual stress tensor with limited spatial resolution. The contour method is 

a promising technique for the measurement of residual stresses in engineering 

components (33,34). The contour method is based on cutting the test component 

into two halves. The cut surfaces deform, owing to the relaxation of residual 

stresses. The deformation of the cut surfaces is measured and used to back 

calculate the two-dimensional map of original residual stresses acting normal to 

the plane of the cut (33). Earlier, this method used to provide only one stress 

component normal to the plane of the cut. Now, the capabilities of this method 

have been extended to measure multiple stress components by applying multiple 

cuts (35,36) and by combining with surface residual stress measurement 

techniques (37).

There are several assumptions associated with the contour method which may 

be violated during the implementation of the method and cause errors and 

uncertainty in the stress measurements (38,39). This research is particularly 

focused on improving the reliability and accuracy of residual stress results for the 

contour method by minimising errors and uncertainties that can be introduced 

during cutting and data analysis procedures. The outcomes of this research have 

successfully been applied to achieve precise and detailed characterisation of the 

residual stress field in two electron beam welded plates and in an over-lay clad 

plate.

14



Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Outline of the thesis

The outline of the thesis is as follows:

Chapter 2 comprises two parts. The first part of the chapter covers the 

underlying concept of residual stresses, and their origin and types. It also gives a 

review of various residual stress measurement techniques, which includes theory, 

limitations, advantages and disadvantages. The second part of the chapter 

provides a detailed literature review of the contour measurement method as this is 

the main focus of the thesis. It describes the principles, recent developments, and 

implementation steps of the method. At the end of this literature review chapter, 

section 2.11 describes the research ‘needs and gaps’ in the field. The aims of the 

present research are then defined, and the methodology to achieve these aims 

and objectives is explained.

Chapter 3 covers the design of a quality of cut benchmark specimen and 

provides experimental details for a programme of trial cuts that were conducted 

during this research. The chapter also presents the characterisation results sheets 

for each trial cut and assesses the study outcomes.

Chapter 4 investigates the important parameters for the contour method such 

as pitch of deformation measurement, data smoothing and finite element mesh 

size that have sufficient effects on contour measurement. At the end of this 

chapter, on the basis of the investigations, guidelines are proposed to select the 

most suitable choice of data analysis parameters.

15



Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 5 presents experimental residual stress measurements that implement 

the criteria proposed in chapters 3 and 4. The examples include residual stress 

measurement in two electron beam welded plates and a stainless steel clad ferritic 

plate, where short length scale fluctuations owing to phase transformation are 

expected to be present.

Chapter 6 covers discussions on the outcomes of this research. This chapter 

also presents the conclusions of the thesis followed by recommendations for future 

work.

16



Chapter 2: Literature review

Chapter 2 : Literature review

2.1 Introduction

The aim of this research is to improve the reliability and accuracy of residual 

stress measurements made by the contour method by minimising errors and 

uncertainties that can be introduced during the cutting and data analysis steps of 

the technique.

Residual stresses are introduced during the fabrication of almost all engineering 

components and structures (1,2), including critical engineering structures, for 

example reactor pressure vessels. The residual stresses interact with service 

loading and can promote degradation mechanisms, such as encouraging surface 

crack growth, increasing the rate of change of fatigue damage, stress corrosion, 

and under weld cracking (3). Therefore, reliable knowledge of residual stress 

measurement techniques is essential in order to provide reliable structural stability 

assessment of engineering structures, in particular for safety critical applications 

(19,40).

There is a wide range of techniques available for the measurement of residual 

stresses (41). These are broadly categorised as destructive, semi destructive and 

non-destructive (4,5). The contour method is a recently developed destructive 

technique (33). The method offers several advantages but in common with every 

other residual stress measuring technique, it also suffers from factors that affect its

17



Chapter 2: Literature review

accuracy and limit its spatial resolution. By recognising and addressing these 

factors, the contour results can be improved for a given specimen.

The beginning of this chapter presents a literature review on the nature, origin 

and types of residual stresses. Commonly used residual stress measurement 

techniques are explained together with their advantages and disadvantages. 

Particularly, the contour method is discussed extensively as this technique is the 

main focus of this research. This review is intended to provide an overview of the 

contour method, including theory, assumptions and experimental procedures. 

Further, it explores possible sources of errors and uncertainties in residual stress 

measurements using the contour method, particularly those related to the cutting 

and data analysis steps. This chapter also identifies the research gaps in the area 

of the contour method that are explored in this research. At the end of the chapter, 

the aims of the research and the methodology to achieve the objectives are 

discussed.

2.2 Residual stresses

Residual stresses arise from a misfit between different regions in a component 

following the removal of external loading, in the absence of thermal gradients, 

when the piece is stationary and in equilibrium with its surroundings (7,8). 

Residual stresses are generated by incompatible internal permanent strains, or 

non-uniform plastic flow (2). The mechanisms for creating residual stresses 

include; non-uniform plastic deformation, surface modifications (occurring either 

during manufacture or in service, for example by corrosion) and material phase, or

18



Chapter 2: Literature review

density, changes (4,23). Residual stresses can be introduced by mechanical, 

chemical and thermal processes. They can also be present in unprocessed raw 

materials and or result from in-service loading. Mechanical processes that can 

cause residual stresses include machining, drawing, extruding, shot peening, 

forging and bending (3). Chemical processes such as nitriding and carbonitriding 

introduce high compressive stresses in the treated region of a component. These 

processes can improve fatigue resistance properties and impact strength (42). 

However, they may increase brittleness within the treated layer (43). Thermal 

processes such as casting, welding and heat treatment involve large temperature 

variations and are major contributors to residual stress. Therefore it can be stated 

that, in the absence of a final annealing process, all materials used in 

manufactured components contain residual stresses.

The detrimental effects that residual stresses can have on the performance and 

life of engineering structures (9) are due to the fact that in some circumstances, 

they add to the duty loads applied to a material or component leading to early 

failure. As in the case of compressive residual stresses introduced by certain 

surface treatments, the effects can be beneficial. Whether the effect is beneficial 

or detrimental depends on the type (tensile or compressive), the magnitude and 

the distribution of stress, with respect to the applied load. Tensile residual 

stresses can have a detrimental effect on a material’s structural integrity and 

strength (44). Examples include a reduced resistance to corrosion, an increased 

rate of creep damage, a higher rate of fatigue damage, a reduced load carrying 

capacity, more likelihood of internal failure, and a lower resistance to fracture
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processes. On the other hand, compressive residual stresses can have positive 

effects, such as delaying failure and enhancing the fatigue resistance of 

structures. However, if the external loading is highly compressive, then 

compressive residual stresses would result in the material yielding under 

compression. For example, in the case of buckling, compressive residual stresses 

could reduce the load carrying capacity (12,44). Residual stresses have to be 

taken into account when assessing the integrity of engineering structures, 

especially for safety critical applications.

In the following section, the types of residual stress are described. Residual 

stresses can be categorised into three main groups according to the length scale 

of the factor that has caused them.

2.3 Types of residual stresses

Residual stresses are classified according to their origin or cause, according to 

the scale over which they self-equilibrate (3), and according to the measurement 

techniques by which they can be quantified (8,41). Residual stresses are classified 

into three categories:

(I) Macro residual stress (large scale)

(II) Micro residual stress (grain scale)

(III) Atomic scale.

In general, macroscopic residual stresses are developed over large distances, 

vary over several material grains, and extend to length scales in the order of
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millimetres, or even centimetres and metres. The other two types of residual 

stresses arise over microscopic or atomic length scales in a material (2). For the 

assessment of structural integrity, detailed investigation of the macro residual 

stresses is necessary, because it is these stresses that have the greatest effect on 

structural durability (4). Therefore, in this work, particular focus is on the 

exploration of macro residual stresses.

Several different measurement techniques are available for characterising 

residual stresses in fabricated components. These techniques can be categorized 

into three groups: non-destructive, semi destructive and destructive (4,5). In the 

following section deep-hole drilling, neutron diffraction and X-ray diffraction 

techniques are chosen for detailed review because they are used in the present 

research for comparison with contour results.

2.4 Residual stress measurement techniques

Reliable prediction of residual stresses in engineering structures is not a trivial 

task, due to the inherent complexity of manufacturing processes such as welding. 

It is therefore necessary to validate such predictions with experimental data. It 

follows that it is essential to use reliable residual measurement techniques (20,45). 

There is a wide range of techniques available for residual stresses measurement 

in metals (41). Figure 2-1 summarises the capabilities of various techniques in 

terms of their penetration depth and spatial resolution.

Destructive and semi-destructive techniques (46) are based on material 

removal, and the fact that stresses are partially relaxed at the location of the
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created free surfaces. All destructive techniques are based on a common 

assumption that as the result of material removal all the internal stresses are 

relaxed elastically (47). This local stress relaxation results in redistribution of 

stresses in the immediate surrounding region. The strain or deformation caused by 

this relaxation of residual stresses is measured, thus providing the information that 

is used to back calculate the value of the original undisturbed distribution of 

residual stresses (5). These techniques can provide measurement of through 

thickness residual stresses in thick components. The most commonly used 

destructive and semi-destructive residual stress measurement techniques include 

incremental hole-drilling, deep-hole drilling, slitting, the ring core method, layer 

removal and the contour method.

Non-destructive techniques are based on measuring some of the properties 

related to stress, such as polarisation (photoelastic measurements), 

magnetostriction and Barkhausen noise (magnetic methods) (48), or the speed of 

sound (ultrasound) (49). The great advantage of using a non-destructive technique 

(50,51) is that it does not disturb the geometry of the component, so after 

measurements have been taken, the component can be re-used in service or 

could be used for material characterisation, or perhaps for further residual stress 

measurements using other techniques. Most of the non-destructive techniques are 

constrained to the measurement of surface and sub-surface residual stresses (see 

Figure 2-1). Diffraction is the most widely used non-destructive method, often used 

for measuring residual stresses in polycrystalline and fine grained materials (26). 

The commonly used non-destructive diffraction techniques include X-ray
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diffraction, synchrotron diffraction and neutron diffraction. One of the 

disadvantages of these techniques is the restriction on the depth at which they can 

measure residual stresses. X-ray diffraction has a penetration depth of less than 

30 pm in steel (23). The neutron diffraction technique can measure the elastic 

strain associated with residual stresses for depths up to about 25 mm in steel with 

a spatial resolution better than one millimetre (23).
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Figure 2-1: Represents the capabilities of various methods to measure residual 

stress deep into the specimen (penetration) vs. spatial resolution (23).

The choice of residual stress measurement method depends on various 

parameters. These parameters include; the type of residual stresses (macro 

stresses or micro stresses), the number of stress components to be measured, the 

length-scale of the residual stress distribution, the geometry of the part, the type of 

intervention (destructive or non-destructive), as well as time and cost factors (52).
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Each residual stress measurement technique has its own advantages and 

disadvantages (23,53).

2.4.1 Deep hole-drilling method

The deep hole drilling method is a semi destructive mechanical strain relief 

technique (54) and that is capable of measuring through thickness residual 

stresses in large engineering components (30). This technique introduces a 

reference hole through the thickness of the component, and the distortion of the 

hole in the radial direction is measured after removal of the material around the 

reference hole. The distortion of the reference hole in the radial direction allows 

determination of the residual stresses in the plane normal to the axis of the 

reference hole.

The residual stress measurement procedure of the deep hole-drilling consists of 

four steps (55,56), as shown in Figure 2-2

• Two reference bushes are attached on the front and back surfaces of the 

component to avoid drill bell-mouthing and provide stress-free references.

• Then, a small reference hole is drilled through the sample using a gun drill 

where stresses are to be determined. Typically a nominal 3.175 mm 

diameter hole is drilled.

• This is followed by accurate measurement of the hole diameter. The 

diameter measurement is taken at different angular positions around the 

reference hole and equal intervals along the hole axis using an air probe 

system.
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• In this step, a core of material coaxial to the reference hole is trepanned 

using an electric discharge machine. A typical core diameter is about 10 

mm. Trepanning the column containing the reference hole releases residual 

stresses.

• Finally, the reference hole diameter is re-measured at the same angular 

positions and depths.

The change in diameter of the reference hole before and after trepanning is 

used to determine the radial distortion of the hole. Then, the residual stresses are 

obtained along the axis of the reference hole drilled through the component using 

the radial distortion of the hole (57). Commonly, three different reference hole 

diameters (i.e. 1.5mm, 3mm and 5mm) are used. The choice of reference 

diameter is depended upon the geometry of the component and the expected 

residual stress profile. The core diameter is selected on the basis of the diameter 

of the reference hole. For a 1.5 mm diameter reference hole a 5 mm diameter core 

is extracted, for a 3 mm reference hole a 10 mm core is extracted and for a 5 mm 

reference hole a 17 mm core is extracted (58). The spatial resolution of deep hole 

drilling is limited by the diameter of the trepanned core (31) and a minimum of 

5 mm trepanned diameter has been reported to be used (29,59).

This technique provides a one dimensional profile of three in-plane (two direct 

and one shear) residual stress components (29,30). This technique can measure 

residual stresses up to a depth of 750 mm and it is suitable for laboratory or 'on

site' measurements (57,59). It can be applied to a wide range of materials, both 

metallic and non-metallic, and is applicable to both simple and complex
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components (60,61). However, it is not applicable to components of less than 6 

mm thickness (30,58).

Front bush

Back bush

(a) Step 1

Reference hole

Air

(b ) Step 2

Reference hole
Electrode

Reference hole

Air probe

(c ) Step 3

Figure 2-2: Schematic representation of the deep hole drilling technique (59)

The deep hole drilling technique is based on the assumption of elastic 

relaxation. However, plastic relaxation occurs during trepanning, when the 

technique is applied to measure large residual stresses (> 60 % of yield strength) 

(58). In order to avoid plasticity, trepanning is carried out in two steps. First, 

remove one cylinder (i.e. core) of material containing the same reference hole 

along its axis. It allows the partial stresses to relax elastically away from the yield 

surface. Then, a required core diameter can be removed containing the reference 

hole along its axis. The difference between the diameters before core extraction
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and after core extraction allows calculating the initial residual stresses; details of 

the procedure are given in (61,62). As well as, the application of the technique 

also involves many uncertainties such as uncertainty associated with use of air 

probe for measurement of diameter, uncertainty related to the positioning the air- 

probe and uncertainty in material constants. All these uncertainties and its related 

errors, have been discussed in detail in (57).

2.4.2 Neutron diffraction technique

The neutron diffraction technique is based on Bragg’s law (see Figure 2-3) that 

relates the atomic lattice spacing for crystallographic planes to a particular 

diffraction angle at which the peaks from these planes are observed (41,63). It can 

detect changes in the spacing of the lattice planes as a result of elastic 

deformations due to stress within polycrystalline material (26,63). The Bragg 

relationship, equation Eq 2-1, can be generalised to apply to multiple different 

crystal planes.

nX =  2dhkls in 0 hkl Eq 2-1

Where, the letter in subscripts h, k  and I are the Miller indices that define the 

crystallographic planes. For example, {311} indicates the crystallographic planes, 

Miller’s indices are h = 3, k = 1 and I = 1. 6hki represents the Bragg scattering

angle, d^indicates the atomic spacing, n  is a positive interger, X indicates the 

radiation wavelengths.
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3

hkl

hki

Figure 2-3: Illustration of Bragg’s law for diffraction techniques (63).

Residual stresses are measured using the neutron diffraction technique by 

performing a lattice parameter measurement for a sample of stress-free material 

identical to that of the specimen being measured, measurement of the stressed 

material of the specimen, followed by data analysis for diffraction peak fitting and 

strain-stress calculations (64).

Stress free lattice parameter measurement

The accuracy of the neutron diffraction residual strain calculations is highly 

dependent on the accuracy of the stress-free lattice parameter, d0. The stress free 

lattice parameter can be affected by changes in material composition and inter- 

granular strains (27). Highly accurate stress-free lattice parameters can be 

estimated using diffraction techniques (63,65) such as far-field (stress free) 

measurements, measurement on a stress-free powder or filing, cutting stress-free
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cubes or combs from the test specimen studied and by applying a force/moment 

balance approach.

L a ttic e  pa ram e te r and  s tra in  d e te rm in a tio n

The lattice parameter (d-spacing) can be determined by two diffraction

methods, monochromatic 26 strain scanning and time of flight (58). The choice of

application of the diffraction method depends upon the diffraction instrument’s 

neutron source. Currently, there are two types of neutron sources available for 

residual strain measurements; one is a spallation target and the other is a nuclear 

reactor (63,66). A spallation source produces an intense pulsed neutron beam, 

where each pulse contains neutrons with a wide range of wavelengths. A nuclear 

fission reactor provides a continuous source of neutrons, where a monochromator 

ensures that they are all within a narrow wavelength range (63,65).

The presence of residual stress in a sample causes a shift in the diffraction 

peak relative to that in a stress free sample. Lattice spacing can be determined by 

analysing the shifts in diffraction peaks and then strain can be calculated by using 

Eq 2-2.

dhki-dohki &dhki s in 0 ohki£ = -------------- — -------- =  —;-------  bq 2-2
dohki dohici sin 0kki

Where, M hkt is the change in lattice spacing, dohki is a stress free lattice 

spacing and 60hki is the angle at which the Bragg peak is observed from the stress 

free reference.
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The time of flight approach for residual strain measurements is used for 

diffraction measurements at a spallation neutron source (63,65). It works on 

fundamentally the same principle as monochromatic strain scanning. In this 

approach, each measurement point provides information relative to the complete 

or partial diffraction spectrum. Then, measurement data can be analysed using 

multiple peak fitting by applying a profile refinement method (67).

Residual stress calculation

Once residual strains have been obtained by applying either type of the neutron 

diffraction method they can be converted into residual stresses. The classical 

Hooke’s law (see Eq 2-3) and the material’s diffraction elastic constants such as 

bulk Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of isotropic materials can be used to 

determine the stresses from the strain (63).

(J  £
y y + £ Z Z ) ]

Where, oxx represents the stress in its relevant direction, E is the crystallographic 

Young’s modulus and v is Poisson’s ratio for the material.

The neutron diffraction technique can measure the elastic strain associated with 

residual stresses for a depth up to 25 mm in steel with a spatial resolution of better

o y y =  ( l + v ) E( l - 2 v )  K  1- v ) ey y + v ( exx+£zz)]

(l+17)(l—21?) zz + V  (  £Xx + £y y )  ]
Eq 2-3
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than one mm (23). This technique can provide a full three dimensional map of the 

residual stress field throughout the volume of the component (24,25). However, 

the application of this technique has some additional limitations such as: it is not 

suitable for surface measurements; it has limited penetration depth (26); it is 

sensitive to the material grain size and texture; it is difficult to determine reliable 

stress free lattice parameter reference measurements (27), and it is difficult (and 

expensive) to gain access to a neutron source.

2.4.3 X-ray diffraction method

The X-ray diffraction technique is commonly used for measuring residual 

stresses non-destructively. It is based on the principle that the crystalline lattice 

can be used like an atomic strain gauge. Based on Bragg’s law and continuum 

mechanics using Hooke’s law, residual stresses are derived from measuring 

changes in lattice spacing due to elastic strains (68). Equation 2-1 expresses 

Bragg’s law. According to this the diffracted beam and the incident beam are 

symmetrical in relation to the lattice plane. Crystallographic planes are as shown in 

Figure 2-3.

By differentiating Bragg’s equation:

A6 =  — —  ta n 60 Eq 2-4
do

Where A9 is the change in the Bragg scattering angle, Ad is the change in the 

lattice plane spacing do is the Bragg scattering angle and do is the lattice plane 

spacing.
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s in 2\Jj Technique

X-ray diffraction measures stresses at the surface or near the surface (< 30 |jm) 

(23). In order to measure the surface stress using X-ray diffraction a plane-stress 

condition is assumed to exist in the diffraction surface layer. The stress distribution 

is then described by principal stresses o n  and o 22 in the plane of the surface 

and a 3 3  normal stress and shear stresses acting out of the plane of the surface 

are equal to zero (69), as shown in Figure 2-4. The strain component 

perpendicular to the surface, e 33, exists as a result of Poisson’s ratio contractions 

caused by the principal stresses. The strain in the sample surface at an angle cj) 

from the principal stress o n  is given by Eq 2-5:

-►a,

‘On

Figure 2-4: Schematic showing diffraction planes parallel to the surface and at an 

angle cp. Note o±1 and o22 are both lie in the plane of the specimen surface (69).

=  ( ^ t 9  c<t>sin24> ~  ( | )  ( a i l  +  O’22) Eq 2-5
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is the surface stress in any direction defined by the angle 0, to the strain, 

in the direction of (0 ,0 ) and the principal stresses in the surface. If d ^  is the 

spacing between the lattice planes measured in the direction define by of 0 and 

0, the strain can be expressed in term of changes in the spacing of the crystal 

lattice in Eq 2-6:

Ad do

do do^00 Eq 2-6

Where do is the stress free lattice spacing. Combining Eq 2-5 and Eq 2-6 and 

solving fo r d ^ :

=  [ ( t 7  d ° \  S in2^  ~  (I) d ° (jCTl1 +  ° '22') +  d °  Eq 2' 7

1.2295

1.229
o <

♦ ShotPeened 5056-0 A l|_1.2285T -CO
T5

1.228

1.2275
0.1 ° '2 Sin2w °-3 0.50 0.4

Figure 2-5: Example of a d  vs. sin2\p (Linear dependence of d (311) upon sin2\p for

shot peened 5056-0 aluminium) (69).

Eq 2-7 shows the relationship between lattice spacing and the biaxial stresses 

in the surface of the sample. The lattice spacing d ^  is the linear function of sin2xp. 

Linear variation between d(311) with sin2\p is shown in Figure 2-5, for the range of
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ip from 0 to 45° for shot peened 5056-0 aluminium having a surface stress of - 

145MPa (69).

In the plot shown in Figure 2-5 at sin2ip =  0 equals the unstressed lattice 

spacing, d0 minus the Poisson's ratio contraction caused by the sum of the 

principal stresses:

The most commonly used method for stress determination is the sirFip method. 

A number of XRD measurements are made at different psi tilts (see Figure 2-4). 

The inter-planar spacing, or 2-theta peak position, is measured and plotted as a 

curve similar to that shown in Figure 2-5. The stress can then be calculated from 

such a plot by calculating the gradient of the line and with basic knowledge of the 

elastic properties of the material. This assumes a zero stress at d -  d0, where d is 

the intercept on the y-axis when sin2ip =  0 (69). The gradient of the line (see in 

Figure 2-5) is:

Eq 2-8

dsirFip
Eq 2-9

Thus, the stress is given by:

  E  1 /  dd(pif) \

^  (1+ u ) do \d s in 2ifj)
Eq 2-10
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The value of unstressed lattice spacing d0 is unknown. However, d $Qin Eq 2-8 

differs from d0 but not more then ±0.1%, therefore can be calculated 

approximately by substituting d.0O for d0 (70).

According to the state of the stress in the material, different relationships for the 

d vs. sin2xp curves can be found (see Figure 2-6): normal stress, shear stresses 

and large variation in stress relation.

•8

sinJ'P

v

b. d.

Figure 2-6: The d vs. sin2\Jj relationships: a) normal stress only on the plane o f the 

surface, b) presence of shear stress perpendicular to the surface, c) presence of 

large variations in stress, d) stress gradient perpendicular to the surface (69).

The next sub-section covers a critical comparison of the residual stress 

measurement techniques discussed in this chapter. It comprises brief comments 

on their capabilities to resolve residual stresses and limitations in terms of 

measured stress component, penetration depth and spatial resolution.

Critical comparison o f residual stress techniques
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X-ray diffraction can be used to measure type I, II and III stresses. However, it 

can only provide one dimensional (1D) in-plane stresses (69). It has a very limited 

penetration depth (23). This technique is sensitive to the material grain size and 

surface texture (69). The neutron diffraction technique can measure the elastic 

strain associated with residual stresses for depth of up to about 25 mm in steel 

with a spatial resolution of less than one millimetre (23). This technique can 

provide a full three dimensional map of the residual stress field throughout the 

volume of the component (24,25). It has a capability to measure tri-axial stress 

components. It can be used to measure type I and II stresses. However, the 

application of this technique has some additional limitations such as it is not 

suitable for surface measurements (26), it is sensitive to the material grain size 

and texture, it is difficult to make reliable stress free lattice parameter reference 

measurements (27) and its difficult to access a neutron source. This technique 

often does not measure reliable values of stresses within and around the weld 

region because of variations in the spatial resolution of the reference lattice 

constant (71). In addition to this, the neutron diffraction technique is not capable of 

measuring through-thickness residual stresses in large engineering components 

(i.e. where the thickness exceeds 50 mm or so).

Deep hole-drilling (DHD) method is a semi-destructive residual stress 

measurement technique. It is often used to measure type I residual stresses 

(continuum long-range). The deep hole drilling method is capable of measuring 

through-thickness residual stresses. It is less sensitive to the material type and 

can be applied on a wide range of materials and applicable to both simple and
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complex components (60,61). The deep hole drilling technique provides three in

plane stress components (two direct and one shear) throughout the thickness of 

the component along the line (29,30). However, the spatial resolution of deep hole 

drilling is limited by the diameter of the trepanned core (31) and a minimum 5 mm 

trepanned diameter has been reported to be used (32). It can provide only a one

dimensional profile of residual stresses along the centre line of the drilled hole 

(29,30). This technique does not resolve the problem of reliable measurement of 

surface residual stresses. It is not applicable to components of less than 6 mm 

thickness (30,58). The DHD technique stress results can be compromised by 

plasticity, when the technique is applied to measure large residual stresses (>60 % 

of yield strength) (58).

Thus, all the above discussed residual stress measurement techniques have 

their own advantages and disadvantages and they have limited capabilities in 

terms of measured stress components, penetration depth and spatial resolution.

The following section describes the importance of welding and the challenges it 

poses for safety critical applications. In this thesis, components made using 

advanced welded processes (electron beam and overlay-cladding) are studied by 

applying the contour method of residual stress measurement. In the following 

section the characteristics of induced residual stresses in weldments made by 

these processes are described, their measurement challenges identified and the 

limitations of deep hole drilling and neutron diffraction methods discussed.
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2.5 Welding and its consequences

Welding is a joining technique widely used in the fabrication of engineering 

structures (10). It is also extensively used in the fabrication of safety critical 

components such as pressure vessels and pipework in nuclear power plant (11). 

Despite its wide application, welding is a highly disruptive process. It involves 

intensive localised heating and cooling of the surfaces to be joined. Misfits are 

created through solidification of the molten metal, differential contraction, chemical 

diffusion, phase transformation and plasticity (12). This results in a complex, three 

dimensional residual stress field with high levels of stress in the welded joint (5).

Electron beam welded P91 plate

Ferritic martensitic steels are increasingly used in manufacturing of high 

integrity structural components such as main steam pipes, boilers, steam headers, 

turbine castings and super heater tubings of ultra-supercritical power plants and 

fossil fuelled power generating plants that sustain elevated temperatures (72,73). 

Ferritic martensitic steels containing 9-12 wt. % chromium offer a better high 

temperature creep resistance than the classical 2.25 Cr-1Mo grades. They are 

less susceptible to degradation through thermal fatigue due to having a lower 

coefficient of thermal expansion and higher thermal conductivity compared with 

stainless steel (74,75). However, P91 weldments (made by conventional welding 

process) in service operation can exhibit premature failure. The failure type falls 

into the category of ‘type IV’ cracking due to the position of the cracks. In this 

case, the weldments will be weakest due to formation of creep voids in the refined
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(inter-critical) region of the HAZ of the weld (74,76). To improve long term creep 

properties, the earlier grades of ‘type 91’ steels are modified through small 

additions of niobium (Nb), vanadium (V) and nitrogen (N) (77,78). The modified 

P91 steels are used together with high energy electron beam welds to enhance 

the resistance to type IV cracking (79).

High energy density weld (HEDW) processes such as electron beam welding 

(EB) are capable of providing high penetration into a component (13). Autogenous 

EB welds produce excellent joint fits without introducing excessive heat and 

distortion. They have a deep, narrow and parallel sided fusion zone in the vicinity 

of the weld, due to the small thermal contraction in the weld metal compared to 

conventional welding processes such as arc welding (15,16). The small thermal 

contraction prevents excessive angular deformation, bowing, buckling and twisting 

of the component. High energy electron beam welds are less prone to type IV 

cracking and likewise less premature failure.

Dissimilar Electron Beam Welded Plate

The welding process is also used to join dissimilar metals, for example 

modified 9Cr-1Mo ferritic steels (that contain a low amount of carbon) and 

austenitic stainless steel. Such joints are often welded by gas tungsten arc or 

shielded metal arc processes with stainless steel or nickel based welding 

consumables. The combination of austenitic stainless steel and Mod.9Cr-1Mo 

ferritic steel can produce a strong joint and provide satisfactory service 

performance with a good combination of mechanical properties, formability and 

weldability (80,81).
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Due to their high performance, these joints are widely used in high-temperature 

applications including nuclear power generating plants, chemical and 

petrochemical industries as well as conventional power systems (82). In the steam 

generator circuit of sodium cooled fast breeder reactors (SFRs), 316L(N) 

austenitic stainless steel pipes from intermediate heat exchangers are joined with 

modified 9Cr-1Mo ferritic steel (9Cr-1MoVNb) pipes of steam generators (83). On 

the other hand, when joining dissimilar metals the weld thermal cycle adversely 

affects the weld region, causing microstructural changes and large variations in 

physical, mechanical and chemical properties across the joint (84). These 

variations arise due to the metallurgical and physical incompatibility of the two 

metals, such as differences in melting temperature, differences in coefficient of 

thermal expansion and differences in thermal conductivity. The large difference in 

melting temperature between the two metals causes the segregation of high and 

low melting phases and hot cracking. The large difference in thermal conductivity 

of two metals causes uneven heat dissipation. The large difference in thermal 

expansion of the two metals leads to the formation of high residual stresses, 

reducing the joint strength and causing fatigue problems (85).

EB welding can reduce dissimilar metal joining problems to some extent and 

potentially produce satisfactory joints. The high energy density of EB welding 

produces a high heating and cooling rate that resolves the problem of the large 

difference in melting temperature between the two metals. The result of a low heat 

input per unit length of the EB welds is to form a low width to depth ratio weld and 

a small weld bead size. This minimises the mixing of dissimilar metals and controls
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the dilution of the weld. Therefore, it limits the size of the brittle zone, reduces 

distortion and induces lower residual stresses. Electron beam welds have a high 

welding speed, excellent material properties and high yield strength compared with 

gas tungsten arc and friction welds (86,87). Hence, EB welding is recognized as a 

suitable technique for joining stainless steel to modified 9Cr-1Mo ferritic steel for 

high temperature applications.

There are also some disadvantages of the EB welding process. Because of the 

very high cooling rate, the molten material formed in the welding process rapidly 

solidifies and shrinks. This can cause many unwanted consequences such as 

material property changes, cracking within the weld, changes of shape and 

deformation in some materials, for example high carbon steel (17). Furthermore, 

the EB welding process produces a significant level of residual stresses in the 

direction of the weld (longitudinal direction). The magnitude of these stresses are 

considerable at the weld centre line and form a very fine steep gradient moving 

away from the weld line within a small region (18,88).

Stainless steel clad ferritic plate

The overlay-cladding process is a widely used technique in the nuclear industry 

to provide a protective barrier between corrosive environments and ferritic low 

alloy base metal in pipes, fittings, valves and pressure vessels. The reactor 

pressure vessel (RPV) of a light water reactor is made from ferritic low alloy steel 

with the inner surface clad using austenitic stainless steel to protect against crack 

initiation and growth by corrosion of ferritic steel exposed to reactor coolant water
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conditions. These two materials have different mechanical and thermal properties. 

The low thermal conductivity of the austenitic cladding material shields the inner 

surface of the RPV against thermal shock loading and development of excessive 

transient thermal stresses. However, residual stresses are introduced into the clad 

itself and ferritic base material during the cladding application process (89,90). 

These stresses are modified by post weld heat treatment (PWHT). This is typically 

carried out in the temperature range of 605-620 °C, usually for at least 10 hours 

(45). Holding at the heat treatment temperature acts to relieve, but does not 

completely eliminate, high magnitude welding-induced stresses. When the 

temperature is decreased from the notionally “stress-free” heat treatment of the 

vessel, additional residual stresses are introduced. The final distribution of such 

stresses in the clad component depends on many factors such as: the cladding 

and base material physical and mechanical properties; the cladding thickness; the 

cladding (weld) procedure; the PWHT, and how it is applied to the vessel. When 

ferritic base material is clad with the layers of austenitic material, the peak tensile 

stresses normally occur in the cladding layer. The magnitude of these tensile 

stresses can reach the yield strength of the cladding material at room temperature 

(45,91). They can encourage surface crack growth through the cladding, increase 

the rate of fatigue damage and stress corrosion. In addition, there is a possibility of 

phase transformation in the ferritic base material that will result in a sharp variation 

of residual stresses within a short length scale and this can promote under clad 

cracking. All these effects can change fracture margins and contribute to brittle 

fracture (45).
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Although EB and weld overlay cladding processes are promising manufacturing 

techniques for high integrity structural components, they can introduce short length 

residual stresses that are of potential concern. Therefore it is of paramount 

importance that the initial state of residual stress is well characterised. This will 

provide an important base to understand how the residual stresses interact with 

service loading when the manufactured components are in use.

In this research, the residual stress fields resulting in EB welded plates and an 

overlay-clad weldment are investigated. High stress gradients over very short 

distances associated with both of these weld types make it necessary to make 

stress measurements on as small and highly precise regions as possible. Thus, 

measurement spatial resolution is an important consideration for residual stress 

investigation of these components.

The limitations of the deep-hole drilling technique previously described make it 

less suited to resolving short length scale residual stress variations in thin section 

EB welds and in a thick clad plate. A thick cylindrical steel EB welded sample has 

been tested using the deep hole drilling method (62). But the spatial resolution of 

the residual stress measurement was limited by the 5 mm diameter trepanned 

core. The deep hole drilling method has also been applied to measure the residual 

stresses in a cladded component (90,92), but phase transformation effects were 

not captured in the stress results. The neutron diffraction measurement technique 

has sufficient spatial resolution and depth penetration for many cases. However, 

the application of this technique has some additional limitations: for example it is 

not suitable for near surface measurements (26), it is sensitive to the material
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grain size and texture, and it can be difficult to obtain reliable stress free lattice 

parameter measurements (27). In addition to this, the neutron diffraction technique 

is not capable of measuring through-thickness residual stresses in large 

engineering components (i.e. where the thickness exceeds 40 mm or so). 

Residual stress measurement results for an EB welded plate using neutron 

diffraction have been reported in (18,94). However, reliable stress measurements 

were not achieved within and around the weld region because of variations in 

reference lattice constant measurements. This technique has also been employed 

to measure the residual stress field in a cladded component but phase 

transformation effects were not captured in the stress results (89,95) due to the 

use of a large gauge size.

2.6 The contour method

The contour method has emerged as a promising technique for the 

measurement of residual stresses in engineering components. This method was 

invented in 2000 by Mike Prime (33). It is based on cutting the test component of 

interest in two halves. The cut surfaces deform, owing to the relaxation of residual 

stresses. The deformations of the two cut surfaces are then measured, and used 

to back calculate the 2-dimensional map of original residual stresses normal to the 

plane of the cut (96). The contour method is capable of measuring through- 

thickness residual stresses. The contour method is relatively simple, inexpensive, 

and utilizes readily available equipment in workshops (97). It has been 

successfully validated by commonly used residual stress measurement 

techniques, such as neutron diffraction (98), slitting (99,100), synchrotron x-ray
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diffraction (101,102) and sectioning (103). The method is useful to obtain detailed 

information of residual stresses introduced by various manufacturing processes 

such as welding (97,104-106), hammer peening (107), laser peening (108-110), 

cold expanded hole (111) and aluminium alloy forging (36). Nevertheless, like the 

other residual stress measuring techniques, the contour method also suffers from 

factors that impact on the accuracy and the spatial resolution of the method, and 

cause uncertainties in the measured stresses. The residual stress measurement 

results for an electron beam welded plate and a clad plate using the contour 

method have been reported in (89,112). However, reliable stress results were not 

achieved within and around the weld region because of the limited spatial 

resolution of the method. The reliability and accuracy of the contour method 

measurement results can be improved by minimising errors and uncertainties that 

can be introduced during cutting and data analysis procedures.

2.6.1 Theory of the contour method

The theory of the contour method is based on a variation of Bueckner’s elastic 

superposition principle:

“If a cracked body subject to external loading, or prescribed displacements at 

the boundary, has forces applied to the crack surfaces to close the crack together, 

these forces must be equivalent to the stress distribution in an un-cracked body, of 

the same geometry, subject to the same external loading” (113).

To help explain this principle, a 3D illustration for a thick plate, in which the 

stress varies parabolically through the thickness of a plate, is shown in Figure 2-7.
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In step ‘A’, the part containing residual stress is in an undisturbed state. In step ‘B’, 

the part is cut in half on the plane x = 0, and the newly cut surfaces are deformed 

due to the relaxation of the residual stresses. It is noted that only ox stress is 

represented in Figure 2-7, as the contour method only measures the stresses 

normal to the cut plane. In the present case, that normal stress is, ox. These 

deformations are measured over the entire cut surface and will be used in step ‘C’ 

to derive residual stresses. In step ‘C’, the deformed free surface, is forced back to 

its original configuration. Assuming elasticity, superimposing the partially relaxed 

stresses in step ‘B’, with the change in stresses from ‘C’, provides the original 

residual stress that existed in the part (96).

£r(/1)(x,y,z) = ff{B)(x, y, z) + ff(c)(x, y, z) Eq2-10

Where, a refers to the entire stress tensor, aA indicates the original stress, aB 

refers to the remaining stress and crc refers to the stress change (i.e. it indicates 

how much stress has relaxed from cut).

In the conventional contour method, because the stresses in step ‘B’ are not 

known, one cannot determine the original stresses throughout the body. However, 

it can be appreciated that, in step B, any ‘in-plane’ shear stresses on the plane of 

the cut (Txy,Txz), as well as the stress component normal to the cut surface (ax), 

will have zero stress value. Therefore, step ‘C’ can give those stresses along the 

plane of the cut.

o-^CO.y.z) = (0,y,z)
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Txy(i4)(0 ,y,z) = T*v (c)(0 ,y ,z )

T*z(i4)(0 ,y,z) = r xz(c)(0,y,z) Eq 2-11

A: Original Stress

1.00
0.79
0.57
0.36
0.14

- 0.07
- 0.29
- 0.50

= B: Part cut in two

ox fully relaxed (=0) on surface 

+ C: Forced back flat
(starting from stress free)

o, on surface = original ox

Figure 2-7: The contour method; Superposition principle for measuring residual 

stresses. Stresses are plotted on one quarter of the original body (96).

But, one can only measure the deformations normal to the cut face, in the x 

direction (shear deformations in transverse directions cannot be measured 

directly). Therefore, the cut surface is displaced back to the flat configuration in the 

x-direction only. The effects of shear stresses on displacements normal to the
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plane of the cut are cancelled out by averaging the surface contours of opposing 

cut surfaces (96). This limits the contour method to measuring the direct residual 

stress component that is normal to the plane of the cut.

Similar to the mechanical strain relief techniques, the contour method is based 

on the assumption of elastic relaxation. It is assumed that any deviation from

planarity, of the newly created cut surfaces has occurred solely because of the

elastic relaxation of residual stresses, acting normal to the plane of the cut, prior to 

the cutting (33). However there are some other assumptions that are unique to the 

contour method.

• The width of any material removed by the cutting process should be constant 

and a minimal quantity of material should be removed.

• The cutting process must not induce any significant stress on the cut surface, 

thus not adding to the original residual stresses.

• Cutting must follow perfectly, a pre-defined surface profile.

• The cutting process should not induce plastic deformation.

• The cutting process must not recut the already cut surfaces

The sources of error regarding the cutting process are discussed later in this 

chapter. In the following section the experimental procedures of the contour 

method are explained.
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2.7 Experimental procedure of the contour method

The experimental steps in undertaking the contour method of residual stress 

measurement are: constraining the test component, specimen cutting and surface 

contour measurement.

2.7.1 Constraining test component

Constraining the part is one of the most important experimental aspects of the 

contour method. During specimen cutting, the plane of the cut should be 

constrained from any movement as the stresses relax (33). Ideally the test 

component should be rigidly and symmetrically clamped at both sides of the cut. 

Figure 2-8 (a) and (b) shows two schematic clamping configurations. Figure 2-8 

(a) represents finger clamp configuration, this clamping system is the most 

commonly used strategy in practice. During cutting, the clamping system provides 

vertical support to the specimen. However, there is a possibility that the specimen 

moves laterally if the support is not sufficient. Figure 2-8 (b) represents a rigid 

clamping strategy using fitted bolts. This system of clamping provides close control 

on opening and closure of the cut face during the cutting (114,115).
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T«st sample

Figure 2-8: Illustration of symmetric clamping arrangements used for the contour 

method cutting by wire EDM (116).

Some novel approaches (117,118) have been used to try to obtain efficient 

constraint of specimens during the cutting process. One particular method creates 

restraint by leaving a ligament of uncut material, until the process of cutting along 

the remainder of the cut plane is complete. This self-restraint method of clamping 

is known as an embedded cutting configuration (116). This approach was applied 

in experiments recorded in chapters 3 and 5.

2.7.2 Specimen cutting

Specimen cutting is the most crucial step of the contour method. Wire Electric 

Discharge Machining (WEDM) has previously been identified as the best choice 

for the cutting step of the contour method (38,39,96). WEDM cutting is based on a
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thermo-electric process, and it is performed by generating a series of electrical 

sparks between the EDM wire (electrode), and the component (119-121). It can 

be applied to all electrically conductive materials, irrespective of their hardness, 

material strength, shape and toughness. Also, WEDM is a non-contact machining 

process; there is no direct contact between the electrode and the work piece 

during cutting. In addition, due to its non-contact nature, there is no direct force, so 

no mechanical plasticity is introduced by the machining process. The absence of 

mechanical loads during cutting also eliminates the vibration problem that often 

occurs with other mechanical machining methods.

Throughout the cutting process, the component is submerged in a temperature 

controlled deionized water tank, in order to minimise thermal effects from the 

cutting process. As a consequence, the work piece and the wire are actually 

separated by a thin film of fluid. This thin film between the work piece and the wire 

is sufficient to prevent an electrical short circuit, and to compensate wire vibration 

during the machining process. During the electrical discharge machining, sparks, 

initiated by a high voltage, are generated in a small gap between the cutting wire 

and the work piece. This develops a channel of ionised-high temperature, 

electrically conductive, gas (plasma), and forms a localized region of high 

temperature (119-121). This heat results in localized melting and vaporisation of 

work piece material. The molten and vaporized material forms small deposits on 

the wire, and on the work piece surfaces. On cooling, the solidified material 

generates spherical debris particles, and these particles are carried away from the 

spark gap with dielectric liquid. The evacuation of eroded particles by the
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pressurised fluid is called the flushing process. Pressurised water is injected from 

top and bottom nozzles. Efficient flushing and removal of metal particles (chips) 

from the thin film of fluid (in the working gap) can help to sustain a stable 

machining environment. A proportion of solidified material is immediately re

deposited on the work piece surfaces as a recast layer because it was not 

completely expelled by dielectric fluid flushing (122-124). During cooling and 

solidification of that layer, the microstructure and the material properties can be 

altered, both within the newly-formed layer and in the heat-affected zone (125). 

Thus, the quality of the cut surface is highly dependent on the cutting conditions 

(such as the cutting parameters, debris flushing and the nature of the dielectric 

fluid).

During the cutting process, the wire is continuously fed from a spool held 

between upper and lower guides. Hence always fresh wire is involved in the 

process. The straightness of the wire is adjusted by applying a tension force to the 

wire. Wire tension aims to reduce the wire vibration and deflection which could 

affect the quality of the cut surfaces. Figure 2-9 illustrates the wire EDM process.
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Lower guide

Specimen 
being cut

Figure 2-9:Through-thickness view showing the flushing and wire tension during 

WE DM process (39).

Figure 2-10 (a) shows a schematic representation of a test specimen 

undergoing cutting by wire EDM. The drawing and annotations help to explain the 

terminologies used throughout this thesis. Metal is removed by the wire slowly 

traversing, simultaneously in both horizontal and vertical directions, in the direction 

of the cut.
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Start of the cut

(b)

Figure 2-10: (a) Schematic representation of a test specimen being cut by WEDM 

and (b) labelled edges of cut parts (39).

Running wire/ 
Wire entry side

j r - r - v  ^U pper guide

/
Cutting direction

Start of the cut
Running wire/ 
Wire exit side

Bottom guide

Wire entry side/ 
Top face End of the cut

In Figure 2-10 (b) the ‘start of the cut’ refers to the location where the wire 

begins to cut the specimen, whilst moving in the horizontal direction. The ‘end of 

the cut’ refers to the location where the wire finishes cutting the specimen, whilst 

moving in the horizontal direction. The ‘wire entry’ refers to the top surface entry of 

the wire when it is moving in the vertical direction. The ‘wire exit’ refers to the
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bottom surface exit of the wire when it is moving in the vertical direction. The ‘wire 

contact length’ is the segment of the wire that is enclosed by the specimen 

material, during cutting, and is therefore always of a length equivalent to the 

thickness of the specimen (39).

2.7.3 Surface contour measurement

After wire EDM cutting, the contours of the created cut surfaces are measured. 

Measuring the deviation from planarity of the cut surface, with high accuracy is 

important when using the contour method for residual stress measurement. A 

coordinate measuring machine (CMM) has the capability to register three spatial 

coordinates (displacements) for any point on a cut surface. CMMs can measure 

the cut surfaces using contact and non-contact devices, which include touch 

trigger probes, continuous scanning probes and optical system. The most common 

techniques for measuring the surface contours are reported in detail in (39). A 

CMM, with a fitted touch probe (see Figure 2-11) (126-128), is the most commonly 

used instrument for taking surface contour measurements (33). They are widely 

available in many engineering workshops.

The measurement of surface displacement is used to quantify the residual 

stress values. Before conducting the CMM measurements, the cut surface must 

be clean and dry, and free of any dirt, dust and oil. Any dirt particles on the sample 

surface can affect the measurement data and can cause error in the contour 

method stress results. Since the touch probe sampling rate is about one 

measurement point per second the measurement process can take several hours.
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Therefore, temperature stability is important, so the contour cut surface is 

measured in a temperature controlled room and should be isolated from thermal 

fluctuation (96,129). Furthermore, whilst measuring, the touch probe cannot 

provide measurement very close (< 0.5 mm) to the edges of the sample (129). 

Also, the touch probe makes contact with the measuring surface, and some local 

deformation occurs due to the low but finite contact force. These limitations can be 

overcome by using an entirely non-contact method such as laser sensors (130).

Due to faster acquisition of measurement points using laser sensors, they are 

more suitable for measurement of large engineering components. As such the 

thermal fluctuation, if there is any, is less of an issue. They have a capability to 

measure the cut surface with better resolution and high accuracy. However, laser 

sensors cannot exactly capture the outline of the cut surface perimeter because of 

finite diameter of the laser beam, which is typically at least 50 pm (39).

The two CMM systems are installed at the Open University, one is the Mitutoyo 

Crysta Plus 574 CMM equipped with a Renishaw motorised head, PH10M and the 

other one is a laser CMM system comprising a Zeiss Eclipse CMM to which a 

Micro-Epsilon triangulating laser probe is fitted. The touch probe system has a 

resolution of 0.5 pm and the laser sensor has a resolution of 0.15 pm at its 

maximum sample rate of 20,000 per second and without averaging (129).
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f j r y s t ,

Figure 2-11: Touch probe CMM at the Open University, Materials Engineering 

Laboratory

2.8 Data analysis

Data processing should not change the underlying features of surface 

deformation. To process the contour data, for the calculation of residual stresses 

using the contour method, several data analysis steps are involved. These steps 

include (39,130);

• aligning the contour data of the opposing cut surfaces

• Interpolating the two data sets into a common grid

• extrapolating to the perimeter

• averaging the two sets of data points
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• removing noise and outliers

• flattening

• smoothing the cleaned and averaged data

The following sections describe these steps in more detail.

Aligning the data sets

The two cut surface deformation data sets are measured in two different 

coordinate systems. These data sets must be aligned on the same coordinate 

system, so that all the points in both data sets are coincident with each other, in 

the same manner as the material points were in the single component prior to the 

cutting. The mating cut surfaces appear as mirror images of each other. In this 

situation, one of the x-z coordinate directions needs translation and rotation, so 

that both cut surfaces exactly overlay each other and the corresponding data 

points on each mating surface can be aligned. This data set alignment is facilitated 

by measuring the perimeter of both cut parts. Note that deformation measurement 

points are y coordinates and the points on the surface are on x-z plane.

Interpolating in a common grid

For several reasons, the data points of both cut surfaces cannot always be 

overlaid exactly on top of each other. Reasons include; uncertainty in the uniform 

lateral movement of the CMM or in the movement of stages of the laser sensors, 

alignment of the cut surfaces and the defined local coordinates. So, in this case, it 

is necessary to linearly interpolate the data sets of each cut surface onto a
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common grid, with the same approximate density, as the original measured data 

points (39,130).

Extrapolating to the perimeter

The surface contour measurement method (CMMs and laser sensors) cannot 

exactly capture the displacement approaching the outline of the cut surface 

perimeter. Therefore, extrapolation is required to replace any missing data points, 

usually situated around the perimeter of the cut surface. This extrapolation is 

necessary because displacements must be applied to all the nodes on the cut 

surface in the FE model (39,130). Often reconstructed near surface residual 

stresses are unreliable and may not be reported.

Averaging of the two data sets

Once the measured surface data sets are aligned and on the same grid, they 

should be averaged point by point on the x-z grid to provide a single set of 

deformation data. This step is one of the most significant steps in the data 

processing because it can eliminate several potential sources of error, such as the 

effects of shear stresses and asymmetric cutting artefacts resulting from the 

cutting process (38,39,96).

Filtering

Noise and outliers can appear in the surface measurement data. They can be 

caused by factors such as, the roughness on the WEDM cut surface, a cutting 

fault such as WEDM wire breakage, or an error in the surface contour
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measurement process, such as the CMM probe slipping at the edges of the cut 

surface, If the overall form of the surface is to be preserved, it is essential to 

eliminate these outliers. They can cause significant errors in the calculated stress 

values because for the contour method, stress calculation is dependent on surface 

displacement profiles (39,96,130).

Data smoothing

The averaged and cleaned displacement data set must be smoothed before its 

use as boundary conditions in an FE model for elastic stress analysis. Data 

smoothing is required, because any variations within the contour cut surface data, 

resulting from WEDM cutting irregularities or measurement errors, can be 

amplified in the stress results.

Surface data can be smoothed using different methods. Examples include 

bivariate spline smoothing, Fourier series and polynomial smoothing. The Fourier 

series method cannot always capture all the important features of the cut surfaces 

(130). The most commonly used smoothing technique when using the contour 

method is bivariate spline fitting, or two dimensional (2D) cubic splines (130). This 

technique, commonly used in previous contour measurement studies has led to 

the publication of very reliable results (94,131,132). When using 2D cubic splines, 

piecewise polynomials are joined at given locations called ‘knots’ which define the 

domain of each polynomial. The smoothing process is achieved by minimising the 

uncertainty in the calculated stress results, or error in the data point and the fit. 

The amount of smoothing and the density of knot spacing can affect the resulting
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stresses. Too small a knot spacing would under-smooth the measured data. On 

the other hand, too large a knot spacing would over-smooth the measured data.

For too small a knot spacing, the roughness of the cut surface can be 

incorporated into the final smooth surface contour data, and for too large a knot 

spacing, the final smooth surface contour data would not capture all underlying 

surface deformation features. In both cases, the uncertainty in the calculated 

stresses would be increased. Hence, determining the optimum knot spacing, in 

order to obtain the best fit of the measured data, is essential to minimise 

uncertainty in the stress results.

Different approaches can be applied to determine the optimum smoothing 

parameter or ‘knot spacing’. Commonly, it can be achieved by fitting the measured 

displacement data to cubic splines with a variety of knot spacing s. The suitability 

of the knot spacing is evaluated by comparing the spline fits to the raw data 

(averaged from both cut surfaces) (106,132,133). Another approach to determine 

the optimum knot spacing, involves incrementally increasing the knot spacing, 

fitting the data for each knot spacing and then performing a finite element analysis 

for each increment to determine the stresses. The uncertainty in the calculated 

stresses at a given node is estimated by taking the standard deviation of the new 

stress and the stress from the previous, course fit. The standard deviation can be 

calculated from Eq 2-12

do(i , j )  =  -  l ) l  Eq 2-12
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Where, a ( i, j)  represents the stress at node i for the smoothing spline solution j ,  

and j  — 1 refers to the previous, course smoothing spline solution. An averaged 

uncertainty in the calculated stresses can then be calculated. The optimum knot 

spacing will always relate to the lowest average stress uncertainty using the root- 

mean-square (RMS) of all the nodal uncertainties from Eq 2-13 (130).

(a v g ) da(J) =  d o i i j W  Eq 2-13

2.9 Residual stress back calculation (FE modelling)

For the contour method stress calculation, linear elastic finite element (FE) 

analysis is performed using a standard FE code such as ABAQUS. The contour 

cut has to be symmetric therefore only one of the cut halves is used to create a 

three dimensional finite element model. The model is created by using the 

measured perimeter of the cut part. Ideally the cut surface should be modelled 

with a deformed face and then forced back to a flat surface. However in practice, 

the measured deformations resulting from stress relaxation are very small in 

comparison to the size of the components being measured and the analysis is 

elastic. Therefore, for convenience, the cut surface is modelled as having a flat 

(undeformed) cut face. The FE model of the specimen is meshed and the elastic 

material properties of the specimen are defined.

The contour method is based on an elastic superposition principle. The material 

behaviour is assumed to have isotropic linearly elastic properties, defined by the 

values of Young modulus and Poisson’s ratio. However, when applying the
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contour method on engineering components made from dissimilar-materials, for 

example a clad plate or a dissimilar metals welded plate, it is important to apply 

the appropriate material properties for each material of the component. In the 

present study, finite element analyses were performed on specimens with 

dissimilar materials, and these are covered in Chapters 5.

Conventionally, the finite element model is meshed using brick elements, with 

either linear shape function hexahedral 8-node elements, or quadratic shape 

function hexahedral 20-node elements. The next step is to apply the smoothed 

data, in the form of displacement boundary conditions, on the FE nodes of the 

model, with reverse sign (i.e. the displacement contour is applied in the opposite 

direction). Then, additional boundary conditions are applied to FE model to 

prevent rigid body motion (see Figure 2-12) (134). Finally, residual stresses are 

obtained by performing a linear elastic finite element analysis.

Figure 2-12: A deformed 3-dimensional linear FE model showing additional 

constraint to prevent rigid body motion (134).
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2.10Cutting errors in the contour method

The contour method is based on cutting the test components into two halves. 

The cut surfaces deform, owing to the relaxation of residual stresses. When a 

component of residual stress normal to the plane of the cut is relieved, both cut 

surfaces will deform either towards or away from each other, depending on 

whether the stress is compressive or tensile. The cutting should be performed by 

fulfilling the cutting criteria mentioned in section 2.6.1. There is a potential for 

geometric changes to occur on the cut surface contours in the result of any 

violation of the cutting assumptions leading to deformation artefacts and the 

introduction of error and uncertainty in the residual stress measurements (33,38).

These discontinuities can be classed as symmetric (since the surfaces are 

mirror images of one another) and anti-symmetric (38). Examples of each are 

shown in Figure 2-13.

Asymmetric contour after cutting

Symmetric portion of the contour 
caused by normal stresses

Anti-symmetric portion of the 
contour

Figure 2-13: Asymmetric contours can be divided into symmetric and anti

symmetric portions (38).
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In general, not all of the distortion of a cut surface will be symmetric, for example 

owing to shear stresses, asymmetrical constraint of the specimen during cutting, 

or use of curved or crooked cuts (see example in Figure 2-14). Consequently, the 

effect of cutting artefacts on the residual stress measurement depends on whether 

they are symmetric (38) or anti-symmetric (38,135).

AverageMeasure

Figure 2-14: The effect of a crooked cut goes away when the two surfaces 

contours are averaged (96)

Errors related to anti-symmetric cutting artefacts are of less concern because 

they can be removed by averaging the data obtained from contours of both cut 

surfaces, for example see Figure 2-14. In contrast, symmetric cutting artefacts can 

cause significant errors because these errors cannot be removed by averaging the 

contours of the cut surfaces. Symmetric errors can be divided into two groups; 

symmetric errors independent of the stress magnitude and related to cutting 

artefacts (an important focus of the present thesis) and those dependent on the 

stress magnitude. Symmetric errors dependent on the stress magnitude can be 

further categorised as either elastic bulging or plasticity errors or both combined.
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Examples of errors in residual stress measurements that can be introduced by 

non-ideal conditions in the cutting process are shown in Figure 2-15.

Anti-Symmetric
Errors

Dependent of 
Stress 

Magnitude

Independent of 
Stress 

Magnitude

Bulge Errors

Symmetric Errors

Plasticity Errors

Important EDM 
Cutting Errors

Figure 2-15: Errors that may be introduced by the contour method cutting process:

Symmetric error independent o f the stress magnitude

Ideally a cut in a stress-free body should produce well defined surface profile 

that is both parts of the cut should match exactly and represent perfect flat mating 

surfaces. Figure 2-16 represents the perfect flat surface in the absence of residual 

stresses. Any distortion on the stress free cut surfaces can be categorised as 

cutting artefacts.
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Surface
contour

Figure 2-16: Schematic drawing of perfectly flat cut surface in the absence of 

residual stress (39)

Cutting artefacts cause uncertainty and error in the measured residual stresses 

(38). Therefore, it is of prime importance to understand the factors that contribute 

to the introduction of cutting artefacts.

The WEDM cutting process produces surfaces with an underlying level of 

roughness which imposes a fundamental limit on the residual stress length scale 

resolution of the contour method (39). Surface roughness can be quantified by the 

vertical deviations of a real surface from its ideal form, and can be represented by 

various parameters. Three roughness parameters, Sq (the root-mean-square), Sa 

(the arithmetic mean) of the absolute height, and RSm (the mean width of the 

roughness profile element) are universally recognised and most widely used (136).
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R oot mean square  roughness, Sq

This is a 3D parameter expanded from the roughness (2D) parameter Rq. It can 

be defined as the root mean squared value of z(x, y)  in the measured area (as 

shown in Figure 2-17).

Figure 2-17: Root mean square roughness parameter (136).

A r ith m e tic  m eans o f  the a b so lu te  he igh t, Sa

This is a 3D parameter expanded from the roughness (2D) parameter Ra. It can 

be defined as the average of the absolute values of z(x, y)  in the measured area

as show in Figure 2-18.

Sa = — 1| |z ( x , _y)|c?jcf/y Eq2-15
A .

Eq 2-14

A
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Figure 2-18: Arithmetic mean of the absolute height(136).

Mean w id th  o f  the ro u gh n ess  p ro file  e lem en ts , RSm

The RSm can be defined as the mean of the width of the profile curve elements, 

in a sampling length (as shown in Figure 2-19) (137), where m is the number of 

profile elements on the roughness profile and Xsi represents the width of the

profile of the curve elements, i represents elements from 1 to m.

Figure 2-19: Mean width of the surface profile element (137).

Roughness of the WEDM cut surfaces can be affected by WEDM cutting 

parameters, flushing conditions, and wire diameters and material type. A smaller

Eq 2-16

Xsi Xs2 Xs3 Xsa Xsrn

Sampitrg tengfh t.
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diameter of WEDM wire is recommended to improve the surface finish. However, 

too small a wire diameter will increase the risk of wire breakage, and can increase 

the cutting duration. To obtain the best results, brass is the recommended material 

for WEDM (96). However, there is little information available in the open literature 

to help make the best material choice for WEDM machining for contour 

measurements. Previously, tungsten or zinc coated brass wires have been used to 

perform contour cuts, although a lower quality of the cuts has been reported 

(138,139).

In addition to this the cutting process can introduce discontinuities such as flared 

edges, steps, waviness and surface bowing (39,140). Flared edges are often seen 

at wire entry and exit locations, and at the start and end of the cut (i.e. at transition 

locations). Flared edges can be defined as high deformations caused by transient 

effects at wire entry and exit, and the cut start and end, across the edges of the 

test specimen. At these transition locations flushing is more dispersed. This is 

because the diameter of the flushing nozzles is few millimetres and at these 

locations the injected liquid only partly covers the specimen and causes non- 

uniform distribution of the flushing. Non-uniform distribution of flushing can 

produce wire vibration and high deformation at these locations. Another possibility 

is that the electric field is least uniform at these edge locations. High electrical 

energy increases the discharged pulse (141,142) which results in high erosion rate 

along the edges and causes a high value in displacement variations. One 

assumption of the cutting step of the contour method is that a constant width of 

material is removed. However, maintaining an even width is not often possible
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near to the edges of the cut, thus resulting in errors when measuring stress 

magnitudes that exist close to edges. For this reason, practitioners of the contour 

method often do not report stresses in these regions. To deal with this issue and to 

produce reliable near surface stress results, sacrificial layers of similar material 

properties as the specimen can be attached at the top and bottom faces of the 

specimen along the plane of the cut as well as at the start and at the end of the cut 

(143). Recently, some success has been reported in getting the precise stress 

results near to the surface by using sacrificial layers for complex geometry (144).

Sharp variations in apparent deformation across the width of the component are 

called a “step”. These cutting artefacts are commonly seen on the cut surface 

where the cut was performed on a work-piece that has non-uniform thickness (i.e. 

a sharply changing wire contact length). Changes in the wire contact length can 

cause instability of the cutting conditions. These cutting artefacts can be avoided 

by creating a uniform cross-section along the cut length using sacrificial layers.

Periodic variations of surface displacement measurements, normally along the 

cut direction, are termed waviness. This can be caused by local cutting 

irregularities such as, wire vibration and wire drift. These cutting artefacts can be 

avoided by increasing the wire tension.

Sometimes the cut surface is curved. This feature can be categorised as either a 

“convex bowed” or a “concave bowed” form of cut (see in Figure 2-20). In case of 

the convex bowed form, more material is removed close to the top and bottom, or 

at the start and end of the cut. The concave bowed form occurs when more
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material is removed at the mid thickness of the cut. These features can occur due 

to wire vibration and wire bending during cutting. This is a symmetric cutting 

artefact, and so cannot be cancelled out by averaging data from the surface 

contours. Wire instability can occur during the cutting process for several reasons. 

The electrical spark applies several variable forces along and upon the wire such 

as electrostatic and electrodynamics forces (145). In addition to this, the flushing 

pressure, and the formation and evacuation process of debris can also cause wire 

instabilities. These artefacts can be minimised by adopting appropriate settings for 

the WEDM cutting.
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(a) Convex bowed form (b) Concave bowed form

Figure 2-20: Schematically illustrates the through thickness view of the convex and 

concave bowed form of the cut surfaces (39).

Figure 2-21 (a) and (b) schematically represents the different types of artefacts 

that can be observed in the result of cutting process performed on a stress free 

test specimen (39). Some of these cutting artefacts are investigated in chapter 3 of 

this thesis.
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Surface
contour

(a) At the start of the cut (contour are low) (b) At the start of the cut (contour are high)

Surface
contour

( c ) At the end of the cut (contour are low) (d) At the end of the cut (contour are high)

Surface
contour

(e ) At the wire entry of the cut (contour are low) ( f ) At

Figure 2-21 (a): Schematically represents the different types of artefacts that can 

be observed in the result of cutting process performed on a stress free test 

specimen (39).

the wire entry of the cut (contour are high)
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Surface
contour

( g) At the wire exit of the cut (contour are low) ( h ) At the wire exit of the cut (contour are high)

( i ) Convex bowed form of the contour ( j ) Concave bowed form of the contour

Surface
contour

( k ) Wavy form of the contour

Figure 2-21 (b): Schematically represents the different types of artefacts that can 

be observed in the result of cutting process performed on a stress free test 

specimen (39).

The quality of the cut surface can be improved by adopting the optimum setting 

of WEDM cutting conditions. The WEDM cutting parameters, and the cutting 

conditions, are machine specific, with each machine offering a library, of different, 

established cut settings. These cut settings are highly dependent on the properties 

of each specimen, such as specimen geometry and material type. The optimum
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settings, for specific properties of the specimen, can be determined by undertaking 

stress-free trial cuts (135,143), carried out by skilled WEDM practitioners.

Moreover, the symmetric errors can be corrected by performing an initial test 

cut on a stress free material, so that in effect, all features of the cut surface 

represents cutting effects. Therefore, the expected form of the cut surface would 

be perfectly flat. Any non-planer shape present on the surface of the cut could 

then be identified as an artefact of the WEDM cutting process (33). These errors 

can be subtracted from the measured surface contour of the actual cut. In order to 

follow best practice, this stress free test cut can be performed on stress free 

portions of the same material of the same thickness, cut off at a small distance 

from the original cut surface on the actual test specimen (33,139,147).

Symmetric errors dependent o f stress magnitude

Symmetric errors dependent on stress magnitude can cause two additional 

types of errors: elastic bulging and plasticity. These errors are briefly discussed in 

the following section.

Bulge Error

Bulge error happens when the cutting proceeds, so that whilst the material is 

being relaxed, the material at the cut tip will deform and stretch elastically, due to 

stress relaxation on the cut face and redistribution of the residual stresses in the 

remaining ligament. This in turn reduces, or increases, the original width, W', of 

the cut as shown in Figure 2-22. However, the physical width of the cut remains 

notionally constant (i.e. the wire diameter). This means that less (or more) material
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is removed from the width of the cut, when compared to the original state of the 

material at the start of the cutting process. This leads to a variation in the width of 

the cut, resulting in a non-uniform cut width along the cut length. This causes 

deviation from the critical assumptions of the contour method; that material points 

are returned to their original configuration, and that a constant cut width is 

removed during the cutting process (38), hence leading to possible inaccuracies in 

the calculated stress. The incidence of bulge error primarily depends on the 

redistributed stress state at the tip of the cut. Secure clamping of the test 

component, on both sides of the cut, is believed to reduce this error. This error 

also depends on the cut slot width, so the occurrences of bulge error can also be 

lessened by narrowing the width of the cut. Larger bulging errors are more likely at 

the start and end of the cut. The bulge error can be estimated and corrected using 

an iterative FE analysis proposed by the Prime et al. (38). In this approach the 

calculated stress profile (affected by elastic bulging) is used as an initial residual 

stress field. Then, two dimensional finite element simulations of sequentially 

cutting a slot into the component of interest are performed to estimate the bulge 

error. The elements along the slot are removed sequentially in order to simulate 

the cutting process. The displacements are recorded for each step to estimate the 

errors. Consequently the bulge error is used to correct the measured surface 

contour. The corrected surface contours are then used to calculate the stresses. 

This process is iterated until the stress converges (38).
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Actual part deform
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Un-deformed shape
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Figure 2-22: Demonstration of the bulging effect during the cutting process with 

assumed tensile stress relaxation (38).

P la s tic ity  in d u ce d  e rro r

The second type of stress dependent error is related to plasticity at the cut tip. 

Plastic deformation during contour cutting is a deviation from one of the contour 

method assumptions i.e. that the stress relaxation is elastic during the cutting 

process. The level of plasticity induced is highly dependent on the stress field at 

the cut tip.

The stress field at the cut tip can be characterised by the stress intensity factor 

(SIF). Any attempt to reduce the severity of stress at the cut tip helps to reduce the 

risk of plasticity (38,116,118).

Recently, a novel cutting strategy has been developed to minimise the risk of 

plasticity induced errors, when using the contour method for residual stress
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measurement (116). This new developed approach is based on the concept of 

linear elastic fracture mechanics. During the cutting process, the residual stresses 

in the cut portion are relaxed, due to the newly created cut surfaces and this 

causes redistribution of residual stresses in the remaining ligament and a stress 

concentration zone at the cut tip (118). Moreover, as the cut length increases, the 

stress concentration zone becomes more intense and may result in local yielding, 

which in turn may induce plasticity at the tip of the cut. Both the stress field and the 

plastic zone at the cut tip are directly related to the stress intensity factor (SIF) and 

yield stress. Therefore, any measure that can reduce the SIF at the cut tip during 

the cutting process will reduce the risk of plasticity induced error in the contour 

method (116,118).

2.11 Needs and gaps

The contour method is a powerful technique that can provide a two dimensional 

map of residual stress using equipment available in most workshops. The contour 

method is capable of measuring through-thickness residual stresses. However, the 

technique is still young and requires further development to improve its accuracy 

and reliability. All steps in the contour method (33,148) contribute some errors and 

uncertainty in the measured stresses. In order to achieve high-precision 

measurements, appropriate knowledge to perform each step has to be acquired. 

The above literature review explains the sources of uncertainty in the contour 

results.
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Previously, errors related to the cutting step that are dependent on stress 

magnitude, such as bulge error (38) and plasticity error (116), have been 

addressed. Other limited studies address errors related to the cutting step that are 

independent of the stress magnitude where cutting artefacts are present in the 

surface contour data (131,140,143). The errors that are introduced from data 

processing (129,140) are also estimated. In order to minimise the error related to 

the cutting process, cutting conditions can be optimised by performing trial cuts on 

a stress free part of the test component (135,143,149), or on another piece of 

similar stress free material (38). However, performing the trial cuts will involve 

many variables, as the wire EDM cutting process contains a large number of 

electrical parameters. Moreover, the setting of these parameters can change 

depending on material type and geometric configurations of the specimen. 

Furthermore, performing a trial cut is itself a time consuming process.

The literature review reveals that there is currently no systematic approach to 

assess the quality of cut surfaces and evaluate stress errors introduced due to 

cutting artefacts. This chapter also identified a gap in the literature regarding the 

lack of provision of appropriate guidelines for selecting surface deformation 

measurement spacing, data smoothing parameters (‘knot spacing’ for example in 

cubic spline smooting) and finite element mesh size in contour data analysis. In 

this thesis these gaps are addressed.
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2.12 Aims of the research

There are major issues that must be addressed to minimise error and 

uncertainty in the contour method measurement process. This research 

investigates the WEDM cutting process, surface deformation collection and data 

analysis steps. There are two particular aims:

• To develop benchmark test specimens for conducting contour trial cuts and 

develop criteria for characterising and quantifying the quality of the cut 

surfaces.

• To improve the spatial resolution of the contour method.

These additions to knowledge regarding the measurement of residual stress using 

the contour method will be a significant contribution to this important and worthy 

field of research.

2.13Methodology

To achieve the first aim of the study, a benchmark test specimen was designed 

and a systematic approach applied to performing cutting trials and assessing the 

quality of the cut. Specimens nominally free of initial residual stress were chosen. 

Two materials were tested, a high yield strength mild steel (EN3B) and an 

austenitic stainless steel (304L). The form of the cut surfaces is presented and 

compared by means of graphical representations, alongside quantitative values of 

surface contour variations, magnitudes of inferred residual stresses and three
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dimensional roughness measurements. The outcomes of this benchmark study 

are discussed in detail in chapter 3.

To achieve the second aim of the study, data analysis parameters were 

investigated by considering an idealised surface deformation profile and assessing 

how effectively the form of the profile is captured using different sets of 

measurement spacing and knot spacing intervals. The quality of fit was evaluated 

by calculating the error relative to the idealised profile. On the basis of this 

investigation, guidelines are provided to help contour method measurement 

practitioners select a suitable surface measurement density, knot spacing to 

smooth the deformation data and finite element mesh size for improving the spatial 

resolution of contour measurements.

Finally the developed advances in the contour method were implemented to 

measure residual stresses in case study welds:

• An electron beam welded plate made from modified P91 steel.

• An electron beam weld joining dissimilar metal plates (P91:304SS).

• A ferritic steel plate clad with layers of stainless steel.
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Chapter 3 : Benchmark study to characterise the 

wire EDM contour cut

3.1 Introduction

The contour method involves cutting a specimen into two halves and provides a 

full cross-sectional map of the residual stress normal to the cut surface (33,148). 

The cutting process is the first and most important step of the contour method. Any 

error in this step can adversely affect all the subsequent steps of the method. Wire 

Electric Discharge Machining (WEDM) is the best choice cutting process for the 

contour method (5,35). Any deviation from the ideal contour cutting criteria 

(discussed in the section 2.6.1 of chapter 2), can cause inaccuracy and 

uncertainty in the contour stress results. Therefore, the most appropriate cutting 

conditions must be selected in order to minimise undesirable cutting effects and to 

obtain the best surface finish. To date, the extent, nature and causes of 

undesirable effects have not been fully investigated, and there is no commercial or 

published guidance available on how to select good cutting conditions for contour 

stress measurement. This chapter describes the tasks done in this project to 

address this deficiency in knowledge, including:

• Designing benchmark test specimens that are easy to manufacture and 

which are suitable for conducting a series of contour trial cuts on any WEDM 

machine to test the effects of changing process parameters.

• Investigate the quality of the contour cut surface and developing the criteria 

to characterise and quantify the quality of the cut surfaces.
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• Designing experimental record (characteristic) sheets and identifying the 

most important parameters that are believed to have an influence on the 

quality of the cut surface.

This chapter also covers investigation of the following sub-areas:

• The issues arising from how the specimen is restrained during the cutting 

process.

• The reproducibility of a ‘good’ surface finish when using WEDMs.

• The merits of using different diameters of wires, based on a common wire 

material.

• Use of the standard factory set of cutting parameters for the best surface 

contour cut when using three different WEDMs: an Agie Charmilles FI 440 

CCS EDM, a FANUC ROBOCUT a-OiB / OiB5 EDM, and a FANUC 

ROBOCUT a-C600iA EDM.

• The relative performance of the three WEDM machines in terms of giving 

the best surface cut, from a contour residual stress measurement point of 

view.

For this experimental evaluation, specimens nominally free of initial residual 

stress were chosen for several series of cutting trials. By performing a cut on 

stress-free material, the expected ideal cut surface should be perfectly flat. Any 

deviation from this can then be identified as an artefact of the WEDM cutting 

process (38). In this benchmark study, one sample thickness and two materials 

were tested. The two materials chosen were high yield strength mild steel (EN3B) 

and an austenitic stainless steel (304L), on the basis that they are widely used in
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industrial applications. The form of the cut surfaces was presented and compared 

by means of graphical representations, alongside the quantitative values of 

surface contour variations, magnitudes of inferred residual stresses and three 

dimensional roughness measurements.

The work consisted of two broad experiments. The first experimental design 

included four series of cuts where the remote end of the specimen was clamped, 

and the end to be cut was left unclamped, hence unrestrained cutting conditions 

were used. Particular attention was given to maintaining the optimum control, and 

repeatability of the cutting conditions for each trial cut. In order to initiate the 

experiment, a standard set of WEDM cutting parameters (as recommended by the 

machine manufacturer) were used to perform the cuts without any manual 

intervention.

Following the results of the first experiment, a second experiment was 

designed, again with just the remote end of the specimen clamped. However for 

this experiment local constraint was provided at the ends of the specimen to be 

cut, hence this time restrained cutting conditions were used. This extra support, in 

the form of restraining ligaments of material, was provided at the start of the cuts, 

to help control the quality of the cuts, and to minimise the WEDM cutting artefacts 

found in results from the first experiment. This second experiment again included 

four series of cuts. Restraining ligaments of material were created by starting the 

cut from pilot holes located a small distance from one side of the test specimen. 

Two different ligament lengths were compared to see which offered the better 

restraint during cutting. In addition to this, some modifications were made in the 

setting of the WEDM cutting parameters based on previous cut results. The
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second experiment also investigated the effect of wire diameter (two sizes) on the 

quality of the cut surfaces.

3.2 Test materials

The material specification for a high yield strength mild steel (EN3B) and an 

austenitic stainless steel (304L) are given in Table 3-1 and Table 3-2.

C Mn S P Si Cr N

Mild Steel 

(En3B) -  Wt.%
0.13-0.18 0.7-0.9 0.05 0.05 0.1-0.4 - -

Stainless Steel 

(304L) -  Wt.%
0.03 2 0.03 0.045 1 18-20 8 to 10.5

Table 3-1: The chemical composition for a high yield strength mild steel (EN3B) 

(150) and an austenitic stainless steel (304L) (151) - (remaining Fe - weight in 

percentage).

Young’s modulus 

(GPa)
Poisson’s ratio

Yield strength 

(MPa)

Mild Steel (En3B) 210 0.3 370

Stainless Steel (304L) 180 0.3 241

Table 3-2: The material properties for the test materials at room temperature.

3.3 Specimen preparation

Each specimen was machined (using conventional cutting tools) into 

rectangular bars 245 mm long, 50 mm wide and 25 mm thick. Full details about 

specimen preparation are shown in Figure 3-3. The top and bottom surfaces of the
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specimens were milled to get flat parallel sided surfaces to ensure “near perfect” 

flushing conditions, when bringing the WEDM flushing nozzles immediately 

adjacent to the specimen surfaces. The specimens were specifically designed to 

be fixed at one end, using M10 bolts fitted directly to the machine baseplate as 

illustrated in the photograph shown in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1: Photograph of the specimens

In order to eliminate machining stresses the specimens were stress relieved 

using appropriate heat treatments according to their material type. The mild steel 

(EN3B) specimens were placed in a vacuum furnace at 600 °C for about an hour. 

The stainless steel (304L) specimens were placed in a vacuum furnace at 1050°C 

for about an hour, and then air cooled.

In order to make sure they were close to a nominal stress-free state after heat 

treatment, the surface residual stresses were measured on the mild steel 

specimens (the surface residual stresses could not be measured on the stainless 

steel specimens due to limitation of the used instrument) using an XSTRESS 3000 

X-ray diffractometer (Stresstech Oy, VALAKOSKI, Finland), fitted with a 3 mm
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diameter collimator. The X-ray radiation source was Cr K-a, with a wavelength of 

2.2897 A at 270 W power and 10 mA current. The position of the peak arising from 

the {211} diffracting plane was at a 20 angle of approximately 156.1°. The sin2vp 

technique (152) was applied using 10 scans with a range of - 45° < \\) < 45° psi 

angles, in order to determine the error margins for each stress measurement. 

These measurements were conducted for ten points on the top and back face of 

the specimens, along the plane of each cut. Figure 3-2 shows the specimen being 

measured for surface residual stresses, using X-ray diffraction. The surface 

residual stress measurements showed compressive and tensile stresses within a 

range of 15 to 20 MPa for the mild steel specimens. It suggested that the mild 

steel specimens did not contain any surface residual stresses large enough to 

affect the quality of the cut surfaces.

Figure 3-2: Specimen being measured for the surface residual stresses using X- 

ray diffraction.
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3.4 Experimental conditions

Transverse cuts were made using 50 mm wide specimens (therefore having 

25 mm thick Z-axis cuts). As described in section 3.3, two M10 bolts were used to 

fix the specimens directly to the machine baseplate. The bottom face of each 

specimen was laid in line with the top surface plane of the baseplate, so that 

optimum alignment of the bottom flushing nozzles was ensured. The material used 

for the wire was standard brass. Both flushing nozzles were placed within 0.2 mm 

of the specimens’ surfaces (the clearances were measured and adjusted using 

feeler gauges). The WEDM bath temperature was maintained at 20 °C. A flushing 

pressure of 14 bar / 1.4 MPa was used as a default setting. Prior to the cut, the 

specimens were allowed to reach thermal equilibrium with the deionised water in 

the EDM tank. After EDM cutting, the cut pieces were removed immediately from 

the tank to minimise the risk of corrosion.

3.5 Referencing and cataloguing of the cut samples

Unique names were assigned to each specimen and each cut surface. For 

example, the first cut of the first series (on the mild steel specimen) was named as 

“MS-A-1”, where ‘MS’ represents material of the specimen, ‘A’ represents the bar 

reference letter, and ‘1’ represents the number of the cut. Furthermore, the 

surfaces of the cut were specified as RS (right side) and LS (left side). Hence, the 

two examples for the designations are shown here as MS-A-1-RS and MS-A-1-LS 

respectively. Table 3-3 gives details of all the trial WEDM contour cuts performed.
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No. Cut ID
Specimen

Material
Specimen

number
Cut

number Cut description

1 MS-A-1 MS A 1 Cut on mild steel-Agie

2 MS-A-2 MS A 2 Repeat cut-Agie

<A
3 MS-A-3 MS A 3 Cut in opposite direction-Agie

+■>3O
TJ

4 MS-B-1 MS B 1 Cut on mild steel-Fanud
©C
're 5 MS-B-2 MS B 2 Repeat cut-Fanuc1

<A<U
C 6 SS-A-1 SS A 1 Cut on stainless steel-Agie

7 SS-A-2 SS A 2 Repeat cut-Agie

8 SS-B-1 SS B 1 Cut on stainless steel-Fanuc2

9 SS-B-2 SS B 2 Repeat cut-Fanuc2

1 MS-C-1 MS C 1 Cut on mild steel-Agie-S5

2 MS-C-2 MS C 2
Cut on mild steel-Agie-S3 

A=0.2, TAC=0.1

3 MS-C-3 MS C 3
Cut on mild steel-Agie-S3 

A=0.1, TAC=0.05

4 SS-C-1 SS C 1 Cut on stainless steel-Agie-S5

(A•*■<3O

5 SS-C-2 SS C 2
Cut on stainless steel-Agie-S3 

A=0.2, TAC=0.1

T3
©C
're
(A

6 SS-C-3 SS C 3
Cut on stainless steel-Agie-S3 

A=0.1, TAC=0.05
©
DC

7 MS-B-4 MS B 4
Cut on mild steel-Agie-S5 

5 mm ligament length

8 MS-C-4 MS C 4
Cut on mild steel-Agie-S5 

Similar stiffness

9 SS-A-5 SS A 5
Cut on stainless steel-Agie-S5 

5 mm ligament length

10 SS-C-4 SS C 4
Cut on stainless steel-Agie-S5 

Similar stiffness

Table 3-3: Details of all the WEDM trial contour cuts performed in this study.
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3.6 Cleaning of the cut surfaces

The cut surfaces were inspected by eye, and on a low magnification microscope 

to try to identify any defects such as step changes caused by inclusions during 

WEDM cutting. Then, the cut surfaces were cleaned using a rubber eraser and an 

air duster.

3.7 Measurement of the cut surfaces

3.7.1 3D displacement measurements

The cut parts were left in a temperature-controlled metrology laboratory for a 

minimum of six hours to reach thermal equilibrium with the laboratory environment. 

The three dimensional (3D) topography of each surface cut was measured using a 

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM fitted with a 3 mm diameter Renishaw PH10M 

touch trigger probe. The three spatial coordinates of each point, on a 0.5 mm 

square grid pattern on the cut surfaces were measured. The perimeters of the 

surfaces were also measured, for use in FE modelling.

3.7.2 3D roughness measurements

Three dimensional (3D) surface roughness measurements were taken over 

both mating surfaces of each cut, using a confocal microscope. Roughness 

parameters, Sq (the root-mean-square), Sa (the arithmetic mean) of the absolute 

height, and RSm (the mean width of the roughness profile element), were used in 

the analysis. These parameters are universally recognised and widely used (136). 

These measurements were conducted over 8 mm square patches, in nine specific
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locations on each cut surface. The locations of all the 8 mm square patches are 

identified in Figure 3-4. The mean values of each of the three roughness 

parameters were calculated for each cut surface. This procedure for the 3D 

roughness measurements was performed for the first five cuts. Each cut surface 

had very similar roughness values over an 8 mm patch, in the nine specific 

locations. Therefore, for simplicity, the roughness measurements were performed 

only for centre patch for all remaining cuts.

3.8 Surface evaluation criteria

Each cut surface was evaluated on the basis of the following criteria:

• Whole surface topography of both parts of the cuts was examined using 3D 

mapping methods, in order to get an overall assessment for the quality of the 

cut, and to identify any symmetric features.

• The ‘contour’ surface profiles for each individual cut part, and the averaged 

displacements of both mating surfaces, were analysed using ‘thick’ line 

profiles. For each thick line profile, five displacement measurement line profiles 

were extracted across a 2 mm width. The mean values of the five 

measurement points were then calculated. Displacement values for the thick 

line profiles were extracted along the wire direction, and along the cutting 

direction, at the positions of X St , X0, X fn and Z EN, Z 0, Z Ex respectively. The 

thick line profile designations (X st, X0> X Fn and ZEN, Z0, ZEx), and their 

locations, are defined in Figure 3-4. Where, ST and FN represent the cut start 

and finish positions, and EN and EX represent wire entry and exist positions.
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The maximum and minimum displacement values along the Xo and Zo thick line 

profiles were considered, so that the maximum and minimum height variations 

of the contour profiles could be calculated.

• The 3D surface roughness parameters, Sq , Sa and RSm, metrics at the defined 

reference positions, were recorded for each part of the cut surfaces. The 

details about the locations for taking the measurements on the cut parts are 

given in Figure 3-4.

3D linear elastic FE analyses for average displacement data points, using the 

ABAQUS FE code, were performed in order to estimate apparent stresses 

associated with the cut that would contribute to a contour measurement. For 

building the 3D model, one half of the cut was built first, by extruding the 

measurements of the perimeters of that half of the cut. For the stress analyses of 

each cut surface, the cut face was meshed with 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm linear 

hexahedral elements (type C3D8R). The averaged topographic measurements for 

each cut were inverted with respect to the height (Y) coordinate, and these data 

were used as the boundary conditions in the FE model. Finally, elastic FE 

analyses were performed to obtain the stress distribution associated with the cut. 

This map was used to assess the errors in stress across the cut surface 

introduced by the cutting process. In order to understand it clearly, only three 

colours were chosen within the range of ±20% of yield strength to represent the 

stress map and the exceeding values from the range were represented in black 

and grey colours. The stress values exceeding from ±20% of yield strength were 

of concern, and were minimised in order to make a good quality of the contour cut.
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• The stress maps for each cut were analysed using thick stress line profiles in 

the same way as was used for the contour maps.

• The root mean square (RMS) deviation for both the displacement and the 

stress data points were calculated to quantify the RMS variations for each cut.

. - a

E
E
oin

Z-Wire contact length 

Y-Surface deformation
25mm

w ire entry

Figure 3-4: Shows the positions of lines (X fn , X0, X s t  along the thickness of the 

specimen and Z En , Z0, Z Ex  along the cut length) and also shows nine different 

locations for 3D roughness measurements (8 mm square area was considered for 

the each patch) on the cut parts, X-axis ‘cutting direction’, Y-axis ‘out of plane’, Z- 

axis in the direction of wire feed. The origin is at the centre of the block.

For brevity and clarity, and to differentiate between the two surfaces that are 

created during each cutting operation, the following terminology is introduced. The
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cut surface that is part of the remaining portion of material, still clamped to the 

WEDM machine after the cut has been completed, is referred to as the clamped 

side of the cut; the other surface, which is now on the piece of material removed 

from the specimen, is referred to as the free side of the cut.

3.9 Layout of the characteristic sheet

In this study sequential trial cuts were performed and the quality of the cuts 

were characterised and quantified using the approach described in section 3.8. All 

of this information was then gathered in one place and summarised in the form of 

an experimental record (characteristic) sheet for each cut. An example is given in 

Figure 3-7.

The characteristic sheets contained the following information

Specimen details; information about specimen material type, reference 

number and the location of the cut.

WEDM cutting information; information about the WEDM cutting details 

such as machine type, wire diameter and material type, cutting conditions and 

WEDM cutting parameters, see Appendix A.

Metrology information;  details about the cut surface measurements such 

as the instrument specification and its parameters.

Cut surface results; surface quality results which include displacement 

profiles for both sides of the cut, the averaged displacement profile, stress profile,
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and two dimensional displacement and stress maps. These results are also 

mentioned in the ‘surface quality metrics’ (table) in numerals.

3.10The first experiment - unrestrained cutting conditions

The first experiment involved making cuts on two different materials: high yield 

strength mild steel (EN3B); and austenitic stainless steel (304L), each with 

unrestrained cutting conditions.

3.10.1 Cutting strategy

Rectangular specimens with dimensions 245 mm long, 50 mm wide and 25 mm 

thick, were used for the experiment. The cuts were undertaken with a cut length of 

up to 50 mm and a wire contact length of 25 mm.

Details about the cutting strategy for the unrestrained cuts are shown in 

Figure 3-5. The cuts were conducted on three different WEDM cutting machines, 

installed at the Materials Engineering Laboratory of the Open University, using a 

standard wire diameter of 0.25 mm. The machine manufacturers’ recommended 

cutting parameters were used (without any manual intervention).

The first experiment comprised four series of cuts. During EDM cutting, one end 

of the specimen was clamped, whilst 25 mm thick slices were removed from the 

free end. Each new cut was positioned 25 mm away from the previous cut plane, 

in order to maintain the surface finish quality and surface integrity of each surface, 

and to prevent one cut from influencing another. Figure 3-6 shows annotated 

photographs of various stages of the first experiment.
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a) Unrestrained specimen before cutting

c) Unrestrained specimen after cutting

b) Specimen mounted on WEDM

d ) Cut parts

e ) Contour surface measurements

Figure 3-6: Photographs showing various stages of the first experiment.
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

3.10.2 Methodology for the first experiment

Unrestrained cuts -  series 1

This series of cuts was performed on a benchmark mild steel specimen named 

as MS-A, using an Agie Charmilles FI 440 CCS WEDM. The following three cuts 

were carried out:

• The first cut was performed using a standard set of WEDM cutting parameters 

(designated S5 on the machine), with a 0.25 mm WEDM wire diameter. There 

was no manual intervention.

• The second cut was performed as a repeat of the first cut, using all the same 

cutting conditions, as a means of measuring the repeatability of the process.

• The third cut was performed with the cutting wire moving in the opposite 

direction to the first cut. All the other cutting conditions were a repeat of those 

used on the first cut. This cut was performed in order to explore the effect of 

electro-magnetic forces during cutting.

Unrestrained cuts -  series 2

The second series of unrestrained cuts was performed on the same benchmark 

mild steel material, but on a different specimen than the first, this time named as 

MS-B. This specimen differs from the first series, in that the cuts were carried out 

using a FANUC ROBOCUT a-OiB / OiB5 WEDM. Two cuts were made:

• The first cut was performed using a standard set of WEDM cutting parameters 

(designated C1 on the machine), using a 0.25 mm WEDM wire diameter.
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

• The second cut was performed as a repeat of the first, using all the same 

cutting conditions as the first cut, as a means of measuring the repeatability of 

the process.

U nre s tra in ed  cu ts  -  se rie s  3

The third series of the first experiment was performed on a benchmark stainless 

steel (304L) specimen, named as SS-A. These cuts were performed using the 

Agie Charmilles WEDM. Two cuts were made:

• The first cut was performed using a standard set of WEDM cutting parameters 

(designated S5 on the machine) using a 0.25 mm WEDM wire diameter. There 

was no manual intervention.

• The second cut was performed as a repeat of the first, using all the same 

cutting conditions, as a means of measuring the repeatability of the process.

U nre s tra in ed  cu ts  -  se rie s  4

The fourth series of unrestrained cuts was performed on the same benchmark 

stainless steel (304L) material as before, but on a different specimen, this time 

named as SS-B. These cuts differed from series 3 in that they were made using a 

FANUC ROBOCUT a-C600iA WEDM. Two cuts were made:

• The first cut was performed using a standard set of the WEDM cutting 

parameters (designated C1 on the machine) using a 0.25 mm WEDM wire 

diameter.
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

• The second cut was performed as a repeat of the first, using all the same 

cutting conditions as the first cut, as a means of measuring the repeatability of 

the process.

3.10.3 Results of the first experiment for unrestrained cuts

During the first experiment, all unrestrained cuts were performed with the 

intention to evaluate the quality of the cut from a contour measurement point of 

view. The quality of the cuts was assessed by comparing selected characteristics 

of both clamped and free sides of the cuts, based on relevant measurements and 

calculations. Characterisation sheets represent in Figure 3-7 to Figure 3-15, 

capture salient features of the unrestrained cuts on the benchmark mild steel and 

stainless steel specimens.
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material

MS-A-1
Mild Steel (EN3B)

Cut MS-A-1 was performed on a 
mild steel sample with a standard 
S5 set of parameters using Agie 
machine.

Cut length, m, thickness, n (50 x 25) mm 10mm dia
Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 195) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

31st July, 2013
Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm
LT25A.TEC

Plane of the 
9  contour cut

b
20 °C 25mm
0.2 mm, 1.4 MPa

The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters and no 
manual intervention

WEDM cutting parameters
EL
ST
FF
Aj
Inj

10

100
41
14

PA
M

Rate
10
3.5

PM

WS
IAL

10
0.6
12
10

Offset 0.16
V

TAC
WB

80
0.3
1.6

Metrology information
CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm
Roughness instrument
Resolution
Threshold

12
10 %

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Probe dia. 3 mm

£B -GO

p. j v

Leica 3DCM
Overlap area
Z-Scan value

10%
200 pm
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Wire direction 
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Figure 3-7: The MS-A-1 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -1.0 -5.5 -17.0 1.0
Max 3.5 2.0 9.0 10.0
Rsm 130 150 110.0 130.0

Sq, Sa 3.4 ±0.16, 2.6 ±0.08 3.7 ±0.44, 2.9 ±0.39
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -8.0 -2.0 -66.0 (18.0) -69.0 (19.0)
Max 5.0 5.0 124.0 (34.0) 106.0 (28.0)

RMS 3.0 59 (16)

Wire direction

Wire direction I,

Z -  Wire contact length (mm)

Averaged data

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

Wire direction Wire direction 
 >

-25
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

Y - Surface profile (pm)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

-250
-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300

Y - Stresses (MPa)

166

Figure 3-7 cont: The MS-A-1 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material

MS-A-2
Mild Steel (EN3B)

Cut MS-A-2 was performed on a 
mild steel sample as a repeated 
cut of MS-A-1.

Cut length, m, thickness, n (50 x 25) mm 10mm dia

Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 170) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

31SI July, 2013
Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Brass (LT25.WIR)

Plane of the 
c/ contour cut

*sP

0.25 mm
LT25A.TEC
20 °C 25mm
0.2 mm, 1.4 MPa

The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters and no 
manual intervention

WEDM cutting parameters
EL
ST
FF
Aj
Inj

10

100
41
14

PA
M

Rate
10
3.5

PM

WS
IAL

10
0.6
12
10

Offset 0.16
V
TAC
WB

80
0.3
1.6

Metrology information
CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm
Roughness instrument
Resolution
Threshold

12
10 %

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Probe dia. 3 mm
Leica 3DCM
Overlap area
Z-Scan value
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E
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O
' Xf->.

10%
200 pm

Wire direction 
   ►

Z - Wire contact length (mm) 
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Figure 3-8: The MS-A-2 cut surfac data and displacement profiles for clamped (c) 

and free sides (d).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -2.5 -4.0 -17.0 1.0
Max 3.5 4.0 9.0 9.0
Rsm 130 150 120.0 130.0

Sq, Sa 3.3, 2.6 3.4 ±0.20, 2.6 ±0.16
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -9.0 -1.0 -76.0 (21.0) -69.0 (18.0)
Max 5.0 6.0 119.0 (32.0) 91.0 (25.0)

RMS 3.6 60.0 (16.0)

Wire direction

Wire direction

-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300

Y - Stresses (MPa)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

25
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Figure 3-8 cont.: The MS-A-2 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material

MS-A-3
Mild Steel (EN3B)

Cut MS-A-3 was performed in the 
opposit direction to the MS-A-1 cut.

Cut length, m, thickness, n (50 x 25) mm
Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 119) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

10 mm dia
Plane the 

P  contour cut

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter

Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

12th Dec, 2013
Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm

LT25A.TEC
20 °C 25mm

0.2 mm, 1.4 MPa
The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters and no 
manual intervention

WEDM cutting parameters
EL
ST
FF
Aj
Inj

10

100
41
14

PA
M

Rate
10
3.5

PM 3

WS
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10
0.6
12
10

Offset 0.16
V
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0.3
1.6

Metrology information
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Wire direction
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Z - Wire contact length (mm) 
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Figure 3-9: The MS-A-3 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped (c) 

and free sides (d).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -2.0 -4.0 -13.6 -1.0
Max 4.0 3.0 7.3 7.0
Rsm 145.0 130.0 126.0 134.0

Sq, Sa 3.3, 2.5 3.3, 2.5
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -6.0 -2.0 -77.0 (21.0) -55.0 (15.0)
Max 5.0 5.0 97.0 (26.0) 104.0 (28.0)
RMS 3.5 55.5(15.0)

Z - Wire contact length (mm) 
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10

-10 -10
Wire entry

-15 -15
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Figure 3-9 cont: The MS-A-3 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material
Cut length, m, thickness, n
Cantilever dimensions, p, q

Mild Steel (EN3B)
(50 x 25) mm
(25 x 220) mm

Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum heat 
treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

14th Aug, 2013
Fanuc OiB5 EDM
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm
LT25A.TEC
20 °C
0.2 mm, 1.4 MPa

The cut was performed with a standard C1 set of parameters and no manual 
intervention.

WEDM cutting parameters
PM
VS
VM
OFF
SV

14.4
30

WP1A
WP2A
T
WF
FR

1700
10
10

FC
SPD
OVR

0
3.23
100

Metrology information
CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm
Roughness instrument
Resolution
Threshold

12
10%

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Probe dia. 3 mm
Leica 3DCM
Overlap area
Z-Scan value

10%
200 pm

Cut MS-B-1 was performed 
on a mild steel sample with 
a standard C1 set of 
parameters using Fanucl 
WEDM.

10mm dia
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Figure 3-10: The MS-B-1 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -2.0 -7.5 -13.5 -3.0
Max 5.0 3.0 8.5 8.0
Rsm 150.0 140.0 135.0 150.0

Sq, Sa 4.5 ±0.11, 3.5 ±0.10 4.6 ±0.22, 3.6 ±0.19
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -7.0 -4.5 -52.0 (14) -63.5(17)
Max 5.0 4.5 153.0 (41) 157 (42)

SRMS 3.3 71 (19)

Wire direction

Wire direction

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300

Y - Stresses (MPa)

Wire direction 
 ►

Wire direction  >
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Figure 3-10 cont: The MS-B-1 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material

MS-B-2
Mild Steel (EN3B)

Cut MS-B-2 was performed on a 
mild steel sample as a repeated cut 
of MS-B-1.

Cut length, m, thickness, n (50 x 25) mm
Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 195) mm 10mm dia

Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date

Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

14th Aug, 2013

Fanuc OiB5 EDM
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm

Plane of the 
s*o  contour cut

lifts!
. S i

LT25A.TEC
20 °C 25mm

0.2 mm, 1.4 MPa
The cut was performed with a standard C1 set of parameters and no 
manual intervention.

WEDM cutting parameters
PM 1
VS
VM
OFF
SV

1

14.4
30

WP1A
WP2A
T
WF
FR

1700
10
10

FC
SPD
OVR

0
3.23
100
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Wire direction

Leica 3DCM
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Z-Scan value

10%
200 pm
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Figure 3-11: The MS-B-2 cut data and displacement profiles for clamped (c) and 

free sides (d).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -2 .0 -6.0 -13.0 -1 .0
Max 5.0 4.0 9.0 8.5
Rsm 131.0 164.0 130.0 150.0

Sq, Sa 4.5, 3.5 4.5 ±0.14, 3.5 ±0.14
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min - 8.0 - 4 . 0 - 60.0(16.0) - 82.0 (22.0)
Max 5.5 5.5 141.0 (38.0) 136.0 (37.0)

RMS 3.6 70.0 (19.0)

Z - Wire contact length (mm) 
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10

-10 -10
Wire direction
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Figure 3-11 cont: The MS-B-2 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material
Cut length, m, thickness, n
Cantilever dimensions, p, q

SS-A-1
Stainless Steel (304L)
(50 x 25) mm
(25 x 195) mm

Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum heat 
treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

22nd Oct, 2013
Agie Charmillies FI440ccs
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm
LT25A.TEC
20 °C
0.2 mm, 1.4 MPa

The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters and no 
manual intervention

WEDM cutting parameters
EL
ST
FF
Aj
Inj

10

100
41
14

PA
M

Rate
10
3.5

PM

WS
IAL

10
0.6
12
10

Offset
V

TAC
WB

0.16
80
0.3
1.6

Metrology information
CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm
Roughness instrument
Resolution
Threshold

12
1 0 %

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Probe dia. 3 mm
Leica 3DCM
Overlap area
Z-Scan value

10%
200 pm

Cut SS-A-1 was performed on 
a stainless steel sample with a 
standard S5 set of parameters 
using Agie machine.

10mm dia

Plane of the 
^  contour cut
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Wire direction
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Figure 3-12: The SS-A-1 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -4.0 -2.0 -4.0 -4.0
Max 1.0 3.5 5.0 3.0
Rsm 120.0 150.0 130.0 150.0

Sq, Sa 3.4, 2.6 3.3, 2.5
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -2.0 -3.0 -39.0 (16.0) -124.0(51.0)
Max 3.0 3.5 43.0(18.0) 30.0(12.0)

RMS 2.0 33.0(14.0)
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Figure 3-12 cont: The SS-A-1 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material

SS-A-2
Stainless Steel (304L)

Cut SS-A-2 was performed 
on a stainless steel sample 
as a repeated cut of SS-A-1.

Cut length, m, thickness, n (50 x 25) mm
Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 170) mm 10mm dia

Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

Cut date
WEDM information

->nd

Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter

22 Oct, 2013

Plane o f the 
o  contour cut

Agie Charmillies FI440ccs
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm

Cutting technology LT25A.TEC
WEDM bath temperature 20 °C 25mm

Nozzles position, pressure 0.2 mm, 1.4 MPa
The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters and no 
manual intervention

WEDM cutting parameters
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10
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Figure 3-13: The SS-A-2 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -3.5 -3.0 -4.0 -4.0
Max 2.0 4.0 5.0 5.0
Rsm 134.0 125.0 110.0 170.0

Sq, Sa 3.5, 2.7 3.3, 2.6
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -4.0 -4.0 -17.0 (7.0) -160.0(66.0)
Max 2.0 5.5 54.0 (22.0) 46.0 (19.0)

RMS 2.3 37.0 (15.0)
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Figure 3-13 cont: The SS-A-2 cut surface quality metrics, profiles o f averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material

SS-B-1
Stainless Steel (304L)

Cut SS-B-1 was performed on a 
stainless steel using Fanuc2 
machine.

Cut length, m, thickness, n (50 x 25) mm
Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 220) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

10mm dia
XT

Piane of the 
contour cut

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

9th Oct, 2013
FanucC600iA EDM
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm
LT25A.TEC
20 °C 25mm
0.2 mm, 1.4 MPa

The cut was performed with a standard C1 set of parameters and no 
manual intervention.

WEDM cutting parameters
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Figure 3-14: The SS-B-1 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -4.0 -2.0 -5.0 -4.5
Max 4.0 4.0 6.0 5.0
Rsm 150.0 130.0 160.0 150.0

Sq, Sa 4.7, 3.7 4.8, 3.8
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -4.0 -3.0 -73.0 (30.0) -130.0(54.0)
Max 3.5 4.0 67 (28.0) 22 (9.0)

RMS 2.0 33.0 (14.0)
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 >

W ire direction 
 ►

Z - Wire contact length (mm)
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Figure 3-14 cont: The SS-B-1 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material

SS-B-2
Stainless Steel (304L)

Cut SS-B-2 was performed on a 
stainless steel sample as a 
repeated cut of SS-B-1.

Cut length, m, thickness, n (50 x 25) mm s, 10mm dia
Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 195) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

9th Oct, 2013
FanucC600iA EDM
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm
LT25A.TEC

Plane of the 
contour cut

B
20 °C 25mm
0.2 mm, 1.4 MPa

The cut was performed with a standard C1 set of parameters and no 
manual intervention.

WEDM cutting parameters
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VM
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10
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Figure 3-15: The SS-B-2 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min - 3.0 -3 .0 - 5.0 -4 .0
Max 4.5 1.0 5.0 4.0
Rsm 153 155 120.0 150.0

Sq, Sa 4.4, 3.5 4.8, 3.7
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min - 3 . 0 -3 . 0 - 67.0 (28) - 80.0 (33.0)
Max 4.0 2.5 65.0 (26) 44.0 (18.0)

RMS 2.0 31.0(13.0)
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Figure 3-15 cont: The SS-B-2 cut surface quality metrics profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Series 1 (MS-A-1 , MS-A-2 and MS-A-3) results and findings

Results from the first series of unrestrained cuts performed on mild steel 

specimen MS-A using the Agie WEDM are labelled MS-A-1, MS-A-2 and MS-A-3 

in Figure 3-7 to Figure 3-9.

Figure 3-7 shows the variation in measured displacements on both the clamped 

and free sides of the cut MS-A-1. On the clamped side, the variation in 

displacement is observed to be greater along the wire direction (Z-direction) than 

in the cut direction (X-direction) that is from -5.5 pm to 2 pm and -1 pm to 3 pm 

respectively. On the free side, the converse is true and the displacement variations 

are much greater varying within the range -17 pm to 9 pm along the cut direction, 

and 1 pm to 10 pm along the wire direction. This shows that the cut has 

asymmetric features.

Also on the clamped side of the cut, large displacements associated with 

features such as “flared edges”, are observed at the wire entry position, as well as 

at the start of the cut. The displacement profile of the clamped side of the cut is a 

convex bowed shape along the wire direction. However, on the free side of the cut, 

these cutting artefacts are observed both along the cutting direction and along the 

wire direction. The bowed cutting artefacts are found to be significantly greater on 

the free side of the cut than on the clamped side. Consequently, it is the profile of 

the free side that dominates the shape of the averaged displacement profile. The 

averaged displacement profile was used to produce a stress map using FE 

modelling. The stress map shows larger stress gradient along the direction of the 

cut than along the wire direction. The stress profile also shows high values of
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the Wire EDM contour cut

compressive stress approaching the wire entry edge of the specimen. It shall refer 

to this as the “flared edge effect” which is produced by wire entry into the sample.

Maps of the averaged displacements and stresses from the cut are represented 

in sub-panels (g) and (h) of the characterisation sheet represents in Figure 3-7. 

The averaged displacement map for the cut has positive values for displacements 

at the middle of the cut, and negative values for those along the edges. The 

corresponding stress map for the cut surface therefore shows compressive 

stresses at the middle of the cut surface and tensile stresses along the edges.

Three-dimensional surface roughness measurements were taken over each cut 

surface using a confocal microscope. The measurement details are also tabulated 

in the characterisation sheet. Values of Sq and Sa for the clamped side are 3.4 ± 

0.16 pm and 2.6 ± 0.08 pm, and for the free side 3.7 ± 0.39 pm and 2.9 ± 0.44 pm 

respectively. The Sq and Sa values for the clamped side were found to have slightly 

lower values indicating a less rough surface than the free cut side.

The root mean squared (RMS) values for stress and displacement variations 

across the area of the cut surface were also calculated and are listed in the 

characterisation sheet, that is a stress of 59 MPa (16 % of yield strength) and 

displacement of 3 pm respectively.

Thus, the cut surfaces are not flat but possess many topographical features that 

do not cancel out after averaging the profiles of both sides. These ‘symmetric’ 

deformation features can introduce high apparent stress variations in a contour 

measurement.
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The cut MS-A-2 was performed to quantify the repeatability of the cutting 

process. Hence, it was performed under conditions as close as possible to those 

used for the first cut MS-A-1. Displacement values for the clamped side range 

from -  2.5 pm to 3.5 pm along the cutting direction, and -4 pm to 4 pm along the 

wire direction. These variations are slightly higher than those found after the MS- 

A-1 cut. On the free side, no significant difference was found between 

displacement variations in the cuts, as shown in the surface quality metrics 

characterisation sheets, compare Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8.

The pattern that was observed on results from the first cut, where the clamped 

side showed less height variation than the free side, was also seen on the second 

cut surface. Moreover, in the second cut, the convex bowed shape of the surface, 

and the “flared edges effect” was observed, just as was seen on the first cut. No 

significant difference was found, in the RMS values for displacement and stress 

variations, between either of the cuts. Hence, the second cut MS-A-2 contains 

very similar surface features as the first cut MS-A-1. It is confirmed therefore, that 

there is high precision in repeatability performance, and in the reproducibility of 

surface finish using the Agie WEDM cutting machine.

Both cuts possessed large differences between the displacement variations on 

the free and clamped sides of the cuts. So, cut MS-A-3 was performed in order to 

assess any contribution that the cutting direction may have in forming the 

displacement variations. Therefore, for the cut MS-A-3, the direction of cutting was 

the opposite of that used in the first two cuts. The cut MS-A-3 results are shown in 

characterisation sheet, Figure 3-9, from which again it can be observed that the 

clamped side shows less height variation than the free side. This is similar to the
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the Wire EDM contour cut

first two cuts. Moreover, in the third cut, as seen in the previous cuts, the convex 

bowed shape of the surface and the “flared edges effect” are also observed.

In conclusion, the series 1 cutting trials show that surface deformation 

characteristics in a mild steel sample can be reproduced using an Agie WEDM 

and that formation of a more highly bowed surface contour on the “free” side of a 

cut is unrelated to the cutting direction.

Series 2 (MS-B-1 and MS-B-2) results and findings

Results from the second series of unrestrained cuts performed on mild steel 

benchmark specimen MS-B using the FANUC ROBOCUT a-OiB/OiB5 WEDM 

(FANUC1) and are labelled MS-B-1 and MS-B-2 in characterisation sheets, Figure 

3-10 and Figure 3-11.

The cut MS-B-1 was performed under conditions as close as possible to those 

used for the first series of cuts but using a different WEDM machine (FANUC1). 

Displacement values for the clamped side, ranged from - 2pm  to 5pm  along the 

cutting direction, and - 7.5 pm to 3 pm along the wire direction, see Figure 3-10. 

These variations are greater than those resulting from the first series of cuts. 

Hence, higher apparent stress variations are introduced. The surface roughness 

metrics are also significantly poorer for this cut than for series 1; Sa of 3.5 pm 

compared with 2.5 pm on the clamped side. On the free side of the cut MS-B-1, 

displacement variations (giving a bowed shape) are similar to those seen in the 

first series of cuts. And again the clamped side shows less height variation than 

the free side. A “flared edges effect” is also observed, just as was seen on the first 

series of cuts. Although the RMS values for displacement from both series of cuts
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are similar, an inspection of the data plots in the characterisation sheets shows 

that the Fanucl WEDM produced an inferior surface quality.

So, in conclusion, cut MS-B-1 produced surfaces with similar features to series 

1 cuts but with inferior roughness metrics and symmetric profiles contributing to 

higher apparent residual stress variations. This evidence indicates that the Agie 

WEDM machine used to perform the first series of cuts, gave a better quality of cut 

surfaces than the FANUC1 WEDM from a contour residual stress measurement 

perspective.

The cut MS-B-2 was performed to quantify the repeatability of the cutting 

process using the FANUC1 WEDM machine. The form that was observed on cut 

MS-B-2 displayed similar surface features as were seen on cut MS-B-1. Thus a 

good reproducibility of surface finish was achieved with the FANUC1 WEDM.

Series 3 (SS-A-1 and SS-A-2) results and findings

Results from the third series of unrestrained cuts performed on stainless steel 

benchmark specimen SS-A using the Agie WEDM are labelled SS-A-1 and SS-A-2 

in characterisation sheets represent in Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13.

The SS-A-1 cut was performed under conditions as close as possible to those 

used for all previous cuts. For brevity and clarity, key metrics characterising 

surface features of the stainless steel cut SS-A-1 are shown in tabular form, with 

comparative results from mild steel cut MS-A-1. Note that both cuts were produced 

using the same WEDM machine. Table 3-4 shows the comparison of the quality of 

both the cut surfaces.
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MS-A-1 SS-A-1

X Z X Z

Clamped side disp. 
(pm) 4.5 7.5 5.0 5.5

Free side disp. 
(pm) 26.0 11.0 9.0 7.0

Averaged disp. 
(pm) 13.0 7.0 5.0 6.5

Stress error-RMS 
(% yield) (MPa) 59.0 (16.0) 33.0 (14.0)

Clamped side Free side Clamped side Free side

3D Surface roughness 
Sq, Sa (pm) 3.4, 2.6 3.7, 2.9 3.4, 2.6 3.3, 2.5

Table 3-4: A comparison of the quality of the cuts MS-A-1 and SS-A-1

Table 3-4 shows that the cut SS-A-1 has less displacement variation and lower 

surface roughness in comparison to the mild steel cut MS-A-1. However, it 

contains many symmetric features, such as flared edges at the wire entry side and 

a bowed form of the surface profiles just as were seen in the MS-A-1 cut surface. 

But interestingly in this case, the bowed form is concave (the opposite to all the 

mild steel cuts where the bowed form was convex). Due to the improvement in 

displacement variation, smaller stress errors were obtained for cut SS-A-1 

compared with cut MS-A-1. This indicates that the WEDM machine used gave a 

better cut surface quality for the stainless steel specimen, than for the mild steel 

specimen. However, in this experiment the topography of the cut surface SS-A-1 

ought to be free from symmetric surface features.

The cut SS-A-2 was performed in order to quantify the repeatability of the 

cutting process used for the stainless steel specimen. The cut resulted in the same 

form of surface topography as was seen in cut SS-A-1 (compare Figure 3-12 and
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Figure 3-13 ). Thus a good reproducibility of surface finish was achieved with the 

Agie WEDM for the stainless steel benchmark sample.

Series 4 (SS-B-1 and SS-B-2) results and findings

Results from the fourth series of unrestrained cuts performed on stainless steel 

specimen SS-B, using a FANUC 600iA WEDM (FANUC2) are labelled SS-B-1 and 

SS-B-2 in characterisation sheets, Figure 3-14 and Figure 3-15.

The SS-B-1 cut was performed under conditions as close as possible to those 

used for the third series of the cuts (SS-A-1 and SS-A-2) but using the FANUC2 

WEDM machine. Results for the quality of cut SS-B-1 are compared with cut SS- 

A-1 in Table 3-5.

SS-A-1 SS-B-1

X Z X Z

Clamped side disp. 
(pm) 5.0 5.5 8.0 6.0

Free side disp. 
(pm) 9.0 7.0 11.0 9.5

Averaged disp. 
(pm) 5.0 6.5 7.5 7.0

Stress error-RMS 
(% yield) (MPa) 33.0 (14.0) 33.0 (14.0)

Clamped side Free side Clamped side Free side

3D Surface roughness 
Sq, Sa (pm) 3.4, 2.6 3.3, 2.5 4.7, 3.7 4.8, 3.8

Table 3-5: A comparison of the quality of the cuts SS-A-1 and SS-B-1.

The cut SS-B-1 results display poorer surface roughness metrics, and higher 

displacement variations and associated stress errors in comparison to results from 

cut SS-A-1. Cut SS-B-1 also possesses some surfaces features similar to cut SS- 

A-1 , such as asymmetric features in both sides of the cut, where the clamped side
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showed less height variation than the free side. Moreover, the surface displayed a 

concave bowed shape and the “flared edges effect” was also observed. Just as 

seen in the cut SS-A-1. Hence, the WEDM used to perform the cut SS-A-1 gave a 

better quality of surface finish compared to the machine used to perform cut 

SS-B -1.

SS-B-2 cut was performed to check the repeatability of the cutting process for 

the fourth series of cuts. This cut resulted in very similar surface features as was 

seen in cut SS-B-1 confirming good reproducibility of surface finish.

3.10.4 Discussion of first experiment results for unrestrained cuts

Results of this first experiment revealed the following features of the cuts:

• In all cut surface results, “flared edge effects” were commonly found along the 

wire entry side of the cuts. This is because during the WEDM process, the 

corners and edges of the work piece significantly deteriorate, possibly because 

this is where the electric field is least uniform. High electrical energy increases 

the discharged pulse (141,142) which results in a high erosion rate along the 

edges and causes a high value in displacement variations. In this research, for 

mild steel and stainless steel, the wire entry effects are found to be relatively 

similar. However, these effects are further investigated in section 3.11 by 

varying some of the electrical parameters of the WEDM and using two different 

WEDM wire diameters.

• High values of displacements across the edges of the cut surfaces result in the 

calculation of high values of stress in contour analysis for the respective
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locations. These stresses can be compressive or tensile dependent on the 

displacement values.

• The ‘bowed form’ of the cut surfaces occurred in all the cuts. The formation of 

this cutting artefact is influenced by the WEDM cutting parameters, as well as 

the material type. On the mild steel specimens, a convex bowed form of the cut 

surfaces was found. On the stainless steel specimens, a concave bowed form 

of the cut surfaces was found. The severity of the bowing was greater in the 

mild steel specimens, than in the stainless steel. A suggested hypothesis to 

explain this effect is the higher degree of magnetisation that a mild steel 

material incurs, in response to the applied electro-magnetic field generated by 

the current pulses during WEDM cutting. The mild steel specimen concentrates 

a magnetic field within itself, and this affects the distribution of the magnetic flux 

density, during the flow of current through the brass cutting wire. So, because 

the magnetic permeability of mild steel is significantly higher, and more during 

the WEDM cutting, the wire cannot maintain an axisymmetric distribution of the 

magnetic flux, or a uniform current density around its axis. Therefore, looking at 

the wire in cross section, the magnetic flux density in the upper portion of the 

wire, is higher than that in the lower portion. Thus, the resultant 

electromagnetic force generated in the wire is magnetically attracted to, and 

directed towards, the mild steel work piece (153). This causes wire vibration, 

wire deflection (dislocation) and excessive material removal during the cut. 

These inaccuracies of the cutting process can be improved by reducing the 

effects of the electro-magnetic force induced during the cutting process of the 

mild steel specimen. These effects can be reduced by lowering the supply
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current during the cutting processes (154). It may also be important to 

demagnetise steel components before cutting to minimise these effects, noting 

that this procedure is recommended practice for wire machining ferritic 

materials (155).

• Asymmetric features were found on both sides of all the cut surfaces. Features 

might be influenced by the specimen material type as well as clamping 

conditions during the cutting. It is quite possible that during cutting the free side 

(unclamped) moved, and so contributed to asymmetric features on the parts. 

Thus, it would be worthwhile investigating the cutting process whilst providing 

extra support to prevent any movement of the free side during cutting.

• All the cut surface features discussed above were observed on each side of the 

cut, as well as on the averaged surface profiles. Since these features are 

symmetric, they cannot be eliminated by averaging in the contour method 

deformation analysis. If caused by artefacts, symmetric features are highly 

undesirable on contour surfaces because they mimic the effects of residual 

stress, and thus introduce errors in its determination.

• The surface roughness values were not influenced by the type of material of 

the specimens. However, they were influenced by the use of different WEDM 

cutting machines, necessitating a change in WEDM cutting parameters for 

each machine used. Both the mild steel and stainless steel specimens resulted 

in similar surface roughness values when the cuts were performed using the 

same machine, suggesting that the material removal rates ought to also be the 

same for each material. The surface finish of the cuts can be improved by
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optimisation of the WEDM cutting parameters, as well as by using a thinner 

wire diameter.

• This study confirmed the repeatability in performance, and the reproducibility of 

surface finish of the WEDMs.

• This study also determined the Agie Charmilles FI 440 CCS WEDM is the more 

suitable appliance for both the material types tested, and can give a better 

surface finish than the other two (FANUC) WEDM machines used.

3.11 The second experiment - restrained cutting conditions

Following the results of the first experiment (unrestrained cuts), the following

modifications were made in the design of subsequent sets of experiments:

• The cuts were performed with restrained cutting conditions created by starting 

the cuts from pilot holes formed using an EDM hole drilling machine.

• Two different ligament lengths of material, between the pilot hole and edge of 

the specimen, were trialed in an attempt to introduce restraint during cutting.

• In addition to this, to reduce the effects of electromotive force (details are 

provided in section 3.10.4) during the cutting process, some modifications were 

also made in the electrical parameters of WEDM such as ‘A (microsecond) - 

Energy duration of the pulse (voltage and current)’ and TAC (microsecond) - 

Short A time’. These WEDM parameters are directly related to the energy of 

the spark. Decreasing A and TAC values decrease the energy of the spark. 

Reduction in energy of spark provides help to evacuate the eroded particles 

and can improve flushing conditions (156).
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• The effects of using two different wire diameters, based on a common wire 

material, were also explored with an aim to improve the quality of the cut 

surface finish.

3.11.1 Cutting strategy

The same specimen design, specimen material types and Agie WEDM were 

used for this second experiment as were used in the first experiment. The 

experiment was composed of four series of cuts, giving ten cuts altogether. The 

cuts were started from pilot holes. The centre of the first pilot hole was placed 

25 mm away from the free end of the cantilever specimen. A second pilot hole was 

drilled in line with the first, at a pitch of 25mm between centres. Details about 

specimen preparation for restrained cuts are given in Figure 3-16. During each cut 

one end of the specimen was clamped and cuts were performed using the same 

procedures as in the previous experiment. Figure 3-17 shows annotated 

photographs of various stages of the second experiment.
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the Wire EDM contour cut

r v . i i .
^  n g

a) Restrained Specimen b) Mounted on WEDM table

mmm

c) After restrained cuts d) Cut parts for single cut

' ±  —  ?+

d) Contour surface measurements

Figure 3-17: Photographs showing various stages of the second experiment.
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3.11.2 Methodology for the second experiment 

Restrained cuts -  series 1

The first series of the second experiment-restrained cuts was performed on a 

benchmark mild steel specimen named as MS-C. It consisted of three cuts 

MS-C-1, MS-C-2 and MS-C-3. The cuts were started from pilot holes 1.8 mm in 

diameter, with each hole centre positioned 2.5 millimetres away from one side, 

along the plane of the cuts, thus leaving a ligament of 1.6 mm of material, to 

provide constraint whilst cutting. The first pilot hole was placed 25 mm away from 

the free end of the cantilevered specimen. The spacing between each pilot hole 

was 25 mm. Having completed each cut, the wire was stopped, leaving a 2.5 mm 

ligament of material intact, at the opposite side of the specimen. Then, transverse 

cuts were performed along the long axis of the specimen, to intersect with the end 

of the contour cut and release the 25 mm piece. Details about the cutting strategy 

used for the first series of restrained cuts are shown in Figure 3-18.

The first cut MS-C-1 was performed using a standard set of WEDM cutting 

parameters (designated S5 on the machine) with A = 0.6 ps and TAC = 0.3 ps 

values. The cut was performed with 0.25 mm diameter wire using restrained 

cutting conditions created by use of a pilot start hole. The results of the cut were 

compared with those of the unrestrained cut MS-A-1, to evaluate the quality of the 

cut surface.

The second cut MS-C-2 was performed with a 0.1 mm diameter wire and a 

standard set of WEDM cutting parameters (designated S3 on the machine with
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default A = 0.2 |j s  and TAC = 0.1 |j s ). This cut was performed to try and improve 

the quality of the cut surface by using a thinner wire diameter, than for cut MS-C-1.

The third cut MS-C-3 repeated the MS-C-2 but with reduced A = 0.1 ps and 

TAC = 0.05 ps values. The cut was performed using wire of 0.1 mm diameter. This 

cut was performed to assess the quality of the cut by using a smaller wire 

diameter, in addition to a further reduction in A and TAC values for the WEDM 

cutting parameters.

Restrained cuts -  series 2

The second series of the second experiment for restrained cuts was performed 

using exactly the same cutting conditions as on the first series of restrained cuts, 

but with a change in material type of the specimen. A stainless steel specimen 

named as SS-C was used to perform the cuts. This series also comprised three 

cuts, the same as in the first series of restrained cuts. Details about the cutting 

strategy are shown in Figure 3-18.

Restrained cuts -  series 3

The third series of the second experiment for restrained cuts was performed on 

mild steel specimens labelled MS-B-4 and MS-C-4.

The cut MS-B-4 was performed at 25 mm away from the free end of the mild 

steel MS-B specimen. It was started from 1.8 mm diameter pilot hole. The centre 

of the pilot hole was placed at 5.9 mm away from one edge of the specimen thus 

leaving a 5 mm ligament of material. The cut was performed all the way through 

the width of the specimen. The cut was performed using the standard set of
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WEDM cutting parameters (designated S5 on the machine), and without any 

manual intervention. These cuts were performed using 0.25 mm wire diameter. 

The ligament length was increased from the 1.6 mm used on the first series 

restrained cut MS-C-1, to 5 mm, with the aim of providing additional support during 

the cut. Figure 3-19 and Figure 3-20 give details about the specimen preparation 

and the cutting strategy used to perform the cut MS-B-4.

The cut MS-C-4 was performed using the same cutting conditions as the cut 

MS-C-1 with the exception that the cut was performed approximately at mid length 

of the specimen, in order to provide a similar stiffness on both sides of the plane of 

the cut. Details about the cutting strategy used to perform the cut MS-C-4 are 

given in Figure 3-20.

Restrained cuts -  series 4

The fourth series of the second experiment restrained cuts was performed on 

stainless steel specimens. It consisted of two cuts named as SS-A-5 and SS-C-4. 

using the same cutting conditions as for the third series of cuts MS-B-4 and MS-C- 

4 respectively.
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

3.11.3 Results of the second experiment for restrained cuts

The second experiment examined restrained cuts with the aim of improving the 

cut surface quality achieved in the first experiment that used unrestrained cutting 

conditions. The quality of the cuts was assessed by comparing key characteristics 

of the clamped and free sides of the cuts based upon measurements and 

calculations. Characterisation sheets for these cuts, shown in Figure 3-21 to 

Figure 3-30, summarise key features of the cut surfaces. They are discussed 

below and comparisons made with the unrestrained results from the first 

experiment.
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Specimen details Cut MS-C-1 was performed on 
restrained cutting conditions. 
The cut was performed with a 
standard S5 set of parameters 
with no manual intervention.

Specimen reference MS-C-1
Specimen material Mild Steel (EN3B)
Cut length, m, thickness, n (45 x 25) mm
Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 220) mm a

JO mm dia

$ Plane for the 
S f a k .  contour cut

Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum heat 
treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date 19th Dec, 2013

' i
Machine type Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Wire material Brass (LT25.WIR)

s '

b
25 mm __ >

Wire diameter 0.25 mm
Cutting technology LT25A.TEC
WEDM bath temperature 20 °C
Nozzles position, pressure 0.2 mm, 0.8 MPa
The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters with no manual 
intervention

>

t *

£ 
&

Cu
tti

ng
 

di
re

ct
io

n

WEDM cutting parameters
EL 10 PA 6 PM 3 Offset 0.16
ST 1 M 3 S 10 V 80

45 
m

m

FF 100 B 7 A 0.6 TAC 0.3
Aj 41 S 10 WS 12 WB 1.6
Inj 14 Rate 3.4 IAL 10

Metrology information
CMM Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM

Wire directionSpacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm Probe dia. 3 mm
Roughness instrument Leica 3DCM
Resolution 12 Overlap area 10%
Threshold 10 % Z-Scan value 200 pm

Z - Wire contact length (mm) 
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10

-10-10 Wire direction ’

-15-15

-20-20
-25-25

10 15-15 -10 -5 0 5
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

X..ST

-10
Wire direction

-15 -15

-20 -20
-25 -25

■15 -10 -5 10 150 5
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Figure 3-21: The MS-C-1 cut data and displacement profiles for clamped (c) and 

free sides (d).
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Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min 0 -4.0 -7.0 -3.5
Max 4.0 3.5 4.0 3.0
Rsm 128.0 124.0 131.0 147.0

Sq, Sa 3.5, 2.6 3.7, 2.7
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -2.0 -3.0 -72.0 (19.0) -91.0 (24.0)
Max 4.0 4.0 35.0 (9.5) 83.5 (22.0)

RMS 2.3 52.0 (14.0)

Z - Wire contact length (mm) 
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10

-10 -10
Wire direction

-15 -15

-20 -20
-25 -25

■15 -10 -5 0 10 155
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15
250

200
xo

150

100

-50

-10 -100
-15 -150

-20 -200fWIWire direction \

-25 -250
-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300

Y - Stresses (MPa)

Averaged data

r-i-

-10 0 10 
Z - Wire contact length (mm)

Wire direction

I
200
74
24
-24
- 74
-1 3 0

(MPa)

Wire direction

co
o
<D

TS
COC
-w3
Q i j r

Figure 3-21 cont: The MS-C-1 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Specimen details
Specimen reference MS-C-2
Specimen material Mild Steel (EN3B)
Cut length, m, thickness, n (45 x 25) mm
Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 195) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum heat 
treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date 19th Dec, 2013
Machine type Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Wire material Brass (LT25.WIR)
Wire diameter 0.1 mm
Cutting technology LT25A.TEC
WEDM bath temperature

OoOCM

Nozzles position, pressure 0.2 mm, 0.1 MPa
The cut was performed with a standard S3 set of parameters.

WEDM cutting parameters
EL 10 PA 6 PM — Offset . . .

ST 1 M 37 S 5 V 60
FF 95 B 8.7 A 0.2 TAC 0.1

Aj 42 S 5 WS 10 WB 0.3
Inj 2 Rate 0.744 IAL 8

Metrology information
CMM Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm Probe dia. 3 mm
Roughness instrument Leica 3DCM
Resolution 12 Overlap area 10%
Threshold 10 % Z-Scan value 200 pm

Cut MS-C-2 was performed on 
restrained cutting conditions. The 
cut was performed with a standard 
S3 set of parameters using 0.1 mm 
wire diameter, 
a

10 mm dia

Plane for the
contour cut

25 mm

x.

X,,

Zc-n Z0 2s» 
Wire direction  >

2 - Wire contact length (mm) 
15 -10 -5 0 5 10

-10 -10Wire direction

-15 -15

-20 -20
-25 -25

■15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

“i  i

-10-10
Wire direction

-15-15

-20-20 .r-
-25-25

10 15■15 -10 -5 0 5
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Figure 3-22: The MS-C-2 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -1.0 -4.0 -6.0 -2.0
Max 2.5 3.0 4.0 5.0
Rsm 131.0 121.0 133.0 122.0

Sq, Sa 2.5,1.8 2.5,1.8
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -3.0 -2.0 -62.0 (16.0) -48.0 (13.0)
Max 3.0 2.0 40.0 (11.0) 87.0 (23.0)
RMS 2.0 47.0(12.5)

Wire direction

Wire direction

W ire direction 
 >

W ire direction 
 ►

Z - Wire contact length (mm)
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

25

-25
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

Y - Surface profile (pm)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15
250

200
74
24
-24
-74
- 130

Averaged data

"25 -10 0 10 
Z - W ire contact length (mm)

-250
-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300

Y - Stresses (MPa)

Figure 3-22 cont: The MS-C-2 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Specimen details Cut MS-C-3 was performed on 
restrained cutting conditions . The cut 
was performed with a standard S3 set 
of parameters with some modifications 
and using 0.1 mm wire diameter.

Specimen reference MS-C-3
Specimen material Mild Steel (EN3B)
Cut length, m, thickness, n (45 x 25) mm
Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 170) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

a
10 mm dia

WEDM information
Cut date 19th Dec, 2013 ... contour cut
Machine type Agie Charmillies FI440ccS 11^. Ziakv.
Wire material Brass (LT25.WIR)
Wire diameter 0.1 mm
Cutting technology LT25A.TEC
WEDM bath temperature 20 °C
Nozzles position, pressure 0.2 mm, 0.1 MPa b 25 mm __>

The cut was performed with a standard S3 set of parameters with 
reduced A and TAC. tk

■Hr 
&

 
?

Cu
ttin

g 
di

re
ct

io
n

WEDM cutting parameters
EL 10 PA 6 PM . . . Offset . . .

*ST 1 M 37 S 5 V 60
FF 95 B 8.7 A 0.1 TAC 0.05

, 
45 

m
n

Aj 42 S 5 WS 10 WB 0.3
Inj 2 Rate 0.47 IAL 8

t

Metrology information
CMM Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm Probe dia. 3 mm
Roughness instrument Leica 3DCM Zo Zg>*
Resolution 12 Overlap area 10% W ire  d irection

Threshold 10% Z-Scan value 200 pm

Z - Wire contact length (mm) 
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10

xjn

-10 -10Wire direction

-15 -15

-20 -20
-25 -25

10 15•15 -10 -5 0 5
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

x_o

-10 -10
Wire direction

-15 -15

-20 -20
-25 -25

■15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Figure 3-23: The MS-C-3 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -3.0 -3.0 -5.0 -2.0
Max 5.0 3.5 5.0 4.0
Rsm 120.0 130.0 102.0 131.0

Sq, Sa 2.3,1.8 2.3,1.8
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -3.5 -1.5 -88.0 (24.0) -115.0 (31.0)
Max 4.0 4.0 52.0 (14.0) 69.0 (19.0)

RMS 2.3 54.0 (14.5)

Z - Wire contact length (mm) 
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10

■ Z.EX

-10-10
Wire direction

-15-15

-20-20
-25-25

•15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15
250

200
150

100

-10 -100
-15 -150

-20 -200Wire direction

-25 -250
-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300

Y - Stresses (MPa)

Averaged data

-10 0 10 
Z - Wire contact length (mm)

W ire direction

I
141 
74 
24 
-24 
-7 4  
- 160

(M Pa)

X

L

W ire direction

CDc
D
O*

Figure 3-23 cont: The MS-C-3 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material
Cut length, m, thickness, n

SS-C-1
Stainless steel (304L)
(45 x 25) mm

Cut SS-C-1 was performed on 
restrained cutting conditions . The cut 
was performed with a standard S5 
set of parameters with no manual 
intervention.

Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 220) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

20th Dec, 2013
Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm
LT25A.TEC
20 °C
0.2 mm, 0.8 MPa

The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters with no 
manual intervention

WEDM cutting parameters
EL 10
ST
FF
Aj
Inj

100
41
14

PA
M

Rate
10
3.4

PM

A
WS
IAL

10
0.6
12
10

Offset
V
TAC
WB

0.16
80
0.3
1.6

Metrology information
CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm
Roughness instrument
Resolution
Threshold

12
10 %

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Probe dia. 3 mm
Leica 3DCM
Overlap area
Z-Scan value

10%
200 pm

10 mm dia

Plane for the 
contour cut

25 mm

(x
Xo -5

Zr. Zry  
Wire direction 
 >

Z - Wire contact length (mm) 
-10 -5 0 5 10

-10-10 Wire direction

-15-15

-20 -20
-25-25

10 15■15 -10 -5 0 5
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

x.o

-10-10
Wire direction W

-15-15

-20 -20
-25 -25

15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Figure 3-24: The SS-C-1 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -2.0 -1.0 -3.0 -2.5
Max 2.0 4.0 2.0 4.5
Rsm 127.0 151.0 125.0 135.0

Sq, Sa 3.0, 2.5 3.0, 2.5
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -2.0 -1.5 -20.0 (8.0) -122.0(50.0)
Max 1.0 3.0 24.0(10.0) 30.0 (12.0)

RMS 1.5 33.0 (14.0)

Wire direction

Z - Wire contact length (mm)
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

Wire direction

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Wire direction 
 >

Wire direction 
 >

Averaged data

-10 0 10 
W ire contact length (mm)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15
250

-250
-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300

Y - Stresses (MPa)

Figure 3-24 cont: The SS-C-1 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material
Cut length, m, thickness, n

SS-C-2
Stainless steel (304L)
(45 x 25) mm

Cut SS-C-2 was performed on 
restrained cutting conditions . The cut 
was performed with a standard S3 set 
of parameters using 0.1 mm wire 
diameter.

Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 195) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

10 mm dia

WEDM information Plane for the

Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

20th Dec, 2013
Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.1 mm
LT25A.TEC
20 °C

contour cut

25 mm
0.2 mm, 0.1 MPa

The cut was performed with a standard S3 set of parameters.

WEDM cutting parameters
EL
ST
FF
Aj
Inj

10

95
42

PA
M

Rate

6
37
8.7

0.744

PM

WS
IAL

0.2
10
8

Offset
V
TAC
WB

60
0.1
0.3

Metrology information
CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm
Roughness instrument
Resolution
Threshold

12
10 %

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Probe dia. 3 mm
Leica 3DCM

•Xr«

Overlap area
Z-Scan value

10%
200 pm

Ze„ Z>) Zr> 
Wire direction

Z - Wire contact length (mm) 
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Figure 3-25: The SS-C-2 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -2.5 -2.0 -3.0 -3.0
Max 1.0 2.0 4.0 3.0
Rsm 126.0 129.0 125.0 116.0

Sq, Sa 1.9, 1.5 1.9, 1.5
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -2.0 -2.5 - 53.0 (22.0) -78.0(19.0)
Max 3.0 3.0 47.0 (32.0) 44.5 (34.0)

RMS 1.9 37.0 (15.0)

Wire direction \

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

Wire direction

• to
•  ZJBH

•  Z..EX 

A XJ>
XFH  

a  X_ST

W ire direction 
 ►

W ire direction 
 >

-20 
-25
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Averaged data

-10 o 10 
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Figure 3-25 cont: The SS-C-2 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material
Cut length, m, thickness, n
Cantilever dimensions, p, q

SS-C-3
Stainless steel (304L)
(45 x 25) mm
(25 x 170) mm

Cut SS-C-3 was performed on 
restrained cutting conditions . The cut 
was performed with a standard S3 set 
of parameters with some modifications 
and using 0.1 mm wire diameter.

Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

2Cr Dec, 2013
Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.1 mm
LT25A.TEC
20 °C
0.2 mm, 0.1 MPa

The cut was performed with a standard S3 set of parameters with 
reduced A and TAC.

WEDM cutting parameters
EL
ST
FF
Aj
Inj

10

95
42

PA
M

Rate

37
8.7

0.47

PM

A
WS
IAL

0.1
10

Offset
V
TAC
WB

60
0.05
0.3

Metrology information
CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm
Roughness instrument
Resolution
Threshold

J2__
10 %

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Probe dia. 3 mm
Leica 3DCM
Overlap area 
Z-Scan value

10% 
200 pm

10 mm dia

Plane for the 
contour cut

25 mm

Wire direction

Z - Wire contact length (mm)
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

-10 -10Wire direction •-

-15-15

-20-20
-25 -25

•15 -10 ■5 0 5 10 15
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)
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Figure 3-26: The SS-C-3 cut data and displacement profiles for clamped (c) and 

free sides (d).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -3.0 -2 .0 -3.0 - 3.0
Max 1.0 3.5 3.0 2.5
Rsm 129.0 114.0 96.0 115.0

Sq, Sa 2.2,1.7 2.1, 1.7
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -2 .0 -3 .0 - 8.0 (3.0) -116.0(48.0)
Max 2.0 3.0 43.0(18.0) 29.0 (12.0)

RMS 2.0 39.0 (16.0)

Wire direction

Wire direction

W ire direction 
 ►

W ire direction 
 >

-25
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

V - Surface profile (pm)

2 - Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15
250

-250
-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300

Y - Stresses (MPa)

2 - Wire contact length (mm)
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

Averaged data

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

Figure 3-26: The SS-C-3 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material
Cut length, m, thickness, n

MS-B-4
Mild steel (EN3B)
(42 x 25) mm

Cut MS-B-4 was performed on 
restrained cutting conditions and 
was started from pilot hole placed 
at 5.9 mm away from one edge of 
the specimen.

Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 145) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

0151 Oct, 2014
Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm

Plane for the 
contour cuto

LT25A.TEC
20 °C
0.2 mm, 0.8 MPa

The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters with no 
manual intervention

25 mm

WEDM cutting parameters
EL
ST
FF
Aj
Inj

10

100
41
14

PA
M

Rate
10
3.4

PM

WS
IAL

10
0.6
12
10

Offset 0.16
V
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WB

80
0.3
1.6

E
E
r\i

Metrology information
CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm
Roughness instrument
Resolution
Threshold

12
10%

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Probe dia. 3 mm
Leica 3DCM

o
o4>X £

Xf,

Overlap area
Z-Scan value

10%
200 pm

Z c  Z0 Ze» 
Wire direction 

 — *

Z - Wire contact length (mm) 
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Figure 3-27: The MS-B-4 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -4 .8 -1 .2 -11.0 -0 .2
Max 1.5 5.6 5.8 5.6
Rsm X X 135.0 136.0

Sq, Sa X, X 3.6, 2.7
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -4 .0 - 2.0 -46.0 (12.0) - 71.0 (19.0)
Max 4.0 3.0 81.0(22.0) 86.0 (23.0)

RMS 2.3 49 .0(13.0)

Z - Wire contact length (mm) 
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10

-10-10
Wire direction

-15-15

-20-20

-25-25
•15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

-5 <}J
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Figure 3-27 cont: The MS-B-4 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material
Cut length, m, thickness, n

MS-C-4
Mild steel (EN3B)
(45 x 25) mm

Cut MS-C-4 was performed on 
restrained cutting conditions with 
similar stiffness on both sides of 
the cut plane.

Cantilever dimensions, p, q (50 x 120) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

27^ Aug, 2014
Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm

10 mm dia

P!ane for the
contour cut

LT25A.TEC
20 °C
0.2 mm, 0.8 MPa 25 mm

The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters with no 
manual intervention

WEDM cutting parameters
EL
ST
FF
Aj
Inj

10

100
41
14

PA
M

Rate
10
3.4

PM

WS
IAL

10
0.6
12
10

Offset 0.16
V
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WB

80
0.3
1.6

Metrology information
CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm
Roughness instrument
Resolution
Threshold

12
10%

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Probe dia. 3 mm
Leica 3DCM
Overlap area
Z-Scan value

10%
200 pm

Zen Zo ZE:, 
Wire direction

Z - Wire contact length (mm) 
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Figure 3-28: The MS-C-4 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min - 6.0 - 1.8 -4.0 -3 .6
Max 3.0 4.2 4.8 3.2
Rsm 115.0 148.0 125.0 142.0

Sq, Sa 3.3, 2.6 3.3, 2.5
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -2 .0 -2 .3 -47.0(12.0) - 58.0 (15.0)
Max 3.2 3.7 36.0(10.0) 86.0 (23.0)

RMS 2.0 43.0(11.0)

Wire direction

Wire direction

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Z - Wire contact length {mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300

Y - Stresses (MPa)

Wire direction 
 >

Wire direction 
 >

Z - Wire contact length (mm)
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Averaged data

“  -10  0  10 
Z - Wire contact length (mm)

Figure 3-28 cont: The MS-C-4 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material
Cut length, m, thickness, n

SS-A-5
Stainless steel (304L)
(42 x 25) mm

Cut SS-A-5 was performed on 
restrained cutting conditions and 
was started from pilot hole placed 
at 5.9 mm away from one edge of 
the specimen.

Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 120) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

01 Oct, 2014
Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm
LT25A.TEC
20 °C
0.2 mm, 0.8 MPa 25 m m

The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters with no 
manual intervention

WEDM cutting parameters
EL
ST
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Inj
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41
14
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M

Rate
10
3.4
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10
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E
E
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Metrology information
CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm
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1 0 %

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Probe dia. 3 mm
Leica 3DCM
Overlap area
Z-Scan value
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Figure 3-29: The SS-A-5 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min - 5.5 -1 .8 -3.7 -4 .5
Max 5.0 3.0 6.0 2.7
Rsm 112.0 142.0 140.0 131.0

Sq, Sa 3.4, 2.6 3.4, 2.6
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -3 .0 -2 .0 -42.0(17.0) -112.0 (46.0)
Max 1.6 1.2 49.0 (20.0) 39.0 (16.0)

RMS 1.9 41.0 (17.0)

Wire direction Wire direction

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300

Y - Stresses (MPa)

-25 ----------------------------------------------------- -25
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

Y - Surface profile (pm)

W ire direction 
 >

W ire direction 
 >

Z - Wire contact length (mm)
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

Averaged data
25

"25 -10 0 10 
Z - Wire contact length (mm)

Figure 3-29 cont: The SS-A-5 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material
Cut length, m, thickness, n

SS-C-4
Stainless steel (304L)
(45 x 25) mm

Cut SS-C-4 was performed on 
restrained cutting conditions with 
similar stiffness on both sides of 
the cut plane

Cantilever dimensions, p, q (50 x 120) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

27IfTAug, 2014
Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm

Plane for the 
contour cut

LT25A.TEC
20 °C
0.2 mm, 0.8 MPa 25 mm

The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters with no 
manual intervention

WEDM cutting parameters
EL
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FF
Aj
Inj
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41
14
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Rate
10
3.4

PM
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10
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10
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Metrology information
CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm
Roughness instrument
Resolution
Threshold

12
1 0 %

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Probe dia. 3 mm
Leica 3DCM
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Figure 3-30: The SS-C-4 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -3.7 -3 .0 -6.0 -2 .6
Max 2.4 5.7 4.5 3.5
Rsm 121.0 174.0 140.0 150.0

Sq, Sa 3.6, 2.8 3.7, 3.0
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min - 1 . 3 - 2 . 4 - 53.0 (22.0) - 165.0 (69.0)
Max 3.2 4.8 57.0 (24.0) 34.0(14.0)

RMS 1.8 41.0(17.0)

Wire direction

Wire direction

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Wire direction 
 ►

Z - Wire contact length (mm)
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Figure 3-30 cont: The SS-C-4 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

Series 1 (MS-C-1, MS-C-2 and MS-C-3) results and findings

Table 3-6 shows a comparison of the quality of restrained cut MS-C-1 (Figure 

3-21) and unrestrained cut MS-A-1 (Figure 3-7). The displacement variations in 

the free side of the cut MS-C-1 were considerably improved, in comparison to MS

A-1 , by providing restraint along the plane of the cut. Furthermore, having the 

restraint also led to a reduction in the averaged displacement variations and stress 

errors for the cut MS-C-1. On the other hand, surface features such as flared 

edges at the wire entry side, the bowed form of the surface profiles, and 

asymmetry in both sides of the cuts, were seen in both MS-C-1 and MS-A-1. 

However, these features are reduced in MS-C-1 due to an improvement in the 

displacement variations of the free side of the cut.

MS-A-1 MS-C-1

X Z X Z

Clamped side disp. 
(pm) 4.5 7.5 4.0 7.5

Free side disp. 
(pm) 26.0 11.0 11.0 6.5

Averaged disp. 
(pm) 13.0 7.0 6.0 7.0

Stress error-RMS 
(% yield) (MPa) 59.0(16.0) 52.0 (14.0)

Clamped side Free side Clamped side Free side

3D Surface roughness 
Sq, Sa (pm) 3.4, 2.6 3.7, 2.9 3.5, 2.6 3.7, 2.7

Table 3-6: A comparison of quality of the cuts MS-A-1 and MS-C-1.

The cut MS-C-2 was performed using restrained cutting conditions with a 

0.1 mm diameter wire (note MS-C-1 used 0.25 mm wire). Table 3-7 compares the 

quality of the cuts MS-C-2 and MS-C-1. The displacement variations in both sides
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

of the cut MS-C-2 (see Figure 3-22) were slightly reduced when compared to 

those in MS-C-1. Furthermore, averaged displacement variations and associated 

stresses were also reduced. However, flared edges at the wire entry side, the 

bowed form of the surface profiles and asymmetry in both sides of the cuts were 

seen in both MS-C-2 and MS-C-1. Conversely, less surface roughness was 

observed on cut MS-C-2 than on MS-C-1 because of the smaller wire diameter 

used. Slightly improved values were found in RMS variations for displacement and 

stress errors for the cut MS-C-2 when compared to MS-C-1.

MS-C-1 MS-C-2 MS-C-3

X Z X Z X Z

Clamped side 
displacement 

(pm)
4.0 7.5 3.5 7.0 8.0 6.5

Free side 
displacement 

(pm)
11.0 6.5 10.0 7.0 10.0 6.0

Averaged
displacement

(pm)
6.0 7.0 6.0 4.0 7.5 5.5

Stress error- 
RMS 

(% yield) (MPa)
52.0 (14.0) 47.0 (12.5) 54.0 (14.5)

Clamped
side Free side Clamped

side Free side Clamped
side Free side

3D Surface 
roughness 
Sq, Sa (pm)

3.5, 2.6 3.7, 2.7 2.5, 1.8 2.5, 1.8 2.3, 1.8 2.3, 1.8

Table 3-7: Surface quality metrics for the cuts MS-C-1, MS-C-2 and MS-C-3

The cut MS-C-3 (Figure 3-23) repeated MS-C-2 but with reduced values of 

cutting parameters A and TAC. From comparison Table 3-7 it is seen that the 

displacement variation for each side of the cut and the averaged displacements
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from both sides of the cut were not improved. The associated stress errors were 

also found to be slightly larger than those from cut MS-C-2.

So, to summarize, the quality of the cut surface MS-C-1 was improved by 

providing the restraint along the plane of the cut in comparison to the unrestrained 

cut MS-A-1. The quality of cut MS-C-2 was further improved by reducing the wire 

diameter, A subsequent reduction in WEDM cutting parameters A (from 0.2 ps to 

0.1 ps) and TAC (from 0.1 ps to 0.05 ps) for the 0.1 mm diameter wire gave no 

additional improvement. The surface topography of all three restrained cuts 

(MS-C-1, MS-C-2 and MS-C-3) exhibited similar surface features to the 

unrestrained cut surfaces.

Series 2 (SS-C-1, SS-C-2 and SS-C-3) results and findings

The cuts SS-C-1, SS-C-2 and SS-C-3 (Figure 3-24 to Figure 3-26) were 

performed using a benchmark stainless steel specimen, under restrained cutting 

conditions. Table 3-8 compares the quality of cut SS-C-1 with the equivalent 

unrestrained cut SS-A-1 (Figure 3-12). For cut SS-C-1, the displacement 

variations were slightly reduced but not the apparent stresses, when compared to 

those in cut SS-A-1. This was due to the ligament restraint provided along the 

plane of the cut.

The results of cuts SS-C-2 and SS-C-3 showed no improvement in the quality of 

the cut surfaces from reducing the wire diameter to 0.1 mm (cut SS-C-2) and 

WEDM cutting parameters A (from 0.6 ps to 0.1 ps) and TAC (from 0.2 ps to 0.05 

ps) for cut SS-C-3, as shown in the Table 3-9. The surface topography of all three
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restrained cuts exhibited similar surface features to those seen on previous 

unrestrained cut surfaces.

SS-C-1 SS-A-1

X Z X Z

Clamped side disp. 
(pm) 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.5

Free side disp. 
(pm) 5.0 7.0 9.0 7.0

Averaged disp. 
(pm) 3.0 4.5 5.0 6.5

Stress error-RMS 
(% yield) (MPa) 33.0 (14.0) 33.0 (14.0)

Clamped side Free side Clamped side Free side

3D Surface roughness 
Sq, Sa (pm) 3.0, 2.5 3.0, 2.5 3.4, 2.6 3.3, 2.5

Table 3-8: A comparison of the quality of the cuts SS-C-1 and SS-A-1.

SS-C-1 SS-C-2 SS-C-3

X Z X Z X Z

Clamped side 
displacement 

(pm)
4.0 5.0 3.5 4.0 4.0 5.5

Free side 
displacement 

(pm)
5.0 7.0 7.0 6.0 6.0 5.5

Averaged
displacement

(pm)
3.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 4.0 6.0

Stress error- 
RMS 

(% yield) (MPa)
33.0 (14.0) 37.0 (15.0) 39.0 (16.0)

Clamped
side Free side Clamped

side Free side Clamped
side Free side

3D Surface 
roughness 
Sq, Sa (pm)

3.0, 2.5 3.0, 2.5 1.9, 1.5 1.9, 1.5 2.2, 1.7 2.1, 1.7

Table 3-9: A comparison of the quality of the cuts SS-C-1, SS-C-2 and SS-C-3.
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Series 3 (MS-B-4 and MS-C-4) results and findings

The cut MS-B-4 (Figure 3-27) was performed on a benchmark mild steel 

specimen using restrained cutting conditions as shown in Figure 3-20, notably the 

pilot hole ligament length was increased from those used on previous restrained 

cuts (from 1.6 mm to 5 mm), to provide added support during cutting. Table 3-10 

compares the quality of cuts MS-B-4 and MS-C-1 (Figure 3-21). An improved 

quality of the cut surface was not achieved by increasing the ligament.

The following cut MS-C-4 (Figure 3-28) used the original ligament length 

(1.6 mm), and reduced the material stiffness mismatch across the cut plane (i.e. 

cantilever dimension p was increased from 25 mm to 50 mm). Table 3-10 

compares the surface quality of the cut MS-C-4 with MS-B-4 and MS-C-1. For the 

cut MS-C-4, the displacement variations, and associated stress errors, were less 

than those found on cut MS-C-1. Moreover, the cut surface features such as 

asymmetry in both sides of the cut surfaces, and bowed form of the surface profile, 

were slightly improved compared to MS-C-1 cut. This suggests that the bowed 

deformation shape of the “free” side is related to the stiffness of material being cut 

away (note change in cantilever dimension, p, from 25 to 50 mm).
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MS-C-1 MS-B-4 MS-C-4

X Z X Z X Z

Clamped side 
displacement 

(pm)
4.0 7.5 6.3 6.8 9.0 6.0

Free side 
displacement 

(pm)
11.0 6.5 16.8 5.8 8.8 6.8

Averaged
displacement

(pm)
6.0 7.0 8.0 5.0 5.2 6.0

Stress error- 
RMS 

(% yield) (MPa)
52.0 (14.0) 49.0 (13.0) 43.0 (11.0)

Clamped
side Free side Clamped

side Free side Clamped
side Free side

3D Surface 
roughness 
Sq, Sa (pm)

3.5, 2.6 3.7, 2.7 - 3.6, 2.7 3.3, 2.6 3.3, 2.5

Table 3-10: A comparison of the quality o f the cuts MS-C-1, MS-B-4 and MS-C-4.

Series 4 (SS-A-5 and SS-C-4) results and findings

Similar to the third series of restrained cuts, SS-A-5 (Figure 3-29) was 

performed using extra ligament length and SS-C-4 (Figure 3-30) was performed 

with similar stiffness on both sides of the cut plane on benchmark stainless steel 

specimens.

The results in Table 3-11 confirm that, in both cases, the quality of the cut 

surfaces showed no improvement on the surface of the previous cut, SS-C-1 

(Figure 3-24).
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SS-C-1 SS-A-5 SS-C-4

X Z X Z X Z

Clamped side 
displacement 

(pm)
4.0 5.0 10.5 4.8 6.1 8.7

Free side 
displacement 

(pm)
5.0 7.0 9.7 7.2 10.5 6.1

Averaged
displacement

(pm)
3.0 4.5 4.6 3.2 4.5 7.2

Stress error- 
RMS 

(% yield) (MPa)
33.0 (14.0) 41.0 (17.0) 41.0 (17.0)

Clamped
side Free side Clamped

side Free side Clamped
side Free side

3D Surface 
roughness 
Sq, Sa (pm)

3.0, 2.5 3.0, 2.5 3.4, 2.6 3.4, 2.6 3.6, 2.8 3.7, 3.0

Table 3-11: shows the quality of the cut surfaces SS-A-5 and SS-C-4 compared

with SS-C-1.

3.11.4 Discussion of the second experiment results for restrained cuts

Results from the second experiment for restrained cuts reveal the following 

features:

• The quality of the cut surfaces for both material types, mild steel and 

stainless steel specimens, were improved by providing a restraint along the 

plane of the cut compared to results from the unrestrained cuts. Specifically 

bowing of the free side of the cuts was reduced. This resulted in improved 

averaged displacement variations and a reduction of associated apparent 

stress errors.
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• By reducing the wire diameter from 0.25 mm to 0.1 mm the quality of the 

cut surface was slightly improved on the mild steel specimen. But a 

reduction in WEDM cutting parameters (A from 0.2 ps to 0.1 ps, and TAC 

from 0.1 ps to 0.05 ps) for the 0.1 mm wire made little difference.

• For the stainless steel specimen, reducing the wire diameter from 0.25 mm 

to 0.1 mm improved the surface roughness but had no effect on the 

displacement errors. Likewise reduced values of electrical parameters such 

as A and TAC did not contribute to better quality of the cut surfaces.

• Thus both the mild steel and stainless steel cut surfaces displayed less 

surface roughness when a thinner wire diameter was used for the cutting 

process but little improvement in the artefacts contributing to apparent 

stress errors.

• Changing the ligament length from 1.6 mm to 5 mm (increasing restraint 

during cutting) did not improve the quality of the cut surface.

• A similar stiffness, on both sides of the plane of the cut, slightly improved 

the bowed displacement variation results in the mild steel cut surfaces, 

particularly on the unclamped side. However, the effects of these features 

can still be observed on the topography of the cut surfaces, and do 

contribute to stress errors.

• Flared edge effects at the wire entry sides were seen on the cut surfaces in 

all restrained cut results, as in previous unrestrained cuts results. These 

contribute to high stress errors along the cut surface edges and emphasise 

the importance of using sacrificial layers when near to surface stresses are 

of interest.
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In summary, for mild steel, the MS-C-4 cut (Figure 3-28) gave a better surface 

finish compared to all other unrestrained and restrained cuts performed on the 

same material during the experiment. For this cut small values of averaged 

displacement variations were achieved ranging from -2 pm to 3.2 pm along the 

cutting direction, and -2.3 pm to 3.7 pm along the wire direction. However, the 

effects of the cut surface features such as asymmetry in both sides of the cut 

surfaces, and the bowed form of the surface profile were present on the 

topography of the cut surface. The stainless steel cut SS-C-1 (Figure 3-24) 

resulted in the best surface finish compared to all cuts that were performed during 

the experiment, and displayed very small values of averaged displacement 

variations ranging from -2 pm to 1 pm along the cutting direction, and -1.5 pm to 3 

pm along the wire direction. Asymmetry and bowed form errors in the surface 

profile were generally small. However, “flared edge effects” at the wire entry side 

were seen on both of the cut surfaces, which contributed to the high values of 

apparent stress along the wire entry side. Table 3-13 provides a summary of the

quality of the cuts that have been performed during the study.

3.12 Investigation for the cut surface features

The following studies were performed in order to further investigate the

observed cutting features on the WEDM cut surfaces.

• A series of restrained cuts after performing a second heat treatment

• Incremental in-plane residual stress profiling using electro polishing on 

the WEDM surface and an X-ray diffractometer.

• A thin section reference cut adjacent to the WEDM cut surface.
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3.12.1 Restrained cuts after performing second heat treatment

One possible interpretation of apparent residual stresses being identified by 

contour analysis of the benchmark cut deformation profiles is that, despite the heat 

treatment given to the specimen, there were real internal stresses present in the 

mild steel and stainless steel specimens. Therefore, one more restrained cuts 

series was designed for the mild steel specimen.

For the new restrained cuts series, a second reliable heat treatment was carried 

out, in order to remove any possible internal stresses within the mild steel 

specimens. Specimens named MS-B and MS-D were placed in a vacuum furnace 

at 600°C for about an hour to be stress relieved. Cuts were performed as given in 

Table 3-12 repeating MS-C-4 and MS-C-1 because they represented a better 

surface quality compared to all of the previous cuts.

The results are shown in the surface quality metrics in Figure 3-31 to Figure 

3-34. The displacement variations along the wire direction and cutting direction 

were found to be same as achieved in previous restrained cuts. Moreover, in these 

cuts results the bowed form of the surface profiles and asymmetry in both sides of 

the cut surfaces were still found similar to the previous cuts. It is evident that there 

were no internal stresses present in the mild steel specimen. Thus all the cut 

surface features which are observed on the WEDM cut surfaces, are purely 

caused during the WEDM cutting process.
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No. Cut ID
Specimen

Number

Cut

Number
Cut descriptions

1 MS-B-5 B 5
Repeat cut of MS-C-4 

Similar stiffness

2 MS-D-3 D 3
Repeat cut of MS-B-5 

Similar stiffness

3 MS-D-1 D 1 Repeat cut of MS-C-1

4 MS-D-2 D 2 Repeat cut of MS-D-1

Table 3-12: Details of restrained WEDM contour cuts performed after second 

heat treatment.
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Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material
Cut length, m, thickness, n

MS-B-5
Mild steel (EN3B)
(45 x 25) mm

Cut MS-B-5 was performed on 
second heat treated specimen on 
restrained (similar stiffness) cutting 
conditions as the MS-C-4 cut.

Cantilever dimensions, p, q (45 x 95) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

18th Nov, 2014
Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm

Plane for the
contour cut

LT25A.TEC
20 °C
0.2 mm, 0.8 MPa 25 mm

The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters with no 
manual intervention

WEDM cutting parameters
EL
ST
FF

Aj
Inj

10

100
41
14

PA
M

Rate
10
3.4

PM

WS
IAL

10
0.6
12
10

Offset 0.16
V
TAC
WB

80
0.3
1.6

Metrology information
CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm
Roughness instrument
Resolution
Threshold

12
10%

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Probe dia. 3 mm
Leica 3DCM

jx

eb *

Overlap area
Z-Scan value

Xa

o

10%
200 pm

Zew Zo Zgx 
Wire direction 

 *

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

•  2.EX

-10-10
Wire direction \ \

-15-15

-20-20
-25-25

-15 -10
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

XST

-10 -10Wiredi'ection

-15 -15

-20 -20
-25 -25

Y - Surface profile (pm)

Figure 3-31: The MS-B-5 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min - 3.6 -1 .4 -2 .3 -1 .8
Max 2.5 3.9 3.0 3.0
Rsm 127.0 143.0 135.0 145.0

Sq, Sa 3.4, 2.7 3.5, 2.6
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f  and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -2 .3 -1 .3 - 47.0 (12.0) - 65.0 (17.0)
Max 3.0 3.0 31.0(8.0) 51.0(13.0)

RMS 1.8 39.0 (10.0)

Wire direction

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

Wire direction

-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300

Y - Stresses (MPa)

Wire direction 
 >

Wire direction 
 >

-25
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

Y - Surface profile (pm)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

Figure 3-31 cont: The MS-B-5 cut surface quality metrics profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material
Cut length, m, thickness, n

MS-D-3
Mild steel (EN3B)
(45 x 25) mm

Cut MS-D-3 was performed on 
second heat treated specimen on 
restrained (similar stiffness) cutting 
conditions as repeat cut of the MS
B-5.

Cantilever dimensions, p, q (45x125) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

10 mm dia

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

5^ Feb, 2015
Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm

Plane for the 
contour cut

LT25A.TEC
20 °C
0.2 mm, 0.8 MPa 25 mm

The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters with no 
manual intervention

WEDM cutting parameters
EL
ST
FF
Aj
Inj

10

100
41
14

PA
M

Rate
10
3.4

PM

WS
IAL

10
0.6
12
10

Offset 0.16
V
TAC
WB

80
0.3
1.6

Metrology information
CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm
Roughness instrument
Resolution
Threshold

12
10 %

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Probe dia. 3 mm
Leica 3DCM

•Xs,

X vi

o

Overlap area
Z-Scan value

10%
200 pm
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Figure 3-32: The MS-D-3 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min - 3.7 -1 .5 -6 .0 - 1.6
Max 3.7 3.6 4.0 3.7
Rsm 126.0 145.0 125.0 140.0

Sq, Sa 3.3, 2.8 3.4, 2.7
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -4 .5 -1.0 - 47.0 (12.0) - 74.0 (20.0)
Max 3.5 3.3 66.0 (18.0) 50.0 (13.0)

RMS 2.0 43.0(11.5)

Wire direction

Wire direction

-25
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

Y - Surface profile (pm)

Z -  Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15
250

-250
-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300

Y - Stresses (MPa)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

W ire direction 
 >•

W ire direction 
 ►

to -5 0 5 to
2 - Wke contact tongfit

Figure 3-32 cont: The MS-B-5 cut surface quality metrics profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material
Cut length, m, thickness, n

MS-D-1
Mild Steel (EN3B)
(45 x 25) mm

Cut MS-D-1 was performed on 
MS-D specimen after second heat 
treatment. The cut was performed 
on same cutting conditions as MS- 
C-1.

Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 220) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

18th Jan, 2015
Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm
LT25A.TEC
20 °C

10 mm dig

Plane for the 
contour cut

b 25 mm

0.2 mm, 0.8 MPa
The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters with no 
manual intervention

WEDM cutting parameters
EL
ST
FF
Aj
Inj

10

100
41
14

PA
M

Rate
10
3.4

PM

WS
IAL

10
0.6
12
10

Offset 0.16
V
TAC
WB

80
0.3
1.6

Metrology information
CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm
Roughness instrument
Resolution
Threshold

12
10 %

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
Probe dia. 3 mm

fX 
. ^

Leica 3DCM
Overlap area
Z-Scan value
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Figure 3-33: The MS-D-1 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 

(c) and free sides (d).
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Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -4.5 - 0.5 -2 .0 -2 .2
Max 4.8 5.6 3.7 4.0
Rsm 125.0 130.0 126.0 137.0

Sq, Sa 3.3, 2.6 3.2, 2.5
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -3 .6 - 1.0 - 50.0(13.0) - 97.0 (26.0)
Max 4.2 3.7 44.0 (11.0) 55.0 (15.0)

RMS 2.0 44.0 (12.0)

Wire direction

Wire direction

-10 -5 0 5 10
Y - Surface profile (pm)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

W ire direction 
 >

W ire direction 
 ►

Z - Wire contact length (mm)
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

25

-250
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Y - Stresses (MPa)

25 -to -5 6 s to
Z  - W ire contact length (mm}

Averaged data

Figure 3-33 cont: The MS-D-1 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material
Cut length, m, thickness, n

MS-D-2
Mild Steel (EN3B)
(45 x 25) mm

Cut MS-D-2 was performed on MS-D 
specimen after second heat 
treatment. The cut was performed on 
same cutting conditions as MS-D-1.

Cantilever dimensions, p, q (25 x 195) mm
Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. 
Vacuum heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter
Cutting technology
WEDM bath temperature
Nozzles position, pressure

5th Feb, 2015
Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm
LT25A.TEC
20 °C

10 mm dia

Plane for the 
contour cut

b 25 mm

0.2 mm, 0.8 MPa
The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters with no 
manual intervention

WEDM cutting parameters
EL
ST
FF
Aj
Inj

10

100
41
14

PA
M

Rate
10
3.4

PM

WS
IAL

10
0.6
12
10

Offset 0.16
V
TAC
WB

80
0.3
1.6

Metrology information
CMM
Spacing

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM
(0.5 x 0.5) mm Probe dia.

Roughness instrument
Resolution
Threshold

12

10 %

3 mm
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Leica 3DCM
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Figure 3-34: The MS-D-2 cut surface data and displacement profiles for clamped 
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Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm Free side displacement, Fig d, pm
Min -1.5 -2 .0 -5 .4 -1 .6
Max 3.1 3.0 3.8 2.9
Rsm 3.4 2.6 3.2 2.5

Sq, Sa 130.0, 145.0 135.0, 150.0
Averaged displacement, Figs e and g, pm Stress error, Figs f and h, MPa (%yield)

Min -3 .4 -1 .6 -36.0 (10.0) -53.0 (14.0)
Max 2.8 2.8 63.0 (17.0) 66.0 (18.0)

RMS 1.9 46.0(10.0)

Z - Wire contact length (mm)
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

-10 -10
Wire direction i?
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Figure 3-34 cont: The MS-D-2 cut surface quality metrics, profiles of averaged 

displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of averaged displacement (g) and stress (h).
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

3.12.2 Incremental X-ray diffraction measurement of residual stresses

The possibility that near-surface residual stresses might be present in the 

specimens to an extent that affects the quality of the cut surface merits 

investigation. This study presents the results of X-ray diffraction measurements of 

the in-plane residual stresses along the longitudinal (Z-axis) and transverse 

(X axis) directions on the WEDM cut surface (see Figure 3-4). Incremental electro 

polishing was performed on the central region of the WEDM cut surface of the free 

part of the MS-A-1 cut to remove layers of material. The free part of the MS-A-1 

(unrestrained) cut was selected because it showed a high value of surface 

displacement among all the cut results. At each increment, the depth and the 

surface residual stresses were measured at the newly-exposed surface at the 

centre of the polished region. By repeating this process several times, it was 

possible to incrementally remove the surface and obtain a depth profile of the 

surface residual stress. In the present work, a Struers Electropol-5 tool was 

employed for electro polishing. This allows the electro-polishing of a small 

rectangular region of a surface of 10 mm by 20 mm. Initially, the electro polishing 

parameters were set to achieve the flattest surface with the removal of a minimal 

depth of material. The depth and flatness of the polished surface was measured 

using a laser CMM. The stresses were measured using an XSTRESS 3000 X-ray 

diffractometer (Stresstech Oy, VALAKOSKI, Finland) with a 3 mm diameter 

collimator. The X-ray radiation source of Cr K-a with a wavelength of 2.2897 A was 

used at 270 W power and 10 mA current. The position of the peak arising from 

{211} diffracting planes was at a 20 angle of approximately 156.1° (152). The sin2\|j 

technique was applied using 10 angles within a range of -45° < vp < 45° in order to
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

determine the error margins for each stress measurement. The results are shown 

in Figure 3-35.

450 
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300 

250£L
~  200W<D
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Avearged layer removal (pm)

Figure 3-35: Stress measurement as a function of depth through the WEDM cut on 

the mild steel specimen.

The results show that high tensile stresses were present at the WEDM cut 

surface and these stresses must have been the result of the formation of the 

WEDM affected layer (see Figure 3-35). A significant value of tensile stresses was 

measured on the WEDM cut surface before the first electro polishing step. These 

stress values progressively decreased with depth to near zero at approximately 

100 pm indicating there were no internal stresses present in the bulk of the mild 

steel specimen.
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

3.12.3 Thin section reference cut adjacent to the WEDM cut surface

The unrestrained MS-A-4 cut was performed using the same cutting conditions 

as MS-A-1 (Figure 3-7). A reference cut was performed on the clamped side of the 

MS-A-4 unrestrained cut at 1 mm away from the WEDM cut surface. The test cut 

or reference cut approach is a standard approach used to improve contour results 

obtained by correcting for the curvature in the actual cut, details are given in 

(33,139,147). In this study this approach was used to investigate the effects of the 

WEDM cutting process on the quality of the cut surface.

The results of the reference cut are shown in the surface quality metrics on 

characterisation sheet, Figure 3-36. Displacement variations on the reference cut 

are slightly improved compared with clamped side of the cut MS-A-4 (Figure 

3-36 c). However, the reference cut clamped surface side shows similar 

topographical features to those observed on the clamped side of the reference cut 

(MS-A-4-Ref.cut). For example large displacements associated “flared edges”, are 

observed at the wire entry position, as well as at the start and end of the cut (see 

Figure 3-36 d). Thus, the reference cut results show similar features on the cut 

surfaces to those observed on the clamped cut surface of MS-A-4. These features 

must form as a result of the WEDM cutting process rather than any stress 

relaxation during the cutting process.
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Specimen details
Specimen reference
Specimen material
Cut length, m, thickness, n

MS-A-4-Ref. cut
Mild Steel (EN3B)
(50 x 25) mm

Cut MS-A-4 was performed on 
same cutting conditions as MS-A-1 
and then the cut (MS-A-4-Ref.cut) 
was performed as a reference cut 
on the MS-A-4 cut surface.

Cantilever dimensions, p, q (1 x 144) mm 10 m m  dia

Specimen top and bottom surfaces were milled flat surfaces. Vacuum 
heat treatment performed to relieve internal stresses.

Plane for the 
o  re ference cut

WEDM information
Cut date
Machine type
Wire material
Wire diameter

12 Nov, 2013
Agie Charmillies FI440ccS
Brass (LT25.WIR)
0.25 mm

Cutting technology LT25A.TEC
WEDM bath temperature 20 °C 25m m

Nozzles position, pressure 0.2 mm, 1.4 MPa
The cut was performed with a standard S5 set of parameters and no 
manual intervention

WEDM cutting parameters
EL
ST
FF
Aj
Inj

10

100
41
14

PA
M

Rate
10
3.5

PM

A
WS
IAL

10
0.6
12
10

Offset 0.16
V

TAC
WB

80
0.3
1.6

Metrology information
CMM
Spacing (0.5 x 0.5) mm
Roughness instrument
Resolution
Threshold

12
1 0 %

Mitutoyo Crysta plus 547 CMM

tX
E -̂4

Probe dia. 3 mm

X Vs

-XfN

Leica 3DCM
Overlap area
Z-Scan value

10%

Zen Zo Z£y 
Wire direction 
 >

200 pm

Z - Wire contact length (mm)
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

-10-10 Wire direction

-15-15

-20-20

-25 -25
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

Y - Surface profile (pm)

Z - Wire contact length (mm) 
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10

-10-10

-15-15

-20 -20

-25-25
•15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

Y - Surface profile (pm)

Figure 3-36: The reference cut surface data, and displacement profiles for 

clamped sides of MS-A-4 (c )and MS-A-4-Ref. cut (d).
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Surface quality metrics
X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction) X (cutting direction) Z (wire direction)

MS-A-4
Clamped side displacement, Fig c, pm

MS-A-4-Ref. cut 
Clamped side displacement, Fig d, pm

Min -5.5 -4.0 -3.7 -2.0
Max 2.0 3.0 1.0 2.6

Averaged displacement, Fig e, pm Averaged displacement, Fig g, pm

RMS 2.0 1.6

Stress error, Fig f, MPa (%yield) Stress error, Fig h, MPa (%yield)

RMS 49.0(13.0) 43.0(11.0)

Clamped side data

x  -10

-10 0 10 
Z - Wire contact length (mm)

W ire direction

Clamped side data

'

r ift

x  -to

z -
-10 0 10 
Wire conatct length (mm)

W ire direction

13
O *

3
o i

I
134 
74 
24 
-24 
-7 4  
- 126

MPa

L

O)c
•M3
o i

W ire direction

MPa

X

O)c
-4—1

3
o i

W ire direction

Figure 3-36; MS-A-4-Ref cut surface quality metrics (top table), maps of MS-A-4 

clamped side displacement (e) and stress (f), maps of MS-A-4-Ref cut clamped 

side displacement (g) and stress (h).
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3.13Discussion on benchmark study results

On the topography of the cut surfaces, noticeable cutting features are present 

on both sides of the cut, a bowed form of profile and flared edge effects. It has 

been identified that all these features formed as a result of the WEDM cutting 

process.

In the study, the symmetric features on the surfaces of both sides of the cut 

were improved by providing a restraint along the plane of the cut. Two ligament 

lengths (1.6 mm and 5 mm) were tested to provide restraint during the cutting 

process. It would be worthwhile to further investigate the cutting process whilst 

providing extra restraint. A bowed form of cut surface occurred in all the cuts on 

both sides. This study found that this cutting artefact is influenced by the material 

type (convex in mild steel and concave in stainless steel) as well as the electrical 

parameters of WEDM. Two electrical parameters (A and TAC) related to the 

energy of the spark were tested. An improvement in the quality of the cut surface 

was achieved for the mild steel case by successively reducing these electrical 

parameters; this is thought to be associated with a reduction of electro-magnetic 

effects. It would be worthwhile to investigate the other electrical parameters that 

characterise the spark such as IAL (spark ignition intensity) and V (applied 

voltage). A list of all the electrical parameters of WEDM is given at the end of the 

thesis in Appendix Table A -1 . The severity of bowed feature is greater in the mild 

steel specimen (convex) and in an opposite direction compared to the stainless 

steel specimen (concave). This study suggests that the magnetic properties of 

mild steel affected the quality of the cut surface. It would be worthwhile to use a
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Chapter 3: Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

demagnetising (157) treatment for the mild steel specimens prior to WEDM cutting 

(155) and then investigate the quality of the cut surface. High values of 

displacement approaching the edges of the cut surfaces were commonly observed 

for all the cuts for both on mild steel and stainless steel. These surface 

displacement errors arise in consequence of edge effects during WEDM cutting 

process. The edge effects can be reduced by placing sacrificial layers (143) along 

the plane of the cut at the wire entry and wire exit sides, and at the start and end 

of the cut where the wire WEDM cutting artefacts must be avoided. The merits of 

using a thinner wire diameter of 0.1 mm were investigated in this study. The study 

revealed that a better quality of surface finish with lower surface roughness is 

achieved when a thinner wire diameter was used. It would be worthwhile to 

investigate systematically the use of thinner wire diameters and their effect on the 

quality of the WEDM cut surfaces.

For the study nominally stress free specimens were tested. The cut in a stress- 

free body should produce perfect flat mating surfaces. During the study it was 

observed that machining a perfectly flat cut surface is not an easy task to be 

achieved due to the many variables involved in the cutting process. It might be 

worthwhile to investigate the quality of WEDM cut surfaces using specimens with a 

known distribution of residual stress.

Characterisation sheets have been designed with intention of recording 

sufficient details relating to the quality of cut surfaces for contour measurements. 

The most important parameters indicating the quality of the cut surfaces are Sa, 

RSm, RMS displacement and RMS stress. The maximum/minimum displacements 

are more a measure of the edge artefacts.
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3.14Conclusions

The following conclusions are drawn from the work carried out in this chapter.

1. A benchmark test specimen design for contour method cutting trials has been 

developed (see Figure 3-37). A stress-free rectangular specimen with 

dimensions 245 mm long, 50 mm wide and 25 mm thick allows multiple trial 

cuts to be performed in the same set up. During WEDM cutting, one end of the 

specimen will be bolted to the bed of the WEDM machine, whilst 25 mm thick 

slices are removed from the free end. “Restrained” cutting conditions can be 

simulated by starting cuts from a pilot hole (1.8 mm diameter) situated 

2.5 millimetres away from the side of the beam (leaving a ligament of 1.6 mm) 

to provide constraint whilst cutting. The cut will be stopped 2.5 mm away from 

the opposite side of the specimen giving a cut length of 45 mm and a wire 

contact length of 25 mm.

10 mm d*a

Figure 3-37: The proposed geometry for the benchmark specimen.

2. Parameters that characterise and quantify the quality of cut surfaces for 

contour method evaluation have been developed and characterisation data 

sheets have also been developed. These ‘surface quality parameters’ are:
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• The maximum and minimum values of mean surface displacements along 

the cutting and wire direction.

• The maximum and minimum values of mean apparent stresses along the 

cutting and wire direction calculated using the contour method.

• Three dimensional surface roughness parameters Sa, Sq and RSm.

• Root mean square variations for displacement and stress across the cut 

surface.

3. The study has confirmed the reproducibility of surface profiles for contour 

measurement for each of three different types of wire electro discharge 

machine.

4. This study showed that the Agie Charmilles FI 440 CCS WEDM gave better cut 

surfaces for contour measurements than a Fanuc Robocut a-C600iA WEDM 

and Fanuc OiB5 WEDM.

5. A thinner wire diameter gave a better quality of surface finish (lower 

roughness) for cuts in both the mild steel and stainless steel test specimens, 

but made little difference to the topographical artefacts (bowing, wire start and 

flared edges) contributing to apparent stress errors in a contour analysis.

6. In all cut surface results, “flared edge effects” were commonly found along the 

wire entry side of the cuts implying the need for adding a “sacrificial” layer at 

the wire entry side prior to contour cuts.

7. Wire start topographic artefacts were observed in all cuts, again implying the 

need for adding a “sacrificial” material at the wire start face of a contour cut.

8. In unrestrained cuts, a convex bowed form of the cut surfaces was found in 

mild steel specimens, whereas a concave bowed form of the cut surfaces was
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observed in stainless steel specimens. The severity of the bowing was greater 

in the mild steel specimens than in the stainless steel. The origin of these 

“bowed” features is uncertain.

9. The quality of the cut surfaces for both material types, mild steel and stainless 

steel specimens, was improved by providing a restraint along the plane of the 

cut. In particular bowing of the free side of the cuts was reduced resulting in 

improved averaged displacement variations.
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Chapter 4 : Data analysis parameters for the 

contour method

4.1 Introduction

In residual stress measurement using the contour method, deformation data 

defining the “contour” of the cut surface profile is applied to a finite element (FE) 

model of the cut component, and a linear elastic mechanical FE analysis is carried 

out to determine the residual stresses released by the cut. The following data 

collection and analysis parameters are important in this process:

• The deformation measurement spacing of the cut face.

• The data smoothing (for example the ‘knot spacing’ in cubic spline 

smoothing).

• The size and type of element employed in the FE stress analysis.

A suitable choice of these parameters is essential, especially where the residual 

stress distribution varies over short distances.

In this chapter the choice of parameters is studied by considering an idealised 

surface deformation profile and assessing how effectively the profile is captured 

using different sets of linear and cubic spline knot spacing intervals. The quality of 

fit is calculated from the error relative to the idealised profile. On the basis of this 

investigation, guidelines are provided to help contour method measurement 

practitioners select a suitable surface measurement density, knot spacing to 

smooth the deformation data and FE mesh size for the contour method data
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collection and analysis. The results of the study will be applied later in this thesis 

when the contour method is applied to measure rapidly changing residual 

stresses.

4.2 Idealised deformation profile

A cosine distribution of direct stress acting across a large plate is self-balancing 

and can therefore be taken to represent an idealised residual stress distribution. 

Consider a cosine displacement profile applied normal to the edge of a wide plate 

having a wavelength w, and peak amplitude M. The stress distribution at the 

surface is calculated for this case using a finite element (FE) stress analysis, for 

example with w = 6.28 mm and M = 0.2 pm, using symmetric boundary conditions 

and assuming plane strain conditions. The elastic material properties (Young’s 

modulus, E = 210 GPa and Poisson’s ratio, d = 0.3) are defined to obtain the 

residual stress distribution. Figure 4-1 represents the FE model dimensions and 

boundary conditions. The FE stress results show that in the result of applied 

cosine displacement profile, the stress profile along the edge has a similar cosine 

form (see Figure 4-2). The following empirical formula (see in Eq 4-1) can be 

derived from the FE results.

Eq 4-1
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6.28 mm

Figure 4-1: Finite element model, the boundary conditions and applied normal 

displacement ( M = 0.2 microns) along the edge of a semi-infinite plate.

• Stress for cosine displacement 

—  Empirical fit

T5
W -10

-20

-30
0 0.4 0.60.2 0.8 1x/w

Figure 4-2: Predicted cosine form of self-equilibrated stress profile influence by 

a cosine displacement profile.
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The above study shows that an idealised one dimensional cosine surface 

deformation profile (see Figure 4-3) defined by Eq 4-2, can be used for simplified 

data analysis investigations.

Cos(x/w)

0-0.5

0.2 0.4 10 0.6 0.8
x/w

Figure 4-3: Idealised cosine displacement profile as a function of x/w .

y (x ) = M cos(n0) Eq 4-2

Where, y(x) represents the surface deformation profile, M the maximum

. 2.71Xamplitude, and n is the order of the function and 0 =  —  , where w is the 

wavelength of the surface profile distribution.

For a simple case where M and n have values of 1, the cosine distribution y(x) 

has a period of 27t, giving Eq 4-3.
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y (x )  =  cos(— ) Eq 4-3

4.3 Piece-wise linear fit to cosine deformation profile

The accuracy of piece-wise linear fits to a cosine displacement profile over 

different sets of spacings, a, ranging from a/w = 0.33 to 0.071 (i.e. a = w/3 to w/14) 

are considered.

Figure 4-4 shows an example where five equally spaced sampling points are 

used, that is a = w /4  for a cosine distribution. The plot also represents the piece- 

wise linear fit to sample points. Note that for this case sampling points start at

x /w  = 0.

—  Piecewise linear (w/4) 

x Sampling points (w/4)

—  Cos(x/w)

Q.(/>
Q -0.5

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.80 1
x/w

Figure 4-4: Piece-wise linear fit to sampling points spaced w/4 apart on a cosine 

displacement profile.
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The equation of a straight-line can give the piece-wise linear intermediate y 

values between two consecutive sampling points of each fit. Eq 4-4 represents the 

general equation for a straight-line.

x and y represent the coordinate and ordinate respectively of the intermediate 

points between the two points (x lt y±) and (x2i y2), and m represents the gradient 

of the line.

Eq 4-4 is used to calculate the values of the y  coordinate along the piecewise 

linear fit. The deviations (errors) of each piecewise linear fit to the idealised cosine 

displacement profile are then readily calculated. The modulus of deviations for 

each fit are determined and used to calculate the overall maximum deviation error, 

the mean deviation error and the root mean square (RMS) deviation error. The 

overall maximum deviation error is found directly by considering the largest value 

of the maximum deviations. The mean deviation error value is calculated by taking 

the mean of all the maximum deviation values of each fit. The RMS deviation error 

is calculated using Eq 4-5.

Where: yt is the y coordinate of the cosine profile at point i and yt is the y

( y - y 1) =  m ( x -  x{) Eq 4-4

Where

O 2 ~  y i )

O 2 “  * 1)

RM SE Eq 4-5
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coordinate of the piecewise linear fit at point L yt_ yi are the maximum values of 

the deviations of each piecewise linear fit. N  is the number of intervals.

Then, the non-dimensional form of the maximum, mean and RMS error is 

calculated by normalising the maximum, mean and RMS errors to the idealised 

cosine displacement function. The normalized maximum, mean and root-mean 

square (NRMS) errors are defined in Eq 4-6.

, Tniirf, maxormeanorRMS __ , ^
N . m a x  o r N . m e a n  o r N R M S  =  --------------------------------  Eq 4-6

y  i(M ax)  — y  i(M  in)

yi{Max) ar|d yi(Min) are defined by the maximum and minimum values of the

cosine displacement function. The normalised maximum, mean and RMS values 

are represented as percentage errors (normalised mean and NRMS are multiplied 

by 100%). This procedure is repeated for the error calculations for all sets of 

spacing intervals.

Figure 4-5 demonstrates that the form of a cosine displacement distribution can 

be captured in a piece-wise linear manner with increasing error for a /w >  0.1 

(i-e a > w/10). The maximum deviation error values vary from 2.3 % to 25 % and 

normalised mean and RMS deviation error values vary from 2 % to 18 %. For 

a/w  = 0.1, the maximum deviation is < 2.5 %, and the normalised mean and RMS 

deviations are < 2 %; for a/w  ^ 0.083 (a < w/12) the maximum deviations are < 2 

%, and normalised mean and RMS deviations are ~ 1 %. Taking ~ 1 % as an 

acceptable NRMS error, it can be defined that a minimum of 12 equally spaced 

intervals must be selected (a /w  < 0.083).
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Figure 4-5: Error in piece-wise linear fits to cosine distribution as a function of 

spacing intervals a/w.

4.4 Data analysis parameters for the contour method

4.4.1 Element mesh size (s) for contour stress analysis

A regular array of first order, linear hexahedral 8-node brick finite elements is 

commonly used to mesh the cut face of the finite element model in a contour 

measurement. First order brick elements of this kind represent constant stress in 

each element and have linear shape functions (158).

The errors introduced by idealising a simple cosine displacement function using 

first order elements (with linear variation in displacement from node to node) can 

be assessed using the errors analysis presented above (section 4.3). Thus, at

♦ N. Maximum error
• N Mean error 
o NRMS error

s i '

* o 
♦  a *
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least 12 elements of constant size,s, are required to capture a cosine deformation 

profile of wavelength, w, that is s < w /12(s/w  < 0.083) to ensure the NRMS error 

< 1 %.

4.4.2 Data smoothing (knot spacing, k)

In contour measurements of real components, the surface deformation data has 

contributions from the relaxed residual stress field of interest, surface roughness 

features of varying length-scale introduced by the cutting method, and from scatter 

associated with the surface measurement device. Surface profile measurement 

data near the component edges is often poor and has to be discarded (130). 

Generally the measured deformation data has to be “smoothed” (130,159) to 

remove the unwanted contributions that are not associated with residual stresses.

For smoothing the surface data, “cubic smoothing splines” (39) across an array 

of ‘knots’ after data cleaning, averaging and flattening are commonly used. All 

these data process steps allow interpolation at the exact positions of surface 

nodes on the finite element model, and extrapolation to the boundary of the 

component, where measured data can be sparse. A cubic spline is constructed by 

using a piece-wise cubic (third-order) polynomial curves (160). The points where 

the polynomials are joined are called knots (130). The knot-spacing, k, is a user 

specified variable and often chosen on the basis of user experience or sensitivity 

studies. Having a too large spacing can over-smooth the data, whereas too short a 

spacing can result in over-fitting the data. The convergence approach of Prime et 

al. (130) can successfully be applied to identify an optimum knot spacing. Details 

of standard contour data analysis steps are given in section 2.8 of chapter 2.
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In order to investigate the best choice for knot spacing to smooth the measured 

surface deformation data, errors associated with fitting an idealised function can 

be quantified in a similar way to the element mesh size study presented in 

section 4.4.1. Cubic splines can be used to fit the idealised cosine displacement 

profile over different sets of knot spacing ranging from k/w  0.33 to 0.071 (i.e. k = 

vv/3 to w/14). In order to investigate the deviation between each spline fit and the 

original cosine displacement profile, the root-mean-squared (RMS), maximum and 

mean errors are calculated for each set of knot spacing (k).

Figure 4-6 shows an example where 5 knots are used, that is k = w /4 

(k/w  =0.25) to capture a cosine distribution. The plot also represents the spline fit 

between the knots.

1.5

—  cos(x/w)
o Knot spacing (w/4)
—  Spline fit

1

0.5

0

■0.5

1

1.5
0.40 0.2 0.6 10.8

x/w

Figure 4-6: Spline fit to w/4 knot spacing on a cosine displacement profile.
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The root mean squared error (deviation) function is defined by Eq 4-5, but 

noting that here yt are the y  coordinates of the cosine profile representing the 

measurement data points, yt are the cubic spline fit data points and N is the total 

number of data points for each knot spacing interval. The maximum deviation error 

is found directly by considering the largest value of deviations. The mean deviation 

error value is calculated by taking the mean of all the deviation values of each fit.

The non-dimensional form of the RMS, maximum and mean errors are then 

calculated using Eq 4-6 given earlier, where yi(Max) 'iS the maximum displacement 

value taking from the idealised cosine distribution function, and y^Mm) is the 

minimum displacement value taking from an idealised cosine distribution function.

As previously the NRMS values are represented as percentage errors. This 

error is repeated for each set of knot spacings.
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Figure 4-7: Error in cubic spline fits to a cosine distribution as a function of knot 

spacing interval (k/w).

Figure 4-7 represents the error values versus knot spacing for the range of k 

intervals from k/w=  0.33 to 0.071 (k = w/3 tow /14). Figure 4-7 shows that the 

percentage error increases with increase in the knot spacing. However, the errors 

are small because the spline fits efficiently capture the idealised cosine profile.

From Figure 4-7 it is evident that knot spacings k/w  < 0.25 ( k < w /4) give a 

NRMS error, normalised mean error and normalised maximum error < 1 %. 

However, as the knot spacing increases the error begins to ramp up (for example 

for k/w  = 0.33). This evidence shows that 4 knot intervals can capture the 

idealised cosine displacement profile of wavelength, w with a NRMS error < 1 %.

❖

o NRMS error
o N. Maximum error
•  N. Mean error o

•

❖

8
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4.4.3 Surface deformation measurement spacing (d)

In order to acquire a good spline fit to the surface deformation profile introduced 

by the relaxed residual stress field a suitable surface measurement spacing d is 

required.

The surface deformation of the cut face of a component in a contour 

measurement is usually measured in a regular grid of point spacing (d) in both x 

and y directions as shown in Figure 4-8.

For laser CMM measurements, each measured point is averaged over the laser 

beam diameter. For touch probe CMM measurements each measurement point 

represents the height of the surface area at which the probe makes the contact.

t!
Figure 4-8: Schematic drawing showing a regular grid of surface deformation 

sampling points for the mating cut surfaces.

It can be intuitively argued that the measurement spacing,d , should be less 

than or equal to the linear element mesh size used to idealise the smoothed 

profile, that is d < s, where s < w / 12. But ideally the measurement spacing should
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be as small as possible as several data points are required for cubic spline 

smoothing of noisy data between knots, that is d « k .

4.5 Residual stress wavelength, w

The residual stress wavelengths of interest have to be defined in order to apply 

the simple criteria developed above. A rigorous way of identifying the dominant 

cosine form wavelengths present in a residual stress field is to carry out a fourier 

series analysis (161). But preliminary knowledge of the full residual stress field 

may not be available. Often the reason why a contour measurement is done is to 

actually quantify the residual stress field.

It is more difficult to measure short wavelength residual stress distributions 

because very fine surface deformations must be resolved as shown in Eq 4-1. The 

shortest residual stress length scale that can be resolved in a conventional contour 

method measurement can be inferred from the characteristic length scale of the 

surface roughness created by the WEDM process. RSm, the mean spacing 

between the profile peaks, is an important surface roughness parameter as it 

provides a measure of the mean length scale of noise introduced by the cutting 

process. It has been estimated that the contour method is unlikely to be able to 

resolve variations in displacement across a length less than about five times 

RSm (129). The experimental results in chapter 3 show that, RSm is ~ 0.15 mm 

for a typical 0.25 mm diameter WEDM contour cut. Thus for this case the minimum 

residual stress length scale that can be practically measured by contour method is 

of order 0.5 to 1 mm.
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More generally residual stress wavelengths likely to be present can be 

estimated using the following information:

• Prior knowledge: residual stress measurement results from other 

techniques, from prediction or/and published data from a similar 

component.

• Component dimensions (gives maximum wavelengths)

• Expert judgment

4.6 Discussion

The criteria developed in this simple study can be used for choosing the 

measurement spacing d, cubic spline knot spacing k and finite element mesh size 

s for the contour method data analysis, providing the residual stress wavelengths 

of interest are known or can be estimated.

An appropriate estimation of the residual stress wavelengths of interest is 

essential because it has a great influence on establishing suitable choices for data 

analysis parameters.

The developed criteria are based on a one dimensional idealised cosine 

displacement function of fixed wavelength and a simple estimation of errors. In 

practice, the contour method provides a two dimensional map of stress using 

surface deformation data measured across a two dimensional plane. Two 

dimensional cubic splines are used to smooth the deformation data and can 

provide better accuracy in the stress results. But of course the deformation field
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usually comprises a mixture of wavelengths including unwanted noise for which a 

more robust analysis is desirable.

A further consideration is that deformation data are difficult to capture close to 

the edges of the specimen especially using a touch probe CMM (130). But the 

edge effects have not been considered in the above study and again there is a 

scope for improving the criteria.

The importance of selecting appropriate data analysis parameters becomes 

very high where short length scale residual stresses are of interest. But in order to 

resolve short length scale residual stresses, a very fine surface deformation 

measurement density is required for which an improved surface finish (lower 

roughness) is desirable to reduce ‘noise’ levels. In addition, the cut surface should 

be free from cutting effects. Therefore, a good quality of cut surface is essential for 

achieving a better resolution and accuracy in contour method residual stress 

results together with the suitable gauge size for data collection and data analysis 

parameters.

The gauge size for the contour method depends upon the spacing for the 

surface deformation measurements, the optimum knot spacing used to smooth the 

deformation data, and the element size used in the finite element stress analysis. 

The deformation of the cut surface should be measured using a suitable 

measurement spacing (which is usually smaller than the FE mesh size), and then 

the optimum knot spacing should be selected so that the associated cubic spline is 

best fitted to the displacement data. Then finally, first order elements are used to 

mesh the cut face of the finite element model for stress analysis. First order
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elements have linear shape function and provide constant stresses for each 

element. Thus, if first order elements are used the element size used at the cut 

surface gives a measure of the effective gauge size. Therefore, the effective ‘top- 

haf gauge size for the contour method can be controlled by FE element mesh 

size.

The following procedure is proposed to improve the reliability of contour residual 

stress measurements, especially where short length scale stress fields are of 

interest.

Step 1: Compile specimen geometry data and material mechanical properties 

including Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and the material yield stress.

Step 2: Estimate the residual stress profile across the measurement plane from 

which the residual stress wavelengths w, of interest that best characterise the 

expected stress field can be identified. This can be obtained from other 

measurement techniques, from prediction or/and published data from a similar 

component.

Step 3: Perform WEDM contour cut using cutting conditions suggested in 

chapter 3. For short length scale residual stress variations, cutting conditions 

giving a fine surface finish should be chosen.

Step 4: Define the contour surface measurement density based upon the 

developed criteria; that is d < w j l l  and d « k  noting that the finer the spacing 

the better.

Step 5: Measure the cut surface with defined sampling density.
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Step 6: Perform data analysis steps detailed in chapter 2.

Step 7: Choose the initial knot spacing for cubic spline smoothing based upon 

the wavelength analysis; that is k < w/4.

Step 8: Select the finite element mesh size based upon the wavelength analysis; 

that is s < w /12.

Step 9: Then, optimise the knot spacing using the uncertainty approach of Prime 

(3), by examining the different k spacings across the initial k value and calculate 

the stresses for each k increment. Estimate the averaged stress uncertainty for 

each k increment. The final k value is selected by minimising average 

uncertainty in the calculated stresses.

Step 10: Perform final FE analysis to calculate stress results.

All above steps are summarised in the flowchart shown in Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-9: Flowchart illustrating the proposed contour method data analysis 

procedure to improve the robustness of the calculated results.
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4.7 Conclusions

1. Three deformation data collection and analysis parameters have a major 

influence on the contour method residual stress results: the surface 

deformation measurements spacing,d, the cubic spline knot spacing,k, 

chosen to smooth the measured deformation and the finite element mesh 

size, s.

2. The contour method data collecting and analysis parameters have been 

investigated by considering a one dimensional idealised cosine function. 

The quality of piece-wise linear and cubic spline fits to the idealised profile 

have been evaluated by calculating the fitting errors. Threshold acceptable 

errors are defined which inform the choice of these parameters.

• The residual stress wavelength,w, likely to be present in the specimen is 

first needed to apply the simple developed criteria.

• For the measurement spacing, select d < w/12 (d/w  < 0.083) and d « k  

noting, the finer the spacing the better.

• For the knot spacing, select k < w /4 (k /w  < 0.25).

• For the finite element mesh size, select s  < w/12(s/w  < 0.083).
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Chapter 5 : Residual stress measurements

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, residual stresses are evaluated in three welded components 

using special measures to perform the contour cut and applying the criteria 

developed in chapter 4 in making suitable choices for deformation data sampling 

and analysis parameters. The three welded components include:

1. an electron beam (EB) butt-welded P91 ferritic-martensitic steel plate,

2. a dissimilar metal (AISI Type 316LN stainless steel and P91 modified 

9Cr-1Mo steel) EB butt-welded plate, and

3. a stainless steel clad ferritic steel plate.

The challenges associated with the residual stress measurement related to EB 

welded and overlay cladded plates have been discussed in detail in section 2.5 of 

chapter 2. The present studies demonstrate that by applying the developed data 

analysis criteria, detailed characteristics of residual stress distributions having a 

short length scale can be successfully captured thus showing that the spatial 

resolution of the contour method can be improved. The success of the developed 

approach is evaluated by comparing the new contour measurement residual stress 

results with conventional contour measurements and with other stress 

measurement techniques results.
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5.2 Case study 1: P91 electron beam welded plate

An EB butt-welded P91 steel plate for which neutron diffraction residual stress 

measurements were available was selected for the contour measurement studies. 

Firstly, residual stress measurements were conducted using a conventional 

contour method. Then, special measures were applied in the cutting and data 

analysis steps to improve the spatial resolution of the contour method. The 

success of the improvements implemented is assessed by comparing the new 

measurements with conventional contour method results and published neutron 

diffraction results.

5.2.1 Specimen details

The chemical composition for the base material of the EB welded P91 steel 

plate used for the present investigation is given in Table 5-1 (112). The test 

specimen was fabricated from a hot rolled plate material. As a first step of 

specimen preparation, the hot rolled plate material was normalized at 1050 °C for 1 

min mm'1 thickness. Then, it was tempered at 770 °C for 3 min mm'1 followed by 

cooling in air. Then, the tempered material was machined to create plates of 

dimensions 290 mm long by 75 mm wide by 10 mm thick. Finally, the top and 

bottom surfaces of the sample plates were ground to get flat parallel surfaces by 

removing the surface waviness caused by the hot rolling fabrication process. A 

final plate thickness of -9  mm was achieved (112). Pairs of prepared plates were 

then butt welded along the 290 mm edge by an electron beam process. The 

recorded welding parameters are given in Table 5-2. The final dimensions of the 

test plate obtained were 290 mm length, 150 mm width and ~ 9 mm thick.
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c Mn Zr Si P S Cr Mo
0.106 0.443 0.005 0.221 0.018 0.0008 8.965 0.901

Ni Cu Al N Nb Ti V

0.212 0.045 0.010 0.0464 0.073 0.004 0.194

Table 5-1: The chemical composition of the Mod.9Cr-1Mo steel (remaining Fe) 

(112).

W elding param eters

Beam current (mA) 70

Gun voltage (kV) 60

Travel speed (m/min) 1

Pre-heat (°C ) No

Table 5-2: The welding parameters for the EB welded P91 steel plate (112,162).

As-welded residual stresses in the plate were measured using the contour 

method. The contour surface deformation data were analysed using a bulk 

Young’s modulus of 218 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 for both the P91 base 

metal and the fusion zone.

5.2.2 First contour measurement

The first contour residual stress measurement was carried out using a 

conventional contour cutting and analysis method. In order to determine the 

longitudinal residual stress, the first contour cut was performed across the mid- 

length of the plate, in the direction perpendicular to the weld as shown in Figure 

5-1. Before specimen cutting, sacrificial layers were attached to both the top and 

bottom of the plate along the plane of the cut. They help to avoid undesirable wire
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entry and exit effects (143). These were made up of carbon steel having a cross- 

section of 5 mm x 10 mm. An Agie Charmilles FI 440 CCS Wire Electro Discharge 

Machine (EDM) was used to perform the cut. A 0.25 mm diameter brass wire was 

chosen to perform the cut. This limits the surface finish achievable and thereby the 

stress resolution length-scale (see chapter 4). The deformation contours of the 

created cut surfaces were measured using a Mitutoyo Crysta Plus 547 CMM. For 

this measurement, a 4 mm diameter Renishaw PH10M touch trigger probe was 

used. The three spatial coordinates of each point on a 0.5 mm square grid pattern 

on the cut surfaces were measured. The contour cut surface data were processed 

into a suitable form using standard contour routines coded in MATLAB 7.10. Basic 

steps for data processing were used, such as alignment of the two data sets with 

one another by translating and rotating the data in the cut x-y plane, removing of 

noise and outliers in the raw data of the surface contours, averaging of the 

measurements points from the pair of cut halves and smoothing by fitting cubic 

spline functions, with a 1 mm x 1 mm knot spacing (112). The data analysis steps 

are discussed in detail in (39,130). Finally, the linear elastic finite element analysis 

was performed using ABAQUS. For building the 3D model, one half of the plate 

was built by extruding the measured shape of the perimeter at the cut interface. 

The measured displacements on the cut surface were very small and the analysis 

is elastic. Therefore the created cut surface was modelled as a flat surface. The 

cut face was meshed using 0.5 mm size first order elements. The processed 

surface contour data were applied as boundary conditions, with reverse sign at the 

cut face nodes of the FE model. The elastic material properties (112) (Young’s 

modulus, E = 218 GPa and Poisson’s ratio, d = 0.3) of the specimen were defined
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and the elastic FE analysis conducted to determine the released residual stress 

distribution across the created cut surface.

.L o c a tio n  o f  th e

L o c a t io n

1st c o n to u r  c u t  

o f  th e  2 " d c o n to u r  c u t

9 mm

Figure 5-1: Sketch of the EB-welded P91 plate showing the locations of the 

contour cuts.

A map of the longitudinal residual stresses from the first cut measured using the 

conventional contour method (112) is represented in Figure 5-2. The conventional 

contour stress results are compared with published neutron diffraction 

measurements (112,162) along a line 1.5 mm below the top surface of the plate in 

Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-2: Map of the longitudinal stress measured using the conventional

contour method (112). Units are in MPa.
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Figure 5-3: Comparison of the conventional contour method measurement with 

neutron diffraction measurements (112,162) for a line profile at 1.5 mm below the 

top surface of the EB butt-welded P91 plate.
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Neutron diffraction measurements were conducted to measure the residual 

stresses at the mid length of the plate on a transverse plane relative to the 

direction of the EB weld as reported in (112,162). The longitudinal residual stress 

profile measured by neutron diffraction had an ‘M’ shaped stress distribution 

across the weld centre line at 1.5 mm below the top surface of the plate, see 

Figure 5-3. In these results, high tensile stress peaks were observed on both sides 

of the weld centre line beyond the heat affected zone (HAZ) to parent material 

boundary. The tensile peaks of this stress distribution are spread across a very 

short length, that is within ~3 mm spanning the 1 mm wide fusion zone (as shown 

in Figure 5-3). The conventional contour measurement was conducted at the same 

mid-length location as the neutron diffraction measurements. Overall, the residual 

stress results measured from both methods show the same M-shaped trend. 

However, the contour method measurement has not captured the maximum 

tensile stress peaks on both sides of the weld centre line observed in the neutron 

diffraction results (112,162). This evidence illustrates the limited spatial resolution 

of the contour method measurement approach used.

Table 5-3 summarises the cutting conditions, deformation collection and data 

analysis parameters used for this “conventional” contour measurement and 

compares them with the guidelines presented in chapter 4. Note that the minimum 

residual stress wavelength, w, of interest is defined here by the distance between 

the peak tensile stresses observed in the measurements.
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Case

Cutting wire 

Diameter 

(mm)

Deformation 
spacing, d

(mm)

Knot
spacing,

k

(mm)

FE mesh 
size, s

(mm)

Residual stress 
wavelength, w

(mm)

Conventional 0.25 0.5 1.0 0.5 3

Criteria 0.25 «  k, < w/12 < w/4 > d, <w/12 w

Met Yes No No No -

Required 0.25 «  0.75, < 0.25 <0.75 <0.25 3

Table 5-3: Cutting conditions, deformation collection and data analysis parameters 

for the first “conventional” contour measurement

In the next section, a second contour cut performed on the same plate is 

described where attempts were made to improve the measurement spatial 

resolution.

5.2.3 Second contour measurement

A second contour cut was conducted with the aim to improve the spatial 

resolution of the contour method. The location of the second contour cut in one of 

the half-plates remaining from the first cut (145 mm long and 150 mm wide) is 

indicated in Figure 5-1. The second cut was made 60 mm away from the first 

contour cut plane as shown in Figure 5-4. The following sub-sections describe the 

details of the special measures taken in the cutting and data analysis steps to 

improve the quality of the contour measurement results.
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Figure 5-4: Photo of one half of the EB welded P91 plate after the 1st contour 

measurement showing the location of the 2nd contour measurement cut.

W ire EDM c u tt in g

Sacrificial layers 5 mm thick were attached on the top and bottom faces of the 

plate along the plane of the cut to avoid wire entry and exit artefacts (143). A 

1.8 mm diameter start pilot hole was drilled at 10 mm from one end of the plate. 

This provided an embedded cutting configuration giving self-restraint during cutting 

(116). Finger clamping tools were used to provide support and to stop any 

movement of the test component on the WEDM bed table. The test component 

and the fixture were left to reach thermal equilibrium conditions within the WEDM 

deionised water tank before clamping to prevent any thermal stresses. It also 

helps to produce the cut surface with better precision and fine surface finish by 

minimising any recast layer and cutting induced stresses (131). An Agie 

Charmilles FI 440 CCS Wire Electro Discharge Machine (WEDM) was used to
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perform the cut. In order to improve the cut surface finish quality, the WEDM wire 

diameter was reduced for the second cut from 0.25 mm to 0.1 mm (38). The set of 

WEDM cutting parameters were selected as a result of the benchmark studies to 

characterise the WEDM cut given in chapter 3. The cut was performed using the 

S3 (designated on the machine) set of cutting parameters with the ‘A’ value of 

0.2 ps and ‘TAC’ value of 0.1 ps (A and TAC cutting parameters were discussed in 

chapter 3). After cutting, the cut length was reduced by 20 mm from both sides in 

order to remove cut start and stop effects (the first contour measurement showed 

that significant residual stresses associated with the EB weld did not extend this 

far). Figure 5-5 shows both parts of the sample after the second contour cut.

Cutting

j  • V . '
' T A

J I

T t U v
;  O '

« :.T Y  • V

.JLs ' : V’ '% •

a mm
I ;; 'V  . ; " W

i  h - '
Left Side Right Side

i o > I

Figure 5-5: The P91 EB butt-welded plate after the second contour cut and 

removal of 20 mm from the wire cut start and stop edges.
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Surface contour measurement

The thin cutting wire diameter (0.1 mm compared with 0.25 mm diameter for the 

first contour cut) produced a finer surface finish. Two further measures were taken 

to help improve the resolution of the short length-scale (w = 3 mm) residual 

stresses in the plate. A 1 mm diameter Renishaw PH10M touch trigger probe (i.e. 

smaller than the 4 mm diameter probe used for the first cut) was used to measure 

the surface profiles of the cut parts in the CMM (a Mitutoyo Crysta Plus 547). Also 

the measurement spacing was reduced from 0.5 mm to 0.125 mm (meeting the 

criteria of chapter 4).

Data processing and FE simulation

The surface deformation data from the second contour cut were processed 

using standard contour routines coded in MATLAB 7.10. as described in (39,130). 

Figure 5-6 shows the map of the averaged surface displacement measurements 

across the transverse cut plane. The maximum peak to valley deformation is about 

32 pm in the region of the weld.
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Figure 5-6: Map of averaged surface displacement measurements across the 

transverse cut plane (2nd contour cut) for the EB welded P91 steel plate (scale is 

mm)

Then, the measured contour data were smoothed by fitting a cubic spline 

function, with suitable knot spacing. The criteria given in chapter 4 were applied to 

make the best choices for suitable knot spacing (k ) and finite element mesh size 

(5), based upon a residual stress wavelength (w) estimated from the neutron 

diffraction measurements conducted on the same plate (112,162). Taking the 

minimum wavelength as w = 3 mm, an initial knot spacing k < w/4, that is 

k < 0.75 mm, should be selected and the finite element mesh size < w/12 , that is 

5  < 0.25 mm, should be chosen.
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Then, the knot spacing was optimised using the uncertainty approach of Prime 

(130), by examining spacings ranging from 1 mm to 0.3 mm with 0.1 mm 

increments. Stresses were calculated for each k value using finite element 

analysis. A 0.25 mm mesh size was used for the cut face (within 7 mm across the 

centre of the weld) and adjacent to the cut face as shown in Figure 5-7. The knot 

spacing was selected which minimised uncertainty in the calculated stresses 

(130). Figure 5-8 illustrates that the minimum averaged stress uncertainty in the 

calculated stresses was found to be 17 MPa at a knot spacing of 0.4 mm. Thus, a 

knot spacing of 0.4 mm was selected to smooth the surface deformation data.

Figure 5-7: Mesh used for the EB welded P91 plate with close up view.
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Figure 5-8: Optimal knot spacing indicated by minimising the averaged uncertainty 

in calculated stresses for the 2nd contour measurement of the EB P91 butt-welded 

plate.

The processed contour data were then used to perform a final linear elastic 

finite element analysis as explained in section 5.2.2 of chapter 5 with the 0.25 mm 

mesh size. The elastic constants used in the analysis were a Young’s modulus of 

218 GPa and Poisson ratio 0.3 (112).

A map of the longitudinal residual stress measured using the improved contour 

approach is presented in Figure 5-9. The new results are compared with results 

from the first conventional contour measurement and the neutron diffraction 

measurements along a line 1.5 mm below the top surface of the plate in Figure 

5-10.
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Figure 5-9: Map of the longitudinal stresses from the improved (2nd cut) contour 

measurement. (Units are in MPa).
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Figure 5-10: Comparison of the improved and original contour measurements with 

neutron diffraction measurements (112,162) for a line profile at 1.5 mm below the 

top surface of the EB butt-welded P91 plate.
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5.2.4 Surface roughness measurement for the EB welded P91 plate

Surface roughness profiles over the first and second contour cuts were 

measured to investigate the quality of the cut surfaces using a confocal 

microscope with the instrumental configurations given in Table 5-4. Profiles were 

measured over a 15 mm region across the EB weld centre covering the whole 

thickness of the plate.

Roughness instrument

Objective 10X Resolution 12pm

Overlap area 10% Threshold 10%

Z-Scan value 200pm

Table 5-4: Confocal microscope parameters used for 3D roughness

measurements.

For the first cut, a Sq (the root-mean square) value of 2.9 pm and Sa (the 

arithmetic mean of the absolute height) value of 2.2 pm were measured. For the 

second cut a Sq value of 2.3 pm and Sa value of 1.8 pm were measured. Thus, the 

quality (roughness) of the second contour cut surface was improved by using a 

thinner wire diameter.

5.2.5 Results and discussion for the EB welded P91 plate

An electron beam welded joint forms a narrow weld fusion zone that introduces 

short length scale residual stresses. For the EB welded P91 plate additional local 

stress variations arising from martensitic phase transformation were seen in
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neutron diffraction measurements (112,162). But the initial conventional contour 

method measurement was unable to resolve the tensile stress peaks in the HAZs 

adjacent to the weld fusion zone.

The second contour cut used a smaller diameter wire to achieve a better 

surface roughness and implemented the criteria developed in chapter 4 as 

summarised in Table 5-5 below.

Case

Cutting wire 

Diameter 

(mm)

Deformation 
spacing, d

(mm)

Knot 
spacing, k

(mm)

FE mesh 
size, s

(mm)

Residual stress 
wavelength, w

(mm)

Improved
Contour 0.15 0.125 0.4 0.25 3

Criteria 0.25 « k ,  <w/12 <  wl4 >d, <wi  12 w

Met Yes Yes Yes Yes -

Table 5-5: Cutting conditions, deformation collection and data analysis parameters 

for the second “improved” contour measurement

A knot spacing of 0.4 mm (smaller than w/4) was adopted on the basis of the 

uncertainties analysis described earlier (see Figure 5-8). Sensitivity studies were 

carried for mesh size 0.25 mm and the effect of different knot spacings was 

observed. It can be seen that in Figure 5-11 that the large knot spacing failed to 

capture the dip in stresses at the weld centre arising from martensitic phase 

transformation. On the other hand, the small knot spacings more precisely 

captured the stress distribution at and around the weld region.
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Figure 5-11: Showing the effect of change in knot spacing for element mesh size 

(0.25 mm).

The second contour measurement residual stresses are much closer to the 

neutron diffraction results as shown in Figure 5-10 along the line 1.5 mm below the 

top surface, although the neutron data are sparse in the weld region of interest. 

The tensile stress peaks and approaching steep gradients have been successfully 

captured on both sides of the weld centre line. The contour method tensile stress 

peaks are situated 2.6 mm apart.

Sharp stress variations are also found in the contour results away from the peak 

tensile stress region. This is most likely to be because of over fitting of the surface 

displacement data away from the weld region. This problem can be resolved by 

controlling the knot spacing along the cut length. Finer knot spacing can be used
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for a highly concentrated stress region with a short residual stress length-scale 

and for the rest of the cut length relatively coarser knot spacing can be used where 

the wavelength of this stress field is much larger.

The new contour stress results within the weld region and HAZ are closely 

aligned with the neutron diffraction results except at the weld centre where the 

contour measurement indicates a dip to zero stress. This reduction is plausible 

owing to martensitic solid state face transformation during the weld fusion zone 

cooling process (163,164).

The differences in the location and magnitude of both the tensile stress peaks in 

the new contour method results and neutron diffraction results are mainly because 

both the methods are executed using different gauge sizes. The neutron diffraction 

measurements were conducted using ( 1 x 1 x 1 )  mm gauge size. For the contour 

method it can be argued that the first order finite element mesh size, s, represents 

the gauge size providing an appropriate knot size has been used with sufficient 

measurement density. Thus, the new contour measurement had an effective 

“gauge area” of 0.25 mm and therefore this captured the stress field near to the 

weld more precisely.

5.3 Case study 2: dissimilar metal electron beam welded plate

In this second case study, contour residual stress measurements were 

conducted on an EB dissimilar metal weld joining AISI Type 316LN stainless steel 

and P91 modified 9Cr-1Mo steel as shown in Figure 5-12. The test component 

was supplied by the Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research (IGCAR), India, in
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the as-welded condition. The results of this study show how the contour method 

can be magnificently applied to map longitudinal residual stresses across a 

dissimilar metal weld with high spatial resolution.

Electron

Figure 5-12: Photograph illustrates the P91:316LN EB welded plate.

5.3.1 Specimen details

The test component used for this study joined two dissimilar metals, an 

austenitic stainless steel (AISI Type 316 LN) to a ferritic-martensitic steel (modified 

9Cr-1Mo P91), using EB welding with no filler material. The square butt joint 

configuration used for the EB welded plate is illustrated in Figure 5-13. The 

recorded welding parameters are given in Table 5-6. The test component had final 

dimensions of 250 mm long, 155 mm wide and 11 mm thick in the as-welded 

condition.
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Figure 5-13: The electron beam weld joint configuration for the P91:316LN plate.

W elding Param eters

Beam current (mA) 48

Gun voltage (kV) 120

Travel speed (mm/min) 500

Table 5-6: The recorded welding parameters used for the P91:316LN plate.

5.3.2 Contour measurement 

Wire EDM cu t t ing

The cut was performed along a transverse plane at mid-length of the plate to 

measure the distribution of longitudinal (welding direction) residual stress as 

shown in Figure 5-12. The stress distribution was expected to vary in magnitude 

over a length-scale of a few millimetres giving very sharp stress gradients. 

Therefore, the following approach to cutting the component was implemented. 

First, 5 mm wide by 3 mm thick sacrificial carbon steel layers were attached to the 

top and bottom faces of the plate using conductive adhesive along the plane of the 

cut to protect the cut faces from unintended WEDM cutting artefacts (143), see 

Figure 5-14. Secondly, a 3 mm diameter small hole was drilled at 20 mm from the 

edge of the plate to start the WEDM cut. This provides an embedded cutting
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configuration and self-restraint during cutting (116), see Figure 5-14. Third, a 50 

microns diameter wire was used for the WEDM cut in order to achieve a surface 

finish finer than for the Case 1 EB weld study. The intention here was to reduce 

“noise” in the surface deformation data by achieving a better surface finish (lower 

roughness) and thereby improve the spatial resolution of the stress measurement. 

After WEDM cutting the test component was removed immediately from the 

WEDM bath to minimise the risk of corrosion. Figure 5-15 shows the WEDM cut 

surfaces for the P91:316SS electron beam welded plate and marks various 

undesirable surface topographic features that resulted from cutting problems with 

the fine wire size.

main contour

18.5 mm N .  

ligament ii;- \
3 mm 0  stop 

pilot hole

18.5 mm 

ligamentTop /  bottom 

sacrificial layers

3 mm 0  start 
pilot hole

Figure 5-14: Schematic drawing of the P91:316SS electron beam welded plate 

(250 mm x 155 mm x 11 mm) showing the embedded cutting configuration using 

start and end pilot holes and cutting direction, with protective strips attached at the 

plane to be cut (note length reduced to 194 mm).
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Figure 5-15: Photograph showing the WEDM cut surfaces for the P91:316SS 

electron beam welded plate.
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Surface contour measurement

The profiles of both the cut parts were measured using a Mitutoyo Crysta plus 

547 CMM with a 1 mm diameter Renishaw PH10M touch trigger probe. A finer 

probe size and measurement pitch of 0.125 mm was used, to try to capture detail 

in the expected short length-scale of the surface displacement variations.

Data analysis and finite element analysis

The measured surface deformation contour data were processed using 

standard contour analysis routines coded in MATLAB 7.10, as given in (39,130). 

Figure 5-16 shows a map of the averaged surface displacement measurements 

across the transverse cut plane for the plate. The maximum peak to valley 

deformation is about 35 pm in the region of the weld.
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Figure 5-16: Map of the averaged surface displacement measurements across the 

transverse cut plane for the P91:316SS electron beam welded plate.

Then, the next step is to smooth the deformation data by fitting cubic spline 

functions, with suitable knot spacing. The criteria developed in chapter 4 were 

applied to estimate the suitable knot spacing (k) and finite element mesh size (5). 

The case study described in section 5.2 for an EB weld in a 9 mm thick P91 plate 

shows how the EB welding process forms a very narrow weld fusion and heat 

affected zone, and introduces residual stresses with a ~3 mm peak to peak 

wavelength across the weld centre line. The Case 2 study test component is made 

from the same material (on one side), has a similar thickness (11 mm) and is also 

welded using a similar EB welding process. Therefore, the minimum residual 

stress wavelength (w) might be expected to be of the order ~ 3 mm. Applying the
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simplistic criteria developed in chapter 4, and successfully used for the Case 1 

study, an initial knot spacing k < 0.75 mm (k < w/4) and FE mesh size s < 0.25 

mm (s < iv/ 12) was chosen.

The knot spacing was then optimised by considering a range of spacings from 

0.9 mm to 0.4 mm with 0.1 mm increment.

Figure 5-17: Mesh used for the P91:316 SS welded plate with close up view.
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Figure 5-18: The averaged uncertainty in calculated stresses versus knot spacing

for the P91:316 SS EB welded plate.

o Averaged stress uncertainty(MPa)

Stresses for each knot spacing were calculated with a FE mesh size, s = 0.25 

mm as shown in Figure 5-17. The same material properties were applied for the 

austenitic stainless steel and the ferritic-martensitic steel to avoid complexities 

during the analysis (that is E =210 GPa and 0 = 0.3). The trend in averaged 

uncertainty for these calculated stresses (130) is then examined, see Figure 5-18. 

The variation in uncertainty across the knot spacing range examined was small. A 

0.5 mm knot spacing was chosen as this gave a minimum value of averaged 

uncertainty of about 17 MPa.

Finally, the processed deformation contour data were applied as surface 

boundary conditions in a linear elastic finite element analysis of the cut
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component. However, the deformation data of the cut length beyond the pilot holes 

were discarded in order to reduce the cut length. Significant levels of residual 

stress associated with the electron beam weld were judged not extend this far. 

The material properties (E = 210 GPa and 0 = 0.3 and E = 180 GPa and 0 = 0.3) 

were used for ferritic P91 material and 316 L(N) stainless steel respectively for the 

final FE analysis. The cut surface was meshed with 0.25 mm x 0.25 mm linear 

hexahedral elements (ABAQUS type C3D8R) 20 mm across and adjacent to the 

weld region. Finally, the elastic FE analysis was performed as explained in 

section 5.2.2 of chapter 5 to determine the residual stress distribution.

A map of the longitudinal residual stress measured is presented in Figure 5-19 

and a line profile at 5.5 mm below the top surface of the plate is shown in Figure 

5-20. The line profile clearly shows how cutting artefacts can influence the results 

when a fine length-scale analysis is used.

Figure 5-19: Map of the measured residual stresses for the P91:316LN SS 

electron beam welded plate (units in MPa).
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Figure 5-20: Residual stress line profile across the P91:316 SS weld at mid

thickness 5.5 mm below from the top face of the plate. The regions of influence of 

the cutting artefacts are also marked.

5.3.3 Other measurement results

Neutron diffraction (ND) measurements were conducted to measure residual 

stresses in the mid-plane of the dissimilar metals EB welded plate by the 

University of Bristol (165) at the ENGIN-X instrument. These preliminary neutron 

diffraction results (shown in Figure 5-21) indicate that the residual stresses are 

compressive at the weld centre line (- 442 MPa) and rise rapidly to tension within 

the HAZ on either side of the welded joint to an apparent magnitude of about 881 

MPa at -0.5 mm on the 316L(N) stainless steel side and about 481 MPa at 2.5 mm 

on the modified 9Cr-1Mo steel side of the weld centre line. However, there are
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significant uncertainties associated with the data analysis for the neutron 

diffraction measurements in the weld region where the 316L(N) stainless steel and 

the modified 9Cr-1Mo steel materials were mixed together.

Incremental centre-hole drilling (ICHD) measurements were also conducted to 

measure residual stresses of the dissimilar metals EB welded plate by the 

University of Bristol (165). In Figure 5-21 the average of the ICHD measurement 

results are compared with the neutron diffraction and contour results.

900
—  Contour results

♦ ICHD-weld front face 

a  ICHD-weld back face

♦ ND 316 SS

♦ NDP91

700

fl) 300

.E 100"O

c-100

-300

-500
-20 -10 0 10-30 20 30

Figure 5-21: Contour method residual stress measurement compared with 

neutron diffraction and iCHD measurements from (165) at mid thickness 5.5 mm 

below the top face of the plate.
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5.3.4 Results and discussion for the dissimilar metal EB welded plate

The P91:316LN EB welded plate was used to measure the distribution of 

longitudinal (welding direction) residual stress using the new contour 

measurement approach. The P91:316LN electron beam welded joint forms a 

narrow fusion zone and introduces short length scale residual stresses with steep 

stress gradients. A smaller diameter of WEDM wire (50 pm) was chosen to 

perform the contour cut in order to achieve a better surface roughness and the 

deformation sampling and analysis criteria developed in chapter 4 implemented as 

summarised in Table 5-7.

Case

Cutting wire 

Diameter 

(mm)

Deformation 
spacing, d

(mm)

Knot 
spacing, k

(mm)

FE mesh 
size, s

(mm)

Residual stress 
wavelength, w

(mm)

Improved
Contour 0.05 0.125 0.5 0.25 3

Criteria 0.25 « k ,  <wl  12 £ w/4 >d, <wl12 w

Met Yes Yes Yes Yes -

Table 5-7: Cutting conditions, deformation collection and data analysis parameters 

for the second “improved” contour measurement for the P91:316LN electron beam 

welded plate.

Slight variations were observed in the calculated stresses using different knot 

spacings for a 0.25 mm mesh size (as shown in Figure 5-22). As a result, a small 

variation in stress uncertainty was observed across the knot spacing range as 

shown in Figure 5-18. This is likely to be because a better surface finish was
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achieved as a result of using a smaller wire diameter to perform the contour cut. A 

knot spacing of 0.5 mm (smaller than w /4) was adopted to calculate the final 

stress results on the basis of the marginally smaller averaged stress uncertainty as 

shown in Figure 5-18.

600

400

200

-200
 Stresses_0.7 mm knot spacing I

 Stresses_ 0.6 mm knot spacing 1 1

 Stresses_0.5 mm knot spacing V/j
 Stresses_0.4 mm knot spacing

-400

-600
10-10 ■5 0 5

Distance from  w eld centreline (m m)

Figure 5-22: Showing the effect of change in knot spacing for 0.25 mm element 

mesh size.

Two high tensile stress regions are present in the measured stress field (see 

Figure 5-19) flanking the weld centre line. But the regions have several spikes 

potentially associated with the quality of the cut surface. The line profile of Figure 

5-20 shows how steep stress gradients on both sides of the weld centre line have 

been resolved by the contour measurement. The maximum tensile stress peaks 

are situated just 2.3 mm apart within the weld region. To the author’s knowledge
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this is a shorter residual stress length scale than previously measured by the 

contour method.

The line profile from the contour measurement also shows that the residual 

stresses are compressive at the weld centre line (- 400 MPa) rising rapidly to 

tension within the HAZ on either side of the welded joint. The magnitude of the 

tensile stresses in the 316L(N) stainless steel side of the weld is about 400 MPa 

and in the modified 9Cr-1Mo steel is about 300 MPa. High compressive residual 

stresses in the weld region are most likely to be due to phase transformation 

effects counteracting tensile stresses introduced by thermal shrinkage (163,164).

The line profile of stresses also indicates sharp stress variations across the 

weld region, - 10 mm to + 10 mm from the weld centre line. A thin wire diameter 

(50 microns) was used to perform the contour cut but surface roughness 

measurements could not be performed afterwards (the plate was required 

elsewhere). However, surface roughness results are available for a similar plate 

on which a contour cut was performed using same wire diameter on the same wire 

EDM. The results indicate an averaged Sa value of less than of 1 pm between the 

pilot holes using the 50 micron wire diameter. As expected the thinner wire 

diameter gave a better surface roughness. However, the choice of the thinner wire 

diameter increases the risk of the wire breakage and other cutting artefacts. 

During the cutting the WEDM wire broke at four different locations along the cut 

length and formed marks on both the cut parts as shown Figure 5-15. These 

cutting artefacts are symmetric in nature and they are not canceled out by 

averaging the deformation data of both the cut parts (see in Figure 5-16).
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Therefore, the cutting effects associated with these lines and marks are found in 

the resulting stress map (see in Figure 5-19) at about 5 mm, 18 mm, -7 mm and 

-35 mm from the weld centre line. The sharp stress variations associated with 

these cutting effects can also be seen in the stress line profile in Figure 5-20. This 

study demonstrates that a smaller wire diameter such as 50 pm gives better 

surface finish compared to the 0.15 mm wire diameter but at the expense of 

increasing cutting artefacts. As Case Study 1 managed to resolve a residual 

stress wavelength of the order of 3 mm with a 0.15 mm wire diameter, it might be 

argued that use of a smaller diameter wire is not necessary.

The neutron diffraction results discussed earlier in section 5.3.3 also show high 

compressive stress values within weld and tensile peaks in the adjacent HAZs. But 

these stresses may not reflect the actual bulk residual stress levels present as 

there is a mixture of materials in the weld region. Significant uncertainties were 

reported in the stress results within the weld region because of difficulties in 

determining reliable stress free lattice parameter reference measurements and 

dealing with the mixture of materials (165). The incremental centre-hole drilling 

(ICHD) measurements and neutron diffraction measurements 3 mm or more away 

from the weld centre line are in reasonable agreement with the contour results. 

Also both the contour and neutron diffraction measurements indicate deep 

compression at the weld centre line. Thus, the new contour method measurement 

approach has been successfully applied to map short length scale longitudinal 

residual stresses in the dissimilar metal EB welded plate.
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5.4 Case study 3: stainless steel clad ferritic plate

In this third case study, manufacturing residual stresses in a thick section ferritic 

steel plate clad with several layers of austenitic stainless steel weld metal (see 

Figure 5-23) are measured using the contour method. Peak tensile residual 

stresses are known to normally occur in the cladding layer of this type of 

component (89). But there is also a possibility of phase transformation in the 

ferritic base material adjacent to the clad interface that can result in sharp 

variations of residual stresses within a short length scale and this can contribute to 

the development of under clad cracking (45). This study aimed to capture residual 

stress variations from these local phase transformation effects by implementing 

the new contour measurement approach developed in chapter 4. The accuracy of 

the new contour measurement results presented here is assessed by comparing 

them with published data for the same component obtained from a previous 

conventional contour method measurement conducted by the author (89), and 

incremental deep hole drilling measurements (90) and neutron diffraction 

measurements performed elsewhere (95).
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Figure 5-23: Photograph of the clad ferritic steel plate.

5.4.1 Specimen details

The clad test component for the present study was supplied by Rolls-Royce. 

The test specimen was fabricated from a 300 mm long by 180 mm wide by 50 mm 

thick ferritic base plate of SA508 Grade 3 steel. Three layers (totalling ~ 9 mm 

thick) of austenitic stainless steel weld metal cladding were deposited on the top 

surface as shown in Figure 5-24. The first clad layer was 309L stainless steel to 

minimise dilution effects and the final two layers were 308L stainless steel. A 

mechanical hot wire TIG welding clad process was used with stringer beads 

having an approximately 50% overlap. The welding parameters recorded are given 

in Table 5-8.

The welding procedure for the clad plate specimen included a hydrogen bake- 

out phase after completion of welding. The specimen was held at the pre-heat
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temperature of 170 °C for a minimum of four hours. This procedure was done to 

minimise the risk of hydrogen cracking in the heat affected zone. There was no 

post weld heat treatment applied for the specimen, thus the specimen supplied for 

measurement was in the as-welded condition.

300 mm

Welding direction >"

Figure 5-24: Schematic image of the clad plate showing the dimensions, direction 

of clad welding, cross-section of contour method measurement (red chained line), 

pilot start hole for WEDM cut and sacrificial strip applied to the clad surface.

Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3

M aterial o f the band electrode Type 309L Type 308L Type 308L

Current (A)
Prim ary 315 315 315

Background 180 180 180

Voltage (V) 12 12 12

Inter pass Tem perature (°C) 250 250 250
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Pre-heat (°C ) 170 170 170

Travel speed (mm/min) 150 150 150

Number of passes 19 19 19

Table 5-8: Clad welding conditions (95).

5.4.2 Wire EDM cutting

In order to determine the longitudinal (welding direction) stresses, a contour cut 

was performed along a transverse plane at mid-length of the plate, that is in a 

direction perpendicular to the weld beads. Before specimen cutting, a 1.5 mm 

diameter pilot hole was introduced 5 mm from the edge of the plate in the plane of 

the cut. This provided self-restraint and edge clamping of the plate during 

cutting (116). Finger clamping tools were used to provide support and to stop any 

bulk movement of the test component on the WEDM bed table. An Agie 

Charmilles FI 440 CCS WEDM was used to perform the cut. The running of cutting 

trials was impossible for this sample case because there was no stress free 

material available exactly similar to the clad specimen. Therefore, cutting 

parameters were chosen based on past experience. The first attempt at cutting 

was carried out using 0.15 mm diameter brass wire. Stable cutting conditions for 

this component could not be achieved with this wire size resulting in wire breakage 

at the start of the cut. Therefore, a thicker wire (0.25 mm diameter brass wire) was 

chosen to perform the cut. To avoid wire entry, wire exit, and the cut start and end 

effects, sacrificial layers were placed around the perimeter of the intended cut 

section (143). These were of carbon steel having a cross-section of 

5 mm x 10 mm (see Figure 5-25). They were placed at the top and bottom of the
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plate along the plane of the cut and at the start and end of the cut. Special 

consideration was given to obtain a close fit between the wavy clad surface and 

the attached layer, by using silver-loaded epoxy resin to fill the gaps.

Sacrificial
layers

Figure 5-25: The clad plate mounted on the WEDM table showing sacrificial plates 

attached to the component and the clamping arrangement.

The clad specimen was a combination of two different materials; therefore, to 

avoid introducing thermal expansion errors, the deformation of the cut surface was 

measured in a temperature controlled room, held at the cutting bath temperature 

of 20 °C. After completion of the WEDM cutting, the cut surfaces were inspected 

by eye for any obvious cutting artefacts and the sacrificial layers were removed.

5.4.3 Surface contour measurements

During the WEDM cutting, debris, in the form of tiny particles of metal, was 

formed and deposited onto the cut surfaces. The thickness of the debris layer was 

a few microns and if left in place can affect the contour measurement. The cut
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surface should be free from these dust deposits. Removal of these deposits was 

done using a rubber eraser (see Figure 5-26). The cut surfaces were measured 

using a hybrid laser-CMM system with fine measurement pitch, that is a

0.125 mm x 0.125 mm point spacing with 2 mm s '1 measuring speed. The laser 

CMM system comprises a Zeiss Eclipse CMM to which a Micro-Epsilon 

triangulating laser probe was fitted.

Figure 5-26: WEDM cut after cleaning with rubber eraser.

5.4.4 Conventional contour method approach for data analysis

The set of measured surface deformation data were initially analysed using a 

conventional data analysis approach as described in (39,130). The processed data 

were then fitted with cubic splines using 7 mm x 7 mm knot spacing. Residual 

stresses were calculated using an ABAQUS FE linear elastic analysis with a 

1 mm x 1 mm linear hexahedral element (type C3D8R) mesh within the clad 

material and up to 10 mm below the clad interface. The rest of the plate cut face
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was meshed with 3 mm x 3 mm sized elements. The material properties 

(E = 209 GPa and 0 = 0.3 and E = 171 GPa and 0 = 0.3) were used for ferritic 

base plate and stainless steel weld metal cladding, respectively.

The measured map of longitudinal residual stresses obtained using the 

conventional contour method data analysis approach (89) described above is 

shown in Figure 5-27. Residual stress line profile along mid thickness from bottom 

to top for the clad plate is shown in Figure 5-28. The stresses are tensile in the 

clad itself but rapidly reduce to compression in the ferritic base metal before rising 

to tension towards the bottom surface. The maximum tensile stress of 330 MPa in 

the clad near to the clad/parent material interface and maximum compressive 

stress of -250 MPa are located at approximately 50 mm and 34 mm from the 

bottom, respectively.

* _ r

Figure 5-27: Map of the longitudinal residual stresses measured using a

conventional contour method data analysis approach (89) (stresses are in MPa).
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Figure 5-28: Residual stress line profile along mid thickness from bottom to top for 

the clad plate (89).

5.4.5 Other residual stress measurement techniques results

Neutron diffraction measurements were conducted on a nominally identical 

plate that was manufactured under the same conditions (90). These were carried 

out using a 3 mm x 3.4 mm x 5.8 mm diffracting gauge volume by researchers 

from Manchester University and Rolls Royce (95) at the ENGIN-X instrument at 

ISIS. A rectangular window was cut in the underside of the plate to reduce the 

beam path length and count time. The neutron diffraction results show that a 

tensile stress of around 400 MPa was present at the clad/parent interface and a 

peak compressive stress of -300 MPa within the ferritic base plate at a location of 

36 mm from bottom of the plate.
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Incremental deep hole drilling (iDHD) measurements were also undertaken on 

the same plate that was studied by neutron diffraction. The measurements were 

carried out at the longitudinal centre-line of the plate perpendicular to the weld 

beads. These measurements were performed using a 1.5 mm reference hole with 

a 5 mm diameter core. The iDHD measurements showed a maximum tensile 

residual stress of around 600 MPa at the clad/ferritic base material interface and a 

maximum compressive residual stress of around -200 MPa at 40 mm from bottom 

of the plate (90).

Finite element analysis was also performed to predict welding residual stresses 

in the clad plate. This FE simulation of the cladding process was carried out 

without considering phase transformation effects. The FE simulation predicted a 

tensile residual stress of around 400 MPa at the clad/ferritic base material 

interface and a maximum compressive residual stress of around -325 MPa to 

about 34.5 mm depth from bottom of the plate (90).

Figure 5-29 shows a comparison of the longitudinal residual stress distributions 

in the clad plate obtained by the conventional contour measurement (39), neutron 

diffraction, iDHD and FE techniques. The stress distribution is plotted along a line 

located at the 90 mm mid-width of the plate, extending from the bottom of the 

ferritic plate to the top of the cladding. It can be seen that the residual stress 

distributions from all the techniques follow a similar trend to one another. However, 

these profiles give no indication of any short length scale stress fluctuations in the 

ferritic base material adjacent to the clad interface. This is most likely to be 

because the inherent gauge size of the techniques used was too large. Further
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investigation to capture any phase transformation effects therefore requires 

applying a measurement technique with a finer spatial resolution capability.
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Figure 5-29: Comparison of measured and predicted residual stresses along a 

through-thickness line at mid-width of the clad ferritic plate.

In the next section, the surface contour deformation data were re-analysed 

using the developed criteria described in chapter 4 to improve the contour 

measurement spatial resolution.

5.4.6 New contour method approach for data analysis

The set of measured surface deformation data were re-analysed using a careful 

selection of data analysis parameters, as described in chapter 4. The knot spacing
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and finite element mesh size for the revised analysis were based on a residual 

stress wavelength (w)  estimated from a hardness measurement profile. Hardness 

measurements were conducted on one of the contour cut surfaces (details are 

given below in section 5.4.8). The hardness results show (see in Figure 5-36) that 

rapid hardness variations occurred just below the clad region (at the top of the 

ferritic base plate) within ~ 3 mm of the interface, probably due to phase 

transformation effects. Therefore, the minimum wavelength was considered to be 

w  = 3 mm giving an initial knot spacing k £ 0.75 mm (k < w / 4) and FE mesh 

size 5 < 0.25 mm (s <  w /12) ,

Then, the knot spacing was optimised using the uncertainty approach of Prime 

(130) by examining the range of spacings from 1.7 mm to 0.7 mm with 0.1 mm 

increment. Stresses for each knot spacing were calculated using FE analysis with 

a mesh size of s = 0.25 mm as shown in Figure 5-30. For simplicity the same 

material properties were used for both the ferritic base plate and the austenitic 

stainless steel clad portion for knot spacing optimisation. Figure 5-31 illustrates 

how the minimum averaged uncertainty in the calculated stresses was found to be 

28 MPa at a knot spacing of 1.4 mm.
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Figure 5-30: Mesh used for the clad plate with close up view.
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Figure 5-31: The best suitable knot spacing was determined by minimising the 

averaged uncertainty in the calculated stresses.
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Finally, the processed deformation contour data were applied as surface 

boundary conditions in a linear elastic FE analysis of the cut component. The 

deformation data of the cut length beyond the pilot holes were determined by 

linear interpolation. The material properties (E = 209 GPa and 0 = 0.3 and 

E = 171 GPa and 0 = 0.3) were used for a ferritic material and stainless steel 

respectively for the final FE analysis. The cut surface was meshed with 

s = 0.25 mm linear hexahedral elements (type C3D8R) across and adjacent to the 

clad region.

A map of the measured longitudinal residual stress based on the refined 

analysis is presented in Figure 5-32. The line profile at mid-width from bottom to 

top of the plate is shown in Figure 5-33.

I—r  S9S

. •# M S

Figure 5-32: Map of measured residual stresses for the clad plate from the 

improved contour measurement analysis approach (units in MPa).
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Figure 5-33: New contour method residual stress measurement compared with the 

old contour measurement, iDHD measurement, neutron diffraction measurements 

and an FE prediction for a through-thickness line at mid-width of the plate.

5.4.7 Metallography fo r the clad plate

Metallographic analysis was performed to observe the macrostructure of the 

clad plate. A slice 10 mm thick was extracted from the WEDM cut surface created 

for the contour cut. The slice was first ground using 500 to 4000 grit grade papers 

and later, mechanically polished to a 0.05 pm surface finish. Then, the austenitic 

stainless steel clad portion was etched with 10 % oxalic acid for 6 minutes and the 

ferritic portion etched with 2 % nitrite for 8 minutes. Finally the macrostructure was 

observed under an optical microscope and digital images were captured along the

♦ Neutron diffraction results
 Old contour measurements
 • ...iDHD
 FE results
 New contour measurements

~ 9 mm thick clad 
layer
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cut face and covering different metallurgical zones that were produced as a result 

of the deposition of the clad layers. Figure 5-34 illustrates the macrostructure of 

the clad plate.
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5.4.8 Hardness testing

A hardness survey was undertaken to investigate whether the clad welding 

process had introduced a hardened region beneath the cladding owing to local 

martensitic phase transformation in the HAZ. If present such a region could 

characterise the length scale of associated residual stress perturbations. A Vickers 

hardness survey was conducted on the prepared macrograph slice using a 0.625 

mm spacing with a 5 kgf load. The hardness survey was carried out at the mid

width of the cut face from the top of the clad down to the bottom of the ferritic base 

plate. Figure 5-35 shows Vickers Hardness indentations from base to top of the 

plate, and highlighting the position of the indentation corresponding to the 

maximum hardness on the centre line. Figure 5-36 illustrates the hardness profile 

measured.

Figure 5-35: Stainless Steel Welds (clad) on SA508 Plate, shows Vickers 

Hardness indentations from base to top of the plate, and highlighting the position 

of the indentation corresponding to the maximum hardness on the centre line.
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Figure 5-36: Hardness measurement profile from bottom of the plate to the top of 

the clad layer at mid-width of the component.

5.4.9 Results and discussion fo r the clad plate

The conventional contour method captured the long length scale residual stress 

field but, like the other measurement methods, was unable to pick up information 

of any local stress fluctuations in the ferritic base material adjacent to the clad 

interface, see Figure 5-29.

The improved contour stress measurement results were calculated using the 

criteria developed in chapter 4 for data analysis parameters. Table 5-9 

summarises the cutting conditions, deformation collection and data analysis
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parameters used for the old contour results and improved contour results, and 

compares them with the guidelines presented in chapter 4.

Case

Cutting wire 

Diameter 

(mm)

Deformation 
spacing, d

(mm)

Knot
spacing,

k

(mm)

FE mesh 
size, s

(mm)

Residual stress 
wavelength, w

(mm)

Old contour 

measurement
0.25 0.125 7 1 -

Criteria 0.25 «  k, < w/12 < w/4 >  d, <wl  12 w

Met (old 

measurement)
Yes N o N o N o -

Required 0.25 «  0.75, < 0.25 <0.75 <0.25 3

Improved
contour

measurement
0.25 0.125 1.4 0.25 3

Met
(improved

measurement)
Yes Yes N o Yes -

Table 5-9: Cutting conditions, deformation collection and data analysis parameters 

for the old and second “improved” contour measurement for the clad plate.

The sensitivity studies carried out examining the effect of different knot spacings 

(with a mesh size of 0.25 mm) are illustrated in Figure 5-37. It is seen that the 

small knot spacings over fitted the contour deformation data compared to the large 

knot spacing. A knot spacing of 1.4 mm was adopted on the basis of the 

uncertainties analysis (results are shown in Figure 5-31).
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Figure 5-37: Showing the effect of change in knot spacing for element mesh 

size (s = 0.25 mm).

In this study, a knot spacing of k = 1.4 mm (that is k > w/4) gave a minimum 

averaged stress uncertainty value. For the clad plate, the contour cut was 

performed using a 0.25 mm wire diameter. Although this limited the cut surface 

finish quality, short length scale stress variations of the order of 3 mm were 

resolved. However, small knot spacings over fitted the surface data giving large 

average stress uncertainties. This perhaps demonstrates the importance of trying 

to achieve a good contour surface finish when applying the criteria given in 

chapter 4.

The new contour measurement on the clad plate exhibits a significant 

improvement in the residual stress measurement resolution compared to the old 

contour results, for example compare the new contour measurement results with
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the old contour method and other measurement techniques results shown in 

Figure 5-33.

A map of the measured longitudinal residual stress using the new contour 

approach is shown in Figure 5-32. Longitudinal stresses normal to the cut plane 

(at mid length of the clad plate) are tensile in the cladding region. The macrograph 

for the clad portion confirms the presence of the three clad layers in Figure 5-34. 

In the new contour measurement results three tensile stress peaks appear to 

correspond with three weld beads with in the clad region. This is in contrast to the 

conventional contour measurement and other measurement techniques results 

shown in Figure 5-29 . The highest value of tensile stresses is reported within the 

first clad layer (just above the ferritic base plate) and the stress magnitude reduces 

towards approaching the last layer (at the top) of the plate. The maximum tensile 

stress peak with the magnitude of 410 MPa is found within the first clad layer (at 

clad/parent interface), and the stresses reduce down to the value of 330 MPa and 

230 MPa for the second and third layers respectively. The new contour 

measurement results resolve a dip in the tensile stress profile below the nominal 

clad/ferritic baseplate interface. The dip in the tensile stresses coincides with the 

maximum hardness value at the same location as shown in Figure 5-38. The 

highest value of hardness 293 HV is found at the same location, where the 

measured value of tensile stress is smallest (about 41 MPa). The exact location of 

this point is shown in Figure 5-35, that is 0.625 mm below the local fusion 

boundary. This evidence confirms that the new contour measurement analysis 

approach has successfully picked up martensitic transformation residual stress 

effects in the ferritic material just below the cladding fusion boundary.
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Figure 5-38: New contour method residual stress measurement compared with the 

hardness measurement profile along a through-thickness line at mid-width of the 

plate.

None of the residual stress measurements discussed earlier in section 5.4.5 

could capture the short length scale stress variations expected to be present in the 

region of phase transformation near to the clad/parent material interface. The 

neutron diffraction measurement were carried out using a 

3 mm x 3.4 mm x 5.8 mm diffracting gauge volume (12). The iDHD measurements 

were conducted using a 5 mm diameter core. The FE simulation was performed 

for the clad plate to predict the residual stress distribution without consideration of 

phase transformation. Hence, all of the residual stress measurements techniques 

involved using a limited gauge size. In contrast, the new contour measurement
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analysis approach has used an “effective gauge size” of 0.25 mm which has 

successfully captured evidence of a phase transformation effect that correlates 

with hardness measurements. Thus, these results confirm that the new contour 

measurement analysis approach can be used for detailed characterisation of 

rapidly varying stresses.

5.5 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from the present case studies.

1. The contour method, as conventionally applied, failed to provide a detailed 

characterisation of the short length scale residual stress distributions that 

can be formed as a result of advance welding techniques such as high 

power density electron beam welds, and as a result of underclad phase 

transformation effects.

2. The criteria developed in chapter 4, informing choices for contour method 

data analysis parameters, can be successfully applied to capture short 

length scale residual stress variations (2 to 3 mm peak to peak) if the 

wavelength of such variations can be estimated.

3. Contour method measurements can be significantly improved by careful 

execution of the cutting process, surface measurement steps, and suitable 

selection of data analysis parameters.

4. The quality of the contour cut surfaces can be improved by undertaking 

following measures.

• Use of thinner WEDM wire diameters.

• Careful selection of wire WEDM cutting parameters.
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• Use of sacrificial layers at the top and bottom faces of the plate along 

the plane of the contour, and at the start and end of the cut.

• Use of embedded cutting configuration.

5. Improved quality of the contour cut surfaces allows a finer deformation 

measurement spacing to be used that can help to capture the underlying 

short length scale surface features.

6. A smaller wire diameter produces a better surface finish and can give 

smaller variations in stress uncertainties providing no cutting artefacts are 

introduced (for example from wire breakage).

7. In this study, In order to capture the short length scale stress variations fine 

knot spacings were used. This caused the problem of unrealistic sharp 

stress variations appearing away from the peak tensile stress region. This 

is most likely to be because of the over fitting of the surface displacement 

data away from the weld region. This problem can be resolved by 

controlling the knot spacing along the cut length. Finer knot spacing can be 

used for highly concentrated stress region and short residual stress length- 

scale and for the rest of the cut length relatively coarser knot spacing can 

be used where the wavelength of this stress field is much larger.
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Chapter 6 : Discussion and conclusions

This chapter provides a general discussion of the research presented in this 

thesis, draws overall conclusions and also covers ideas to take forward the work.

6.1 General discussion

The contour method is a powerful technique to evaluate residual stresses (33). 

It is of paramount importance that all steps to execute the contour method should 

be carefully planned so as to improve the quality of the stress results that can be 

achieved and to minimise the associated errors. The method comprises four basic 

steps: specimen cutting, topographic measurement of the cut surface, data 

analysis and finite element simulation. In order to achieve high-precision 

measurement results, each of the steps has to be controlled as demonstrated by 

the present research.

Specimen cutting is the first and most crucial step. Undesirable geometric 

features on the cut surfaces can arise from the cutting process. These features 

intrude upon the quality of the contour cut surface, and cause errors and 

uncertainty in stress results (38). In order to minimise such errors, cutting 

conditions can be optimised by performing trial cuts on a stress free part of the test 

component (117,135,143) , or on another piece of similar stress free material 

(38,139). However, prior to this research there has been no systematic approach 

applied to performing cutting trials and assessing the quality of the cut. Here a 

benchmark specimen geometry has been designed that can be used for 

developing a cutting strategy for the contour cuts. An accompanying
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characterisation record sheet has been devised to quantify the benchmark cut 

surface quality and features that can introduce errors in contour measurements. 

The metrics of particular interest are the areal surface roughness, Sa, the 

roughness characteristic periodicity, RSm, and areal RMS displacement and areal 

RMS apparent stress. These metrics can be used to rank the quality of cutting 

conditions and thereby optimise cutting procedures for contour measurements. 

The characterisation sheets record the displacement errors introduced by cutting 

artefacts, most notably “bowing” features spanning across the cut faces (convex in 

ferritic steel and concave in stainless steel) and local edge effects. It is shown that 

these features could introduce errors in the order of 40 MPa to 50 MPa in contour 

residual stress measurements of the benchmark beams. This level of error (10 -  

15 % of the material yield stress) is larger than desirable for a residual stress 

measurement technique. This emphasizes the importance of carrying out 

systematic cutting trials of the type developed in this thesis in order to minimise 

cutting errors for contour measurements, and in applying suitable mitigation 

measures (e.g. application of sacrificial layers to the specimen surfaces).

This study was limited to two material types, mild steel and stainless steel as 

well as one material thickness (25 mm). But the benchmark design and 

characterisation sheet can be used for any metallic material. The benchmark 

specimen design could also be usefully extended to study different specimen 

geometries (e.g. larger thicknesses and variable geometry). Clearly the setting of 

WEDM cutting parameters will change according to the material type and 

geometry of the specimens and this will change their effects on the quality of the 

cut surfaces.
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The WEDM cutting technique works with a large number of electrical 

parameters. All of these parameters have their own effects on the quality of the cut 

surfaces. Small changes in each of the parameters can make the quality of the cut 

worse and unacceptable for the contour measurements. A good understanding of 

each of the WEDM parameters and their effects on the quality of the cuts is 

essential.

In this thesis, a procedure has been identified to quantify the quality of the cut 

surfaces and important parameters identified that can describe the quality of the 

cut surface. The characterisation record sheet is a very useful means to identify 

the quality of the individual cut and to allow comparison of cut surfaces with one 

and other. It will provide a means of capturing the knowledge and expertise of 

WEDM technicians as well as the characteristics of specific WEDM machines. 

Once a databank of records of cutting trials has been fully developed for different 

materials and geometries, this will provide tremendous help to contour method 

practitioners to improve residual stress measurement results. Future 

measurements will consume less material (dispensing the need for trials) and take 

less time.

The present research has also addressed the gap in published guidance for 

choosing surface deformation measurement spacings and deformation data 

analysis parameters for contour residual stress measurements. The contour cut 

surface should be measured using an appropriate measurement density that 

captures all of the surface features resulting from stress relaxation. In addition to 

this, the careful selection for data analysis parameters such as knot spacing for
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data smoothing (130) and finite element mesh size are also very important in order 

to minimise error and uncertainty in calculated stress results.

A simple investigation of data analysis parameters for the contour method has 

been conducted in this thesis based on an idealised cosine displacement function 

(giving a self-equilibrated one-dimensional residual stress profile). A set of 

guidelines is proposed (see Figure 4-9 in chapter 4) for making a suitable selection 

of cubic spline knot spacing, FE mesh size and deformation measurements 

spacing based on the wavelength of the residual stress distribution. This requires 

some prior knowledge (or estimate) of the residual stresses present in the 

component of interest. These guidelines have been successively applied to 

characterise rapidly varying (small length scale) residual stresses in three welded 

components: an EB butt welded P91 plate, an EB butt welded P91 to 316 stainless 

steel plate and a stainless steel clad ferritic plate. The author believes that the 

resolution in residual stress length-scale (peak to peak of 2 to 3 mm) in these 

components is the best achieved to date in contour measurements; for example 

the author is unaware of published work indicating the influence of martensitic 

transformation effects below stainless steel cladding on SA508 ferritic steel plate 

material.

Short length scale residual stress measurements are more sensitive to the surface 

roughness of the contour cut surface because the variations in displacement 

across a short span length can be very small (see Eq 4-1 in chapter 4); that is the 

“noise” associated with the roughness makes the underlying residual stress 

deformation more difficult to resolve. A thinner wire diameter was found to produce
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cut surfaces with smaller surface roughness; for example in some of the 

benchmark cuts and for the two EB welded plate examples described in chapter 5. 

However, the thinner wire diameter increases the risk of wire breakages during the 

cutting process (as found for the dissimilar metal EB weld discussed in chapter 5) 

which is undesirable. Further work is required to determine the maximum 

acceptable surface roughness for resolving stresses of a specified minimum 

wavelength. Another consideration is that the cubic spline knot spacing chosen 

must be significantly larger than the surface roughness wavelength RSm to 

minimise the influence of surface roughness in the residual stress results. More 

work to investigate minimum limits for the developed data analysis criteria is 

needed.

6.2 Conclusions

The following conclusions are drawn from the work carried out in this thesis.

6.2.1 Benchmark study to characterise the wire EDM contour cut

1. A benchmark test specimen design for contour method cutting trials has 

been developed. A stress-free rectangular specimen with dimensions 

245 mm long, 50 mm wide and 25 mm thick allows multiple trial cuts to be 

performed in the same set up. During WEDM cutting, one end of the 

specimen will be bolted to the bed of the WEDM machine, whilst 25 mm 

thick slices are removed from the free end. “Restrained” cutting conditions 

can be simulated by starting cuts from a pilot hole (1.8 mm diameter) 

situated 2.5 millimetres away from the side of the beam (leaving a ligament
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of 1.6 mm) to provide constraint whilst cutting. The cut is stopped 2.5 mm 

away from the opposite side of the specimen giving a cut length of 45 mm 

and a wire contact length of 25 mm. The proposed geometry of the 

benchmark test specimen design is shown in Figure 3-37 in chapter 3.

2. Parameters that characterise and quantify the quality of cut surfaces for 

contour method evaluation have been developed and characterisation data 

sheets developed. These ‘surface quality parameters’ are:

• The maximum and minimum values of mean surface displacements 

along the cutting and wire direction

• The maximum and minimum values of mean apparent stresses along 

the cutting and wire direction calculated using the contour method.

• Three dimensional surface roughness parameters Sa, Sq and RSm.

• Root mean square variations for displacement and stress across the 

cut surface.

3. The most important parameters to efficiently demonstrate the quality of the 

cut surfaces are Sa, RSm, RMS displacement and RMS stress. The 

maximum/minimum displacements are more a measure of the edge 

artefacts.

4. The study has confirmed the reproducibility of surface profiles for contour 

measurement for each of three different types of wire electro discharge 

machines tested.

5. This study showed that out of the machines installed at the Open University 

workshop, an Agie Charmilles FI 440 CCS WEDM gave better cut surfaces
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for contour measurements than a Fanuc Robocut a-C600iA WEDM and 

Fanuc 0iB5 WEDM.

6. A thinner wire diameter gave a better quality of surface finish (lower 

roughness) for cuts in both the mild steel and stainless steel test 

specimens, but made little difference to the topographical artefacts (bowing, 

wire start and flared edges) contributing to apparent stress errors in a 

contour analysis.

7. In all cut surface results, “flared edge effects” were commonly found along 

the wire entry side of the cuts implying the need for adding a “sacrificial” 

layer at the wire entry side prior to contour cuts.

8. Wire start topographic artefacts were observed in all cuts, again implying 

the need for adding a “sacrificial” material at the wire start face of a contour 

cut.

9. In unrestrained cuts, a convex bowed form of the cut surfaces was found in 

mild steel specimens, whereas a concave bowed form of the cut surfaces 

was observed in stainless steel specimens. The severity of the bowing was 

greater in the mild steel specimens than in the stainless steel. The origin of 

these “bowed” features is uncertain.

10. The quality of the cut surfaces for both material types, mild steel and 

stainless steel specimens was improved by providing a restraint along the 

plane of the cut. In particular bowing of the free side of the cuts was 

reduced resulting in improved averaged displacement variations.
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6.2.2 Data analysis parameters for the contour method

Three data analysis parameters of the contour method; the size of deformation 

measurement density ‘d' to measure the contour cut surface, the knot spacing lk ’ 

to smooth the measured contour cut surface data and the finite element mesh size 

‘s’ have a major influence on the contour method residual stress results. These 

parameters have been studied by considering a one dimensional idealised cosine 

function. The quality of piece-wise linear and cubic spline fits to the idealised 

profile have been evaluated by calculating the fitting errors and threshold 

acceptable errors defined to help inform the choice of the parameters.

1. The expected residual stress wavelength ‘ w ‘has been identified as an 

important initial input.

2. For the measurement spacing, select d < w/12(d/w  < 0.083) and d « k  

noting that the finer the spacing the better.

3. For the knot spacing (initial analysis), select k < w /4(k /w  < 0.25).

4. For the finite element mesh size, select 5 < w/12(s/w  < 0.083).

6.2.3 Guidelines for improving the spatial resolution of contour results

A detailed procedure is proposed in chapter 4 (flowchart shown in Figure 4-9) to 

improve the reliability of contour residual stress measurements, especially 

where short length scale stress fields are of interest. It includes, perform a 

precise wire WEDM contour cut using cutting conditions suggested in chapter 3 

and chapter 5. Then, measure the contour of the cut surfaces and analyse the 

measured surface data according to the criteria proposed in chapter 4. The most
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important input to implement the simplistic criteria developed in chapter 4 is an 

appropriate estimation of the residual stress wavelengths (w) of interest.

6.2.4 Residual stress measurements

1. The contour method, as conventionally applied, failed to provide a detailed 

characterisation of the short length scale residual stress distributions that 

can be formed as a result of advanced welding techniques such as high 

power density electron beam, and as a result of underclad phase 

transformation effects.

2. The criteria developed in chapter 4 informing choices for contour method 

data analysis parameters can be successfully applied to capture short 

length scale residual stress variations (2 to 3 mm peak to peak) if the 

wavelength of such variations can be estimated.

3. Contour method measurements can be significantly improved by careful 

execution of the cutting process, surface measurement steps, and suitable 

selection of data analysis parameters.

4. The quality of the contour cut surfaces can be improved by undertaking 

following measures.

• Use of thinner WEDM wire diameters.

• Careful selection of WEDM cutting parameters.

• Use of sacrificial layers at the top and bottom faces of the plate along 

the plane of the contour, and at the start and end of the cut.

• Use of embedded cutting configuration.
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5. Improved quality of the contour cut surfaces allows a finer deformation 

measurement spacing to be used which is essential for capturing of all of 

the underlying short length scale surface features.

6. A smaller wire diameter produces a better surface finish and can give 

smaller variations in stress uncertainties providing no cutting artefacts are 

introduced (for example from wire breakage).

6.3 Suggested future work

This research has covered several aspects of the topic of interest. However,

some important issues remain and need to be studied in the future.

• A benchmark specimen has been designed that can be used to perform trial 

cuts to optimise WEDM cutting conditions for contour residual stress 

measurement. Many issues related to the quality of the cut have been 

identified in chapter 3. It would be rewarding to continue this work for testing 

and evaluating different types of material and varying the cutting conditions 

systematically. Similar designs of benchmark specimen with larger cross- 

section dimensions could be used to examine the influence of size (wire 

contact length and cut length). Once the best operational parameters for 

WEDM cutting have been well established for different material types and 

geometries, WEDM cutting guidelines for contour residual stress 

measurements can be developed to improve the accuracy and reliability of the 

contour method.

• The contour method is being rapidly adopted for new applications including 

non-uniform shapes and complex multi-material welds. In this thesis, sacrificial
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layers have been successfully applied to mitigate wire entry effects (flared 

edges) arising from cutting. It would be good to establish a technique to make 

the sacrificial layers locally according to required shapes. For this purpose a 

low melting alloy might be used to form a particular shape.

• In this thesis, it was found that a fine knot spacing was required to capture the 

true short wavelength stress variations. But this caused the problem of over 

fitting the surface deformation data away from the highly concentrated stress 

region. Further investigation is required for these cases to control the knot 

spacing to smooth the surface data to an appropriate level along the cut length 

according to the local expected residual stress length scale.

• The accuracy of the contour method can be improved by preserving the 

contour cut surface from all unwanted effects resulting from the machining 

process. Investigation and development of other advance cutting techniques 

that can minimise these effects is desirable. There are some techniques 

available for materials cutting that have been used successfully for residual 

stress measurement in other strain relief methods. These cutting techniques 

include focused ion beam (FIB) milling (166,167), laser ablation (168,169) and 

waterjet cutting (172). Limited reporting on the use of these cutting techniques 

for contour method measurements opens up a wide field of possibilities for 

developing a novel cutting approach with an improved surface finish.
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Appendix A - Wire EDM Parameters

P a r a m e te r E x p la n a t io n U n its S e t

E L A g ie  p a ra m e te r S

P a A g ie  p a ra m e te r S

P m A g ie  p a ra m e te r s

S T S tra te g y s

M S p a rk in g  m o d e s

E A g ie  p a ra m e te r s

V M a c h in in g  v o lta g e V s

IA L S p a rk  ign ition  in te n s ity  (s e e  Figure A -1 ), *  0 .5 A s

F F P u ls e  F re q u e n c y S

B P u ls e  p e rio d  (s e e  Figure A - 1 ) MS s

A
P u ls e  ris e  t im e  (d u ra tio n  o f m a te r ia l re m o v a l p h a s e ), (s e e  
Figure A- 1 ) MS s

T A C R e d u c e d  p u ls e  r ise  t im e  A  fo r  d ifficu lt cu tting  co n d itio n s MS s

Aj M a c h in in g  v o lta g e  se ttin g V s

S C u ttin g  s p e e d  ( *  7 .4 2 ) m m  m in '1 s

ws W ire  s p e e d m m  m in '1 s

W B W ire  te n s io n S

Inj F lu s h in g  w a te r  in je c tio n  p re s s u re S

m m /m in S p e e d  o f cu t m m  m in '1 M
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Table A - 1: Explanation of terms used for an Agie Charmilles WEDM machine 

(156).
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Figure A - 1 :  The diagram presents the phenomenon of spark generation with 

the simultaneous trends of the voltage and current (156).
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